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PREFACE 

In the autumn of 1923 I did a little work on the poetry of Thoiaas barton and 

of his brother Joseph. In connection with the foams of the lutter, my interest was 

particularly aroused, though at that time I did not have access to his complete 

poetical work. Mr. A. D. McKillop found that I was interested in the bartons, and, 

as lives then looking about for a suitable subject on which to write my Master's 

thesis, he suggested Joseph barton's Essay on the Genius and brit intis of F ope as a 

possible subject for investigation. I looked over the ISssay with that possibility 

in mind, found that it did offer opiortunities, and decided to make those further 

investigations, the results of which I present in this Study. 

The work was done under the guidance of Mr. L'cKillop, whom I take this occasion 

to thank heartily both for his many valuable suggestions and helpfpl information, 

and for the interest he has never failed to show in the work since I began it. 

I wish, moreover, to thank Mr. h. E. Conklin of the University of Texas for 

calling my attention to a valuable publication on barton; Mr. D. T. utarnos for his 

interest and for his information concerning bibliographical material; the Librarian 

of the Institute for the willingness she showed in helping mu procure necessary 

books; the Harvard University Library for lending me a copy of Mooli's Memoir of 

barton; and the members of the Historical bociety of the Rice Institute who dis¬ 

cussed with me and gave me suggestions concerning the first and fundamental 

chapter of the present work. 

George G. Williams. 

The Rice Institute, 

Houston, Texas, 

May 25, 1925. . 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Life of barton. - "The learned, and amiable subject" of the following thesis 

has two rather secure holds on an obscure sort of immortality. For one thing, he was 

the author of the Essay on the Genius and Writings of Pope; and for the other, ho was 

the sona of Thomas barton, eenior, and the older brother of Thomas barton^Junior. This 

senior Thomas barton held the vicarage of Basingstoke in Hampshire when Joseph 

barton WOB born, April 1722, but was at the same time Frofessor of Poetry in the 

University of Oxford* The chief merit, from the standpoint of literature, at least, 

belonging to the Professor was his admiration for Spenser and Helton, and, in particul 

for*the Minor Poems of the latter. He himself, in his later life (no doubt after his 

retirement from the professorship at Oxford in 1728) wrote poetry strongly imitative 

of the two gret poets he so much admired, and wrote also the first imitations of 

runic poetry in English, 

The younger Thomas is still better known as the Professor of Poetry at Oxford, and 

as the a uthor of Observations on Spenser’s Faery Queen", The History of English 

Poetry, and poems of some merit. 

Joseph barton was born at the home of his maternal grandfather, the Reverend 

Joseph Richardson, Rector of Dunsfold in the County of Surrey, Until fyis fourteenth 

year the future author of the Essay on Pope "was chiefly indebted to his excellent 

t 
father for knowledge and instruction," though he was for a short time at New College 

School, In August, 1736, he entered winchester College, where he seems to have 

"exhibited, . , .marks of strong intellectual powerB." At any rate, while he was yet 

at the College, he, his friend Collins, and another boy had published in the Gentleman 

Magazine three poems of which even Johnson said, "There belongs to them an happy 

3 
facility of versification." bhile he was yet at Winchester, barton wrote, in adui- 

tion to the above mentioned verses, the poem Sappho's Advice. 

In September, 1740, he was removed from Winchester, and enrolled, soon afterwards, 



in Oriel College, Oxford. B^ut just before he left Winchester, he laid out the 

plans for a satire in verse covering the rebellion of the subjects of Reason. In 

Oriel College he composed the Enthusiast, the Dying Indian, and the prose satire, 

Rsnelagh House. 

On taking his Bachelor's degree from the Collgg in 1744, "he was ordiined on his 

father's curacy, and officiated in that church until February 1746; at which period 

he removed to the duty of Chels.ea, and within three months caught the smallppox." ' 

Warton had "disagreeable altercations in the parish, and the want of that support 

S' 
from the rector which his situation claimed," and therefore, "after a few months 

6 
spent in discharging the ministerial duties of Chawton and Droxford," he returned 

to Basingstoke. In the year 1747-8, the Duke of Bolton presented the young curate w 

with the rectory of byhslade, whereupon the latter "immediately married kliss Deman of 

? 
that neighbourhood, to whom he had for some time been most enthusiastically attached. 

In the meantime, he had published, at the close of the year 1746, the volume of 

Odes upon which whatever fame he has eB a poet yet rests. 

Four years later, 1751, the same Dufce of Bolton called barton off to an in¬ 

glorious trip through France, burton's presence being desired in order that he, as a 

Protestant clergyman, might officiate at the wedding of the Duke of Bolton and a 

certain actress with whom the Duke lived, and \h u was "universally known and dis- 

f 
tinguished by the name of Polly Feachum" - this happy ceremony to take place 

immediately on the death of the Duchess of Bolton, "then in a confirmed dropsy." 

barton set out for France on the 26th of April, 1751, and by short and easy stage 

travelèd with the Duke's party throjigh France to Llontauban, That barton consented to 

be thus bundled off under such shameful circumstances was no doubt owing to his 

hopes for preferment both in income and in position. However, it is to his credit 

that he did not stay jmtil the demise of the unhappy Ducheso, but in the month of 

September, 1751, set out, unuer the most uncomfortable traveling conditions, for 

-■—"England. I say that it was to his credit; but indeed, ix might be laid at the door 



of his weakness once more to seo his family; for, a month after his arrival back in 

England, barton, on learning of the death of the Duchess of Bolton, wrote hurriedly 

to the Duke and asked his permission to return to him. The Duke, however, disgusted 

no doubt, uith his vacillating servant, had already called on the Protestant chaplain 

of the English embassy at Turin for assistance in making Polly Peachum the DucheBu of 

Bolton. Consequently, barton was left withd disappointed hopes and a still straitened 

pocketbook. 

To remedy such a condition, he set himself to finish a task he had begun in 1748-9: 

"He edited Virgil in Latin and English, the Aeneid translated by Pitt, the Eclogues 

and Georgies, with notes on the whole by himself. Into this publication he intro¬ 

duced Warburton's Dissertation on the Sixth Aeneid, a Commentary on the Charecter 

of Iupis by Atterbury, and on the Shield of Aeneas by Whitehead; to which he added, 

? 
as composed by himself, three essays on pastoral, didactic, and epic poetry.” This 

work, dedicated to Sir George Lyttleton, appeured i£ June, 1753, and immediately 

gained such favor that, in the same year, the University of Cxford granted him the 

degree of Master of Arts, by diploma. In this year, too, he was invited "to become 

a party in the Adventurer; a periodical paper then in the full zenith of its publi¬ 

cation, .... Dr. barton furnished twenty-four papers; amongst Shich are two most 

noble essyas on the superior grandeur and sublimity of the sacrod over the profine 

writers; a truly humourous paper on the poverty xof the poets; tww inimitable criti¬ 

cisms on the Tsmfaest. and three on the Lear of Shakespear; two panegyrics on the 

Odyssey; some very shrewd and accurate observations on Milton's Paradise Lost; two 

very excellent treatises indicative of these brtnehes of literature in which the 

ancients excelled, or were surpassed by the moderns; and an oriental tale untitled 

Bozaldob, not exceeded in purity of sentiment or strength of expression by the 

(0 
Rambler, or any periodical work." 

In this same year, hé "planned to write in a volume, and publish 'belect Epistles 



of Angélus Folitianus, Desiderius, Erasmus, Hugo Grotius, and others, with notes,' 

on a scale sufficiently extensive to embrace an history of the revival of learning." ^ 

But this design was laid aside. 

During the next year, 1754, barton was "instituted to the living of Tunworth," 

and in the next year, was elected second master of Winchester bchool. In the course 

of 1756, Sir George Littleton was advanced to a peerage, and one of his first acts 

vas to confer a scarf on barton, for which, i return the nobleman got the benefit of i 

the schoolmaster's advice on "his lordship's proposed alterations of Thomson,"^and 

his life of Henry II. 

In the spring of this year was published the first volume of the Essay on Pope, 

dedicated to Edward Young. As this volume did not meet with such univoreal approval 

as did the^dition of Virgil, barton received no greet and immediate worldly results 

from his labors, but continued teaching the classics in Winchester School for the 

next ten years. 

In 1766, on the resignation of Dr. Burton, barton was appointed Head Master of 

Winchester, in consequence of which position, Oxford grant-u him the degree of 

Doctor of Divinity. 

Six years later, October 5, 1772, barton's wife died and left himd "the wretched 

widowed parent of six children," He did not remain long in this widowed state, but in 

December of the next year married a Miss Nicholas, a descendent of a former warden of 

the School. 

In the meantime, barton had become a member of Dr. Johnson's Literary Club, 

although he hud, before joining, known personally such members as the Doctor himself, 

Sir Joshua Reynolds, Mr. Burke, Mr. G. Hamilton, Mr* Colman, and others. 

"In the yeo r 1782, the eminently learned and pious Dr. Lowth, then Bishop of 

London, bestowed on him a Jjrebend of St. FuulSs, and within a year added the living of 

Chorley in Hertfordshire, which, after some arrangements, the Doctor exchanged for 

fÇ' 
bickhum." This same year saw the publication of the second volume of the Essay on 
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Pope. for though a gr^at part of this volume had been iruviously printed, bartoji, 

"from motives of a most delicate and laudable nature," had not until now given the 

world a completion of the Essay . 

Six years afterwards, in 1788, Lord Shannon managed to procure for barton the 

Frebend of Winchester Cathedral; and sometime later, Lord Bo^le and the Earl of 

Halmesbury induced the Bishop of Winchester to confer on barton the rectory of Easton, 

which rectory barton was soon permitted to exchange for that of Upham. 

With such livings, the old doctor now felt free to retire from the position the 

duties of which were too fatiguing for a man of his age* After some irresolution, 

therefore, barton retired to his Itectory of Wickham in July 1793. . 

Here, after four years of labor, the old scholar produced (1797) a nine volume 

edition of the works of Pope; and though this edition raised a storm of criticism, 

barton immediately turned to the work of editing Dryden. By the close of 1799, two x 

volubes of this poet, with note?, were completely finished. 

But during the month of October, 1799, a disease of the kidneys, under which 

the Doctor had long beefa suffering, reached an alarming state. By the next February 

the disease had progressed so fur that a general paralysis of the body took place, 

and a few days later (February 23, 1800) the old man died at the age of eighty-eight. 

As regards his appearance, he seems to have been a red-cheeked, round litxle man 
Cl 

full of/bubbling enthusiasm which allowed him to take a lively interest in such 

diverse subjects as school teiching and farming, landscape gardening and literature, 

forest scenery and classical architecture. His playful wit, his anecdotes about 

famous literary men, his affable way of manifesting intereset in almost every situatio^ 

his elegant piety, and his sympathetic nature all combined to make him acceptable in 

the best liter;, ry society of London. But his company was welcome not “lone uwuug the 

literary circles, but was pleasing in particular to the ladies of London society. 

For the little scholar was a great admirer of beauty, and his gallantries, his 

politeness, his archness, and his witty pleasantries frequently made him the center 
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of attraction for the Lelies of many a drawing room. 

Perhaps this very affability and urbanity would tepd to make the Doctor less 

extreme, less radical in his critic! 1 verdicts; for it is an axiom that good breeding 

consists, for the most part, in moderation. At any rate, there is, in almost evory 

part of barton's life a noticeable lack of a rugged independence such as Johnson's, 

of disdain of society and society's opinions such as Gray's, of a viciousness, even, 

such as Pope's, barton was the elegant,the urbane, the pletse-all. His one great 

weakness was perhaps that very thing: weakness. His quarrel,even, with Dr. Johnson 

can be laid as much to this weakness ad to strength of character. For if such men as 

Adam Smith, Sir Joshua Reynolds, David Garrick, Edward Gibbon, John Fox, and Edmund 

Burke lived in peace with the Doctor, surely we cmnot say that it was for lacfc in the 

of courage and independenee. They humored the old dictator, indulged him in his 

whims, and disregarded his petty tyrannies. Such great men could pass unconcernedly 

over those little faults at which such little men as barton would balk. 

Yet after all, it is probable that barton's revolt meant little or nothing. Hen 

cannot live together always without some disagreement; and barton and Johnson had had 

a long and warm friendship. And then,too, any man, in the heat of an argument, is apt 

to say and do things by no means characteristic of his real nature. Consequently, 

when, after a dispute in the midst of a company at Sir Joshua Reynolds's house, 

Dr, Johnson childishly burst out, "Sir, I am not used to be contradicted." <- there 

is practically no man but would have answered somewhat as barton did: "Better for 

yourself and friends, Sir, if you were; our admiration could not be encreased, but 

n 
our love might." 

The Essay. - Though the Essay is r.ow regarded by some as the "most important 

fS* 
of all the critical works that aided the Eomanti* maovement, " and as "one of the 

most significant books of the whole century," yet it woes not seem to have created 

publication of the first volume in 1756. There was B review of it By Johnson in the 

as much of a stir as one would suppose among time of the 
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Gentleman’s Magazine. a few private letters mildly praising or mildly disagreeing 

with it, and an answer to its arguments,some years later, in a Life of Pope hy a Mr. 

Ruffhead - an answer so weak that it called forth from Johnson the comment* “Ruff- 
1-0 

head knows nothing of Pope or of poetry.* 

The first volume of the Essay was published anonymously, but the identy of its author 

soon became known, and indeed, was known among a good many of the literary lights even 

before the printing of the took. It is indded surprising, therefore, that the book 

created no more of a sensation than it did - that is to say, such a fact is sur¬ 

prising if it is true that the"reigning mode" was neo-classic, and if this Essay 

was, as Lowell says, "the earliest public official declaration of war against the 

reigning mode." As a matter of fact, the opinion of Johnson himself is .favorable 

enough to satisfy any unprejudiced reader that the "watch-dog of neo-classicism" 

did not regard the Essay as a particularly radical book: "Upon the whole, this Ecsay 

on the Genius and Writings of Pope is a most entertaining and useful miscellany of 

literary knowledge and candid criticism; containing censure without acrimony, and 

praise without flattery." It is true that Johnson said sneeringly, after he hid 

quarreled with barton, that the reason for the latter's delay in producing the 

second volume of the Essay was that he was disappointed at "not being able to per¬ 

suade the world to his opinion regarding Mr. Pope;" yet even after the quarrel, 

Johnson, in his Lives of the Poets, called barton the "learned author of the Essay 

on the Genius and britings of Pope, a book which teaches how thw brow of criticism 

mc.y be smoothed, and how she may be enabled, with all her severity, to attract and 

to delight." 

barton himself had sàâd,just thre- years before his Easay appeared, onpointing 

out in the Adventurer Ko. 63 (1753} some instances in which Pope had borrowed from 

other writers, barton said: "bhile I am transcribing these similarities, I feel a 

great uneasiness, lest I should be accused of vainly and impotently endeavoring to 

cast clouds over the reputation of this exalted and tryly original genius, 'Whose 
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memory,• to use en expression of Ben Jonson, ’I do honour, on this side idolatry, 

as much as any,' * 

And I am not sure but that Shenstone (borks II, p.160) has not got pretty close 

to the heart of the matter concerning Pope's reputation* The later writer has bean 

saying something mildly unfavortble to Pope's genius, and then adds: "I durst not 

havw censured Mr. Pope's writings in his life-time, you say. True. A writersur- 
y 

rounded with all his fame, engaging with another thatis hardlay known, is a man in 

armour attacking another in his night-gown and slippers." Bold indeed would have been 

he who dared attack the genius of Pope before the latter was laid in his grave. Yet 

a bare dozen years later - and how short a time is a space of twelve years! - 

Vjarton was writing his Esse y against Pope, Shenstone was criticising him, and Young 

was saying that he lacked that most necessary of all qualities - originality. 

The Importance ofuThis Study. - The first volume of theEcsavcontains most of the 

generalizations to which barton adheres more or less faithfully in hoth the first and 

second volumes. But even in this first volume there is a large amount of mere annota¬ 

tion - a quoting of a line or so»,in a definite numbered series, from Pope, and the 

interpolation, between these short quotations, of remarks suggested to barton by the 

quoted lines. The first volume is liberally sprinkled with such notes, and the second 

volume is almost entirely filled by them. Add to this totally unorganized method of 

criticism, the fact that it wes barton's professéd design, in this E-say, to a "ex- 
•2-/ 

patiate into such occasioncl disquisitions as naturally arise from the subject," and 

one may readily see that the critic was right in characterizing the 

Essay as "one of the most rambling and discursive pieces of criticism known to 

literature." Indeed, I should guess,that, of the two volumes, about half of one 

volume could very easily contain everything barton has to say of Pope and Pope's 

writings. The remaining volume and a half would be filled with those maxa^expatia- 

tions and occasional disquisitions" of which tha author spo|e. 



Yet Eeers says that the Essay "i8 one proof of many that the English 

romintic movement was not entirely without self-conscious aims, but had its critical 
'Z.'W. 

formulas and programme, just as ^ueen Anne cltsscism had," Phelps tells UB tint, in 

the Essay, barton ’’elaborated his own theories as to the nature of true Poetry; - 

and these theories were, of course, Romantic;" and that "he had articulated in his 

initial publication distinct doctrines which have formed the Romantic creed from 

•z.3 
that dty to this. He was one of the few conscious apostles of the new school," But 

Saintsbury cannot see th t there are distinct doctrines, for though the Essay is 

"really important as a document in the Romantic nevolt," yet "it also shows the un- 

certilanty of standpoint which is quite pardonable and indeed inevitable in these 

-Z-f 
early reformers," 

From all this, we can gather one fact: that barton had "critical formulas,” 

JtxslJbczBxsKxiixx "aims," eltborate "th.ories as to the nature of true poetry," and 

important, if confused, doctrines. The main purpose of this Study is that of working 

out of the ununified, chaotic, and often inconsisw-nt mass of tangled information 

and beliefs in the Essay, the true system of formulas, aims, theories, and doctrines 

for which 1 arton stood, and by ’ hich he governed himself. Such a work, weriit suc¬ 

cessful, would bè important for two reasons: first,it would be nd considerable im- 

^axtsKKauciBxknaKxwhKt addition to the real knowledge we have about the most im¬ 

portant work of a rather important writer - and knowledge for its own sake is 

usually regarded as being worth while; mpreover, any knowledge about barton is 

likely to be knowledge about the entire early period of romanticism, for uarton has 

so little of personal iuteJlectunl courage that his theories are apt to be con¬ 

ventional theories of his day, tnd to be broadly characteristic of the whole early 

romantic school, 

Th? Desirn of This Study. - This otudy of the Essay is, and is meant to be, a 

study of the Essay itself, and not of its reli tion to preceding, contemporary, ur 
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later literature. Yet, as it seemed to me that barton was a typical romanticist, 

in him 
and that xxxth&x romanticism/was not revolt, I have, in order to bring out these 

two points in any convincing way, been forced to deal with literature other than the 

Essay. But in order to make this suudy unified and coherent, I have plowed the in¬ 

formation from other literature in footnotes at the proper places in the body of the 

work. I had neither sufficient time nor sufficient eighteenth century library 

material to investigate every even important writer of the first sixty yeirs sxi of 

the eighteenth century. But still ij; is of no consequence if the footnotes do not rep¬ 

resent them oil. For my two main purposes will be accomplished if what are recognized* 

ly representative authors of the neo-classical and of the romantic schools can be 

shown, in th„ footnotes, to be somewhat like barton in their main theories. 

V.ith these two ends in view, I laid a good deal of emphasis on Dryden, for it is 

a well known fact that he and his poetic principles were universally idolized by the 

neo-classicists. Consequently, if Dryden stands for a certain thing, we may feel 

pretty certain that that thing met vigorous support, or ut least wt s not seriously 

attacked, throughout the fugustau age. 

And for accomplishing tin second purpose,, I used, mostly, Slienstone, Collins, and 

Young, all of vhom are usually regarded as ftirly typical eighteenth century ro¬ 

manticists. Cf these, I laid most stress on Young, for, as will be seen later on, 

Invention (or Criminality) lay at the very bottom of barton's poetical theory; and 

Young, in his Coniectures en Cri inal Composition, preaches Ci i.-inality from cover to 

cover. Ahd yet Dr. Johnson said cf the Conjectures (Boswell, Tour of the Hebrides. 

S--ptember 30, 1705), that "he was surprised to find Young receive as novelties what lie 

thought very common mixims." And even so enthusiastic an admirer of Toung as Lisa 

Edith J. Idorley says, "Young, in his Conjectures(1759). does not add anything 

strikingly I ew to the variaus statements made by his immediate predecessors ind con- 

temporaries. It is hid merit, rather, to sum up and emphasize their scattered remerks 

•31 <■* 

in an essay, brief, brilliuutly pointed, enthusiastic, end readi-ble." 
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WARTON'S Theory of Poetry 

In the Introduction to the Essay. Warton asserts "that 

the most solid observations on human life, expressed with the 

utmost elegancy and brevity, are MORALITY, and not POETRY* 

that the Epistles of Boileau in RHYME, are no more poetical, 

than the CHARACTERS of Lax Bruyere in PROSE; and that it is 

a creative and glowing IMAGINATION, 'acer spirltus aa wis', 

and that alone that can stamp a writer with this very un- 
<h common character. A few pages farther, he sub-divides the 

quality of Imagination into two parts, by stating that "the 

sublime and the pathetic are the two chief nerves of all 

genuine poesy." 

Here, then, is an emphatic and clear enough statement of 

what poetry is not, and an equally emphatic, but not so 

clear a statement of what it ,1s. Obviously, therefore, it 

is necessary for us, if we wish to understand Warton's 

Theory of Poetry, to find out what he means and implies when 

he uses the term Imagination, and what he understands by the 

terms "sublime" and "pathetic". Having discovered the slgnlfi 

cance of these terms lying at the very root of his theory of 

poetry, we can go on to discuss Warton's minor theories as to 

the proper subjects, the proper language, the proper form, 

the proper rules, and whatever else may have seemed to him 

proper for poetry. Such discoveries having' been made, we 
jjr / , 

can, finally, proceed to inqMre into the sources of Warton s 



Ideas as to the characteristics of poetry. 

But indeed, it seemsn necessary already to alter this 

arrangement, and introduce here one of Warton's sources 

for his theory of poetry; namely, Aristotle. 

Warton refers many times in his Essay to the Greek philoso¬ 

pher, and even goes so far as to state that "to attempt to 

understand poetry, without having diligently digested this 

treatise ^Aristotle's Poetics^} , would be as absurd and 

impossible, as to pretend to a skill in geometry without 

having studied Euclid. Now, the fundamental doctrine running 
\ 

through the Poetics is, of course, the doctrine of Imitation 

- that is to say, the imitation of actions. War ton recog¬ 

nizes this doctrine of Imitation, for he says that poetry Is 

"an art whose essence is imitation"^ but that he recognized 

all that Aristotle, or all that we of today understand by 

the term, I remain unconvinced. At no place in the Essay 

does he mention anything which may be construed to mean what 

we understand by the word "action". It is true that he states, 

MI will not presume to say it [descriptive poetry^ is equal 
Co*i^>os'i4i 

either in dignity or utility,4that lay open the internal 

constitution of man, and that Imitate characters, manners, 
b 

and sentiments;" but nevertheless, his highest praise through¬ 

out the two volumes goes not to those parts of Pope or of 

any other poet which imitate men's characters and men's 

feelings, nor, indeed, to mere descriptive poetry, but to 
«.vj^/V-e/y 

those parts which so imitate -mere external-objects and activi¬ 

ties as to create a complete image of them in the mind of the 
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reader. 

We have already seen that Warton emphatically asserts in the 

Introduction that a "clear head and acute understanding are 

not sufficient, alone, to make a Poet," and that the "most 

solid observations on human life" are not poetry. Such 

things may be Morality; but true poetry can come only from* a 

"creative and glowing imagination". Now this imagination con- 
1 

sists of nothing more than the power to conceive images; and 

the imitation of these images constitutes poetry. 

Whether the images in the poet's mind were, to Warton, images 

of the one reality, the ultimate ideal, the world as it ought 

to be, or whether they existed in the poet's mind as sponta¬ 

neous creations growing out of nothing, it would be impossible, 

and, perhaps, even valueless to discover. But at any rate, the 
these 

poetry itself was an imitation of x* images, and its purpose 

was that of duplicating in the mind of the reader the first 

set of images origlnaljly conceived in the mind of the poet.** 

Warton did not formulate his theory (or at least, he did not 

state it) quite so clearly, quite so plainly as I have indi¬ 

cated; but that "imagination" meant to him the conception of 

images in the mind of the poet, and that these images were 

thought of as being entirely independent of the deep emotions, 

the personality, the individual spirit of the writer, innumera¬ 

ble passages in the Essay will prove. 

Throughout the Essay, there occur, for example, long refer* 

ences to painting,and xmany instances of its being compared to 



poetry.I By way of illustration, there occurs on Page 364, 

Vol. I, the exclamation, "Ax striking and venerable 

portrait!" On the same page is the statement that h&e 

"Poems of Homer afford a marvellous variety of subjects 

for history painting"; on Page 12, the Essayist says that 

flocks, rams, camels, and dromedaries mentioned in 

Isaiah "picturesquely characterize the different countries* 

on Page 24, attentin is called to the"hlghly picturesque"& 

circumstance of the river god with 

" 'His sea-green mantle waving in the wind* "; 

on Page 313 comes the vigorous assertion that "no part of 

..... any of Pope's productlos, is so truly poetical, 
\ 

and contains such strong painting, as the passage to» which 

we are now arrived"; further down on the same page, in 
come» o6^/a»(t4'ov\ 

connection with the introduction of a long quotatlon,Athat 

"tae reader that shall be disgusted at the length of the 

quotation, one might pronounce, has no taste either for 

painting or poetry"; and on Page 342, as a comment on a 

description of Pope's, is the statement that "a real lover 

of painting will not be contented with a single view and 

examination of this beautiful winter-piece, but will 

return to it,again and again, with fresh delight." 

Dozens of other instances (in both volumes of the Essay) 

of Warton's drawing a parallel^ between poetry and painting 
t 

could be pointed out, but the few just given may serve to 

show how closely connected, In Warton's mind, were the 

two arts of poetry and painting. This parallelism may, I 

think, be readily explained if we remember what was said 



earlier in this chapter; namely, that poetry was, to Warton, 

an imitation of Images, and that it existed for the purpose of 

raising similar Images in the mind of the reader. 

As a matter of fact, he states that the selection of 

"such circumstances as are best adapted to strike the imagina¬ 

tion by lively pictures   chiefly constitutes true 
(t 

poetry." Later on, he assetts that "a minute and particular 

enumeration of circumstances judiciously selected, is what 

chiefly discriminates poetry from history, and renders the 

former, for that reason, a more close and faithful represen¬ 
ts- 

tation of nature than the latter. And if our poets would accus¬ 

tom themselves to contemplate fully every object before they 

attempted to describe it, they would not fall of giving their 

readers more new and more complete Images than they generally 
i3 

do." He even declares in so many words, "Objects are more 
/y 

suited to the nature of poetry than abstract ideas"; and in 

unmistakable terms asserts that "the use, the force, and the 

excellence of language consists in raising clear, compact, and 

circumstantial images, and in turning readers into spectators." 

Speaking of a few lines of poetry he has Just quoted, he adds 

to the above statement,"I have quoted the two preceding pas¬ 

sages as examples of this excellence, of all others the most 

essential in poetry. Every epithet here used paints its object, 

and paints it distinctly." 

It is obvious from all this, that to Warton, poetry was not 
U 

a "spontaneous outburst of powerful feeling"; that it was not 

essentially a matter of the poet's own emotion, that it was 



toa*=î%-waMSt not an entirely subjective, individual, personal 

reaction of the particular poet in question, but that, on the other 

hand, poetry was, to him, no more a matter of deep and wide 

personality than is the matter of marksmanship to a rifleman . 

If a man is born with a clear eye and a steady hand, if he ob¬ 

serves certain rules, and uses certain firearms and ammunition, 

he will always shatter his pigeon. In the same way, if another 

man is born with what Warton calls genius, if he observes certain 

rules, and writes about certain things, he too will break his 

pigeon ** he will^true poetry, which is an imitation of Images. 

In the first instance, of course, the prime necessity is a good 

eye and a steady hand, and nothing but nature can supply them} in 

the second instance, the prime neeessity is the capacity to create 

images, and nothing but nature can supply that capacity, ixxtiui 

^ 6*. — £ i>. 
fcxiHXiXR AJiy xmaRkH® atRxmxyxhxxxxK xis shn£$2us 

So much, then, for Warton's meaning when he said that it is 

"a creative and glowing IMAGINATION" which stamps a writer as a 

poet. Let us see now, before trying to find out what Warton meant 

by "sublime" and "pathetic", let us see how, according to him, 

images may best be raised in the mind of the reader. 

"The judicious addition of circumstances and adjuncts" he says, 

"is what renders poesy a more lively imitation of nature than 
fl „ 

prose." We shall not concern ourselves here with the word nature , 

but shall note merely that it is a "Judicious addition of circum¬ 

stances and adjuncts" which makes possible a lively imitation. 

We have already had occasion to look at the passage beginning, 

"A minute and particular enumeration of circumstances 
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Much has been said about the attitude toward nature of the 

mid-eighteenth century romanticists, and especially about 

Warton's attitude. And yet there is very little in the Essay 

on which those who like to regard every early romantic writer as 

a nature enthusiast can base arguments for Warton's own deep 

sympàihy with nature. Not only does he seem to look at the out¬ 

side world fc^m an almost totally impersonal point of view, but 

also he uses the very word nature in a way not vastly different 

from the way it was used when Pope was at the height of his 

career. 

To Warton, "nature" means, first of all, human nature. Com¬ 

menting on Pope’s "Lo, the pooe Indianl" passage, Warton plainly 

uses the term nature in this first sense: "Representations of 

undisguised nature and attless Innocence always amuse and de¬ 

light • " 

But more than anything else, "nature" mean* to Warton that 

which is real, reasonable, or probable - that which does or 

may exist. It has been noted that he considères real events as 

the properest subjects for poetry; and he follows up the state¬ 

ment that the Elegy to the Memory of an Unfortunate Lady owes 

its excellence to the fact that the ©ccasloh for it was real, he 

follows up this statement with the "indisputable maxim, 'That 

nature is more powerful than fancy; that we can always feel more 

than we can imagine; and that the most artful fiction can give 

way to truth.1 " Half a dozen other unmistakable passages in the 

Essay might be instanced to prove that Warton did regard nature 

as the opposite of the unreal. And I am sure that there cannot 



be cited a single passage in the Essay in which he even approxi 

mates, in his use of the word, the meaning which we of today 

put upon it, or in which it will not be more consistent with 

the context to define the word in one of the two ways I have 

indicated. 



Judiciously selected is what discriminates poesy from 

history." Let us now note especially the words "minute and 
1$ 

particular." In the second volume of the Essay. Warton 

says, "Among the other fortunate circumstances that attended 

Homer, it was not one of the least, that he wrote before 

general and abstract terms were Invented. Hence his Muse 

(like his own Helen standing on the walls of Troy) points 

out every person, and thing, accurately and forcibly. All 

the views and prospects he lays before us, appear fully 

nand perfectly to the eye Those who are fond of 

generalities, may think the number of natural, little 

circumstances,introduce^in the beautiful narration of the 

expedition of Dolon and Diomede, (Book the 10th) too 

particular and trifling But every reader ofl a just 

taste will always admire the minute description of the 

helmet and crest at verse 257th; the clapping of the wings 

of the heron, which they could not see# the squatting down 

among the dead bodies till Dolon passed; Ulysses hissing 

to Diomede as a signal. Half the Iliad and the 

OdyBsey might be quoted as examples of this way of writing. 

So different from the unfinished, half-formed figures pre¬ 

sented to us by many modern writers Let us only 

consid-r with what energy he (Virgil) has enumerated, and 

particularized the gestures and attitudes of his dying Dido. 

In praising Thomsons Seasons. Warton says (the italics 

here are my own), "innumerable are the little circumstances 

in his descriptions, totally unobserved by all his predeces- 
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sora.M There fallow five quotatios from Thomson, to Illustrate 

the minuteness of the latter’s observation. Then, with 

reference to a a description, by the poet, of a winter night, 

"How full, particular.and picturesque is this asamblage of 

circumstances! • • • . • Examine the exactness of the ensuing 

description, and consider what a perfect idea it communicates 

to the mind." 

On every page or two we could run upon similar passages 

psalsing the enumeration of minute and particular circumstances 

in poetry, and other passages dispraising the use of general 

and vague circumstances. In other words, Warton believed that, 

granting that a poet is an imitator of Images, the poet could 

best imitate by Judiciously selecting qiany picturesque details 

of the image with which he happens to be dealing* 

Having now discovered that Warton advocated the enumeration 

of picturesque details, we xxk find ourselves asking what 

details Warton would consider most picturesque, which ones he 
<X*\ t weri Kf 

would seleat as being the requirements ofl. the best poetry. 

On Page 199, Vol. I, he complains bitterly that "our poets 
-27 

write from and to the Head rather than to the Heart." Clearly, 

then, that is not poetry which comes not from and appeals not 

to the heart. As a matter of fact, however, Warton says little, 

if anything, definite about the origin of poetry being in the 

heart. Yet the m.iin trend of the Essay is toward severe criti¬ 

cism of Pope for appealing to the intellect, for drawing few 

"affecting" images, for stifling and witholding his poetical 

enthusiasm, for being, in short, a "didactic, rqoral. and 



satyrlc"poet. rather than an imaginative, fanciful, and. in¬ 

ventive one* 

But, says Warton, with Aristotle, "those objects which 

most forcibly affect the heart" are those which excite 

Terror and Pity in us. Consequently, the best poet will select 

for imitation those details which would tend to excite Terror 

and Pity in the mind of the reader. Since Warton, though 

obviously both a follower and an admirer of Aristotle, does ndt 

aa I recall, mention elsewhere in the Essay these two re¬ 

quirements for poetry - Terror and Pity -,and since, from 

the Introduction on, he does continually mention the Sublime 

and the Pathetic, it should seem to me that we should not be 

wrong in believing that Warton substitutôd the two latter 

terms for Aristotle's, and that we should be justified in 

saying, in Warton*s terminology, that"those objects which 

most forcibly affect the heart", those objects which should 

be most employed in raising images in the mind of the reader, 
”2. If- 

are the objects which are Sublime and Pathetic* 

If we now track down the meanings of "Sublime" and "Pathetic" 

as Warton understood them, we shall have a pretty clear 

notion as to the fundamentals of Warton's Theory of Poetry, 

and shall be in a position to discuss his ideas concerning 

the less important particulars of technique, such as rhyme, 

diction, meter, subject-matter, etc. 

To demonstrate adequately Warton's conception of the Sublime, 

would require such an amount of space as woujd be out of 



proportion to the rest of the present chapter, were that 

demonstration incorporated here. Accordingly, I have reserved 

another complete chapter for the treatment of the s ubject in 

question. If anyone wishes to examine this treatment immediately 

he may turn to the chapter entitled "Warton and G-othlcism". 

If, however, Tor 'the”time~ijeîngJ-*^i*îr'*mày a 
Mill 3 x ^TST "ftc -(-■ i V fKitf Jl*. ' M ^ 

few words of explanation^ ho agy-know that, to Warton, the 

Sublime consisted, mostly, of awe-inspiring, savage scenery, 

and horrible, terrible, fearful actions, all arising from a 

wildness of fancy and a strangeness of imagination. 

So much, at present,for the sublime. We may consider the 

pathetic at greater length. Warton does not say, in so many 

words, exactly what the pathetic is, but he pointJout many 

passages in Pope and in other poets which he calls pathetic. 

By examining these passages we can get a pretty good idea of 

his understanding of the term. On Page 32, Vol. I, he says, 

"A pathetic reflection, properly introduced into a descriptive 

poem, will have greater force and beauty, and more deeply 

interest a reader, than a moral one; when Pope, therefore, 

has described a pheasant shot, he breaks out into a very 

masterly excàamation; 

'Ah! what avail his glossy varying dyes, 

His purple crest, and scarlet-cxrcled eyes, 

The vivid green his shining plumes unfold, 

His painted wings, and breasts that flame with gold?' 

"This exquisite picture heightens the distress, and powerfully 

excites the commiseration of the reader I think one 



I' 
of the most excellent examples extant of the beautyh here 

intended is in the third Géorgie of Virgil. The poet having 

mournfully described a steer struck with a pestilence, and £ 

Calling down dead in the middle of his work, artfully reminds 

us of his former services." One Page 54-, Vol. I, occurs the 

statement, "The supplicating song at the beginning og the fifth 

stanza of Pope's Ode for Music on St. Cecilia's Day is 

pathetic and poetical, especially when he conjures the powers 

below in beautiful trochalcs; 

'By the heroes' armed shades, 

Glittering through the gloomy glades; 

By the youths that dy'd for love, 

Wandering in the myrtle gorve.' " 

On Page 5§, "Surely he PopgT^ should not have omitted those 

natural and pathetic exclamations of Eurydice, the moment she . 

was snatched back, and which she uttered as she was gradually 

sinking to the shades,especially where she takes her last adieu." 

On Page 61, "The pathetic air that accompanies the four words 

'fallen, fallen, fallen, fallen' is strangely moving." On Page 

86, "The third and fourth lines are eminently good and pathetics 

'When on my sick bed I languish, 

Fainting, gasping, trembling, crying, 

Panting, groaning, speechless, dying,'"etc. 
245 

On Page 2g&, "The Elegy to the Memory of an Unfortunate Lady • • 

* . . is very tender and pathetic; more so, I think, than any 

other copy of verses of our author". On Page 250, "i cannot 

recollect any passage, in any writer whatever, so truly 



pathetic" as the "tale literally true, which the admirable 

Dante has Introduced into his Inferno;" namely, the tale of 

Ugolino's imprisonment, and the death of his children in his 

dungeon with him. On Page 271, this passage occurlng in Rowe's 

Jane Shore. Act V, Scene v, "is pathetic to a great degree:" 

"Why dost thou fix thy dying eyes upon me 

With such an earnest, such a piteous look, 

As if thy heart was full of some sad meaning 

Thou could'st not speak?" 

On Page 309, of the passage describing the castration of Abelard, 

"One knows not which most to applaud, the lively imagery, the 

pathetic, the pathetic, or the artful decency .... in these 

most excellent lines." On Page 325, when Eloisa imagines herself 

dying, and wishes for Abelard to come to administer extreme 

unction, 

" ’Ah then! thy once lov'd Eloisa seel 

It will be then no crime to gaze on me!' 

Which last line I could never read without great emotion; it is 

at once so pathetic," etc. On Page 329-30, "The Epistle of 

Eloisa to Abelard , together with the Elegy to the Memory of 

an Unfortunate Lady, is the only instance of the pathetic Pope 

has given us." On Page t2-t3, Vol. II, "The image of the Sui* 

clde is equally picturesque and pathetic. 

'The slayer of himself yet saw I there, 

The gore congeàl1Kdwas clotted in his hair: 

With eyes half-clos'd and gaping mouth he lay, 

And grim as when he breath'd his sullen soul away.' 



• • • . • Nor must I omit that affecting! Image In Spenser, 

who ever excels in the pathetic; 

" * And him beside there lay upon the grass 

A dreary corse, whose life away did pass, 

All wallow’d in his own, yet lukewarm, blood, 

That from ha wound yet welled fresh, alasl 

In which a rusty knife fast fixed stood, 

And made an ppen passage for the gushing flood. ' " 

On Page 63, Warton praises the"tenderness” of the following 

"striking image, and particularly the circumstance in the last 

line": 

" 'The lamb thy riot dooms to bleed to-day, 

Had he thy reason, would he skip and play? 

Pleas'd to the last, he crops the flowery food, 
-2^r 

And licks the hand just raised to shed his blood.' " 

And on Page 98, he mentions, with evident approval, a passage 

from Eucretlas picturing "some of those wretched mortals 

mangled by wild beasts, and running distracted with pain 

through the woods, with their wounds undressed and putrifying." 

These illustrations of the pathetic may be so divided that 

each will fall® under one of three groupd of the pathetic. 

First, there is the, perhaps sentimental, pathos concerning 

itself with the death of dumb brutes; second, and more important, 
5 *• k s ! i -/i1\cj erç 

is a pathos ldvlng^g£g a diet of death, love thwarted by death, 

and the grave; and third, there is a pathos incited by the 

gruesome, the ghastly, the horrible •* in short, the bloody. 

It will be noticed, however, that with the exception of the 



passage describing the as|iult on Abelard, all the passages 

quoted from the first volume of the Essay will fall under the 

first two types of pathos mentioned - and even the descrip¬ 

tion excepted falls more under the second than under the third 

type. Moreover, all the passages quoted from the second volume, 

except that describing the slaughter of the lamb, will come 

under the third type of pathos - and again, even the excepted 

passage is as much a member of the third type as of the first. 

If we remember that the first volume of the Essay appeared 

in 1756, and the second volume not until twenty-six years 

later, we may be able to account for the difference in Warton's 

conception of the pathetic as expressed in the two volumes. 

For in 1756 the broad human!tarianism started earlier in the 

century, and the "graveyard” melancholy typified by Gray’s 

Elesry. in 1756 these two sentiments were in full bloom. The 

3jtdgsmxK£xxo£x:tkK verses of the poets were filled with them; 

the doctrines of the philosophers were tinctured by them; the 

Judgements of the critic s were Influenced by them. Obviously, 

then, Warton could not but be most forcibly Impressed by the 

pathos to be found in things which quickened the humane and *1*- 

fuiiereal sentiments. 

By 1782, however, the drift of literature had changed. 

Hurd's Letters had appeared; the Castle of Otranto and the 

Mysterious Mother, followed by Clara Reeve's romances, had set 

another fashion: "Gothicism" had hxggfflg begun to dominate 

literature. Warton had kept pace with the movement, and had so 

changed his notions of the pathetic, that by 1782, we have him 



regarding as pathetic not the gentler, tenderer, more touching, 

but the bloodier, grislier, more horrible scenes. 

With the conclusion of this explanation of Warton's concep¬ 

tion of the pathetic, we may now, I think, take a moment to 

look back and see, before going further, how far we have pro¬ 

gressed. Poetry was, to Warton, a product of the Imagination; 

the Imagination was simply the power to create or conceive of 

definite, accurate, picturesque images. The poetry itself was 

an Imitation of these images, and such a good imitation that 

the readers of the poetry were turned into spectators of the 

images. Of these images, the best were those which partook of 

either the Sublime or the pathetic. By the Sublime was meant 

the awe-inspiring, the fearful, the savage, the strange, the 

wild; and by the Pathetic was meant, at first, that which 

appealed to the humane and the melancholy in man, and later, 

to all appearances, that which appealed to man’s feeling 

toward the ghastly, the gruesome, the bloody. 

Here, then, we have the sum and substance of Warton's theory 

of poetry. We should like, next, to see exactly how Warton 

would advise one to go about applying the theory. To get really 

definite information on this matter, we should, in all proba* 

bility, first try to discover what general subject matter 

Warton thought suitable for poetry; next, we should try to find 

out what machinery - what sort of verse, what sort of diction, 

what sort of language, what sort of figures - Warton 

sanctioned; and finally, we should try to learn if there were 

any broad restrictions, any fundamental laws,existing above 

both subject matter and machinery, to which the poet should 



religiously adhere* 

First, therfore, we shall discuss Warton's opinion as to the 

proper subject matter for poetry. He says quite bluntly, "Events 

that have actually occured are, after all, the properest subjects 
a* 

for poetry. ..... If we briefly cast our eye over the most 

Interesting and affecting stories, ancient or modern, we shall 

find that they are such, as, however adorned and a little diver¬ 

sified, are yet grounded on true history, and on real matters of 

fact." 

It is true that Warton has here contradicted, in a way, a 

remark made on Page 3$, of the same volume, concerning several 

objects and facts described in Milton's Ode on the Nativity of 

Christ - that these facts, "though, perhaps, not historically 
•' A <Lo*iSl* &**&** 

true, are poetically beautiful." But then Maraorrmn"says' 
\,ob <*4. IHKL m-vvwstsf* 

nmnrthlnfc nbrmtronnn1 "itmry bTrm^~-thn bnne nf nny nrmMblr mnn; ' 
€.1^4 J*\ 

and so I suppose we may, on the authority of thyNoa Eng±rm%er, 

excuse Warton in this instance. We may feel more justified in 

letting him off when, by investigating the Essay further, we 

discover that Warfion does, in the main, stick to his original 

opinion. 

He says, for instance, in praising Thomson's Seasons, that 

"he hath enriched poetry with a variety of new and original 

images, which he phlnted from nature itself, and from his own 
« 

actual observations; his descriptions have® therefore, a dis¬ 

tinctiveness and truth, which is utterly wanting to those poets 
xhgxhxin 
who have only copied from each other, and have never looked 
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abroad on the objects themselves." Again, Warton declares, 

"if this Elegy [to the Memory of an Unfortunate Lady3 be so 

excellent, it may be ascribed to this cause, that the occa- 

sion for it was real." 

But, one asks, is any real event, any real object a fit 

subject for poetry? To this query, Warton would answer an 

emphatic No. "I cannot forbear," he says, "wishing that our 

writers would more frequently search for subjects in the 
32- 

annals of England, which afford many striking and pathetic 
r + 9 + * » - , 

eventB .proper feowthe-Tsfrage. We have been todlong attached to 

the greet an and Roman stories. In truth, the DOMESTICA FACTA 

are more Interesting, as well as more useful: more interesting 

because we All think ourselves concerned with the actions and 

fates of our own countrymen: more useful, because the charac¬ 

ters and manners bid the fairest to be true and natural, when 

they are drawn from models with which we are exactly acquainted 

Warton is constantly making such statements as the following: 

"Wit and Satire are transitory and perishable, but Nature and 

Passion are eternal;" and," The writer whose grand character- 

istical talent is satiric or moral poetry, will never succeed, 

with equal merit, in the higher branches o|r his art." Now, if 

we are to know more completely what subject matter for poetry 

Warton advocated, we should find out what he regarded as the 

"eternal passion" and thé "higher branches" of art. As regards 

the first of these, he remarks, "The greater passions were the 

constant subjects of the Grecians; the Tenderer passions ofl 

the French and English theatres. Terror reigned in the former; 

• 
3
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pity occupies the latter." Prom Page 258 to Page 36t, he 

Inveighs against love*s "being regarded as the sole passion 

suitable for poetry, and calls its appropriation of the English 
3* 

stage an "epidemical effeminacy." We are led to believe, there¬ 

fore, that Warton KKgxxdsxfchs considered the subjects which 

excite the emotion of terror as the very fittest subjects for 

poetry. And indeed, we should not be surprised at this con* 

elusion; £nr we have already seen, and shall see further, that 

to Warton, the Sublime and the Terrible were largely equiva¬ 

lent terms. 

As for an explanation of the "higher branches", there occur* 

in the second volume, these words: "The higher scenes of poetry 

and fiction, which are more remote from common manners." Further 

on is the observation, "He stuck to describing modern 

manners : but these manners. because they are familiar, uniform, 

artificial, and polished, are, in their very nature, unfit for 

any lofty effort of the Muse." Obviously, Warton regards modern 

manners as distinctly not of the flhigher branches" of poetry. 

In fact, he says, "A poet who addresses his pieces to living 

characters, and confines himself to the subjects and anecdotes 

of his own times, .... bids fairer to becoming popular than 

he that is employed in the higher scenes of poetry and fiction, 
ft 

which are more remote from common manners." A yet stronger as¬ 

sertion, if we remember the esteem in which Warton held epic 

poetry, is the following: "The man that is skilful in painting 

modern life, and the most secret foibles and follies of his 



contemporaries is,THEREFORE jjslcJ , disqualified from repre¬ 

senting the ages of heroism,and that simple life, which alone 

P epic poetry can gracefully describe." One of the few generali¬ 

zations in the Essay covers this subject, and is as follows: 

"if it be a true observation,tthat for a poet to wljite happily 

and well, he must have seen and felt what he describes, and 

must draw from living models alone; and if modern times, from 

their luxury and refinement, afford not manners that will bear 

to be described; it will then follow, that those species of 

poetry bid fairest to succeed at present, which treat of things, 

not men; which deliver doctrines, not display events. Of this 

P sort is didactic and descriptive poetry. We have seen that 

Warton had no high opinion of didactic and descriptive poetry; 

accordingly, when he implies that the treatment by poets of the 

manners of modern times produces didactic and descriptive 

poetry, we can readily see that Warton again advocates subject 

matter "more remote from common manners." 

His views on the subject may well be summed up in a passage 

occurring in the first volume of the Essay, "in the choice of 

a domestic story," he says, "much Judgment and circumspection 

must be exerted,to select one of proper aera; neither of too 

ancient, or of too modern a date. The manners of times very 

ancient, we shall be apt to falsify, as those of the Greeks and 

Romans. And recent events, with which we are thoroughly ac¬ 

quainted, are deprived of the power of impressing solemnity and 

awe, by their notoriety and familiarity. Age softens and wears 
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away all those disgracing and depreciating circumstances 
trans- 

which attend modern/actions, merely beaause they are modern. 

  'On this very account, as well as others, the test 

tragedy that could be possibly written on the murder of Charles 

I. would be coldly received. Racine attempted to write on a 

recent history in his Bajazet; but would not have attempted it, 

had he not thought that the distance of his hero's country 

repaired, in some measure, the nearness ofi the time in which he 
wf 

lived." 

To Warton, then, poetry dealing with the ordinary affairs of 

ordinary modern men, was a paradox - it was not poetry. And 

this was the case because familiarity with modern times bred 

for those times such a contempt that they became not awe-inspir¬ 

ing and not solemn. To be poetic, says Warton, you have to deal 

with ancient, or, if not that, with strange or foreign subjects. 

In this connection, it may be well to stress the fafct $hat 

Warton demanded of the poet much more originality than had 

been demanded 1m the times when Chaucer lifted stories bodily 

out of Boccaccio, and Shakespeare filched plots and characters 

from whomever he pleased. Warton did demand originality. He 

even goes so far as to wish that Pope had carried out his 

"design of writing American Eclogues." For "the subject,  

if properly executed, would have rescued the author from the 

accusation   of having written Eclogues without 
fÇ 

invention." On the very second page of the Es say jam he voices 

the complaint: "it is somewhat strange, that in the pastorals of 

a young poet, there should not be found a single rural image 



that is new.” A couple of score pages farther on, he praises 

Thomson for having "enriched poetry with a variety of new and 

original images”, and for avoiding "that disgusting impro¬ 

priety of introducing what may be called a set of hereditary 

images.” The Essay on Criticism draws hearty commendation for 
#7 

abounding "in many new remarks and original rules. As a matter 

of fact, Instances of such commendation in thei first volume 

could be cited by the dozen. 

But U'LI.JTJ/ 1 -1 I 1 Iiitgl 1 ^ Warton begins the second volume of the 

Esaay with the somewhat chilling information that even Boc¬ 

caccio merely collected many of the common tales of his country, 

and that "facts and events have been, Indeed, varied and modi- 
f? 

fled, but totally new facts have not been created. By the time 

he has reached Page 22, he even begins to blame the later Latin 

writers for striving to be original: "Succeeding authors, as it 

happens in all countries, resolving to be original and new, and 

to avoid the imputation of cppying, became distorted and un¬ 

natural: by endeavoring to open an unbeaten path, they deserted 

simplicity and truth; weary of common and obvious beauties, they 

must needs hunt for remote and artificial decorations." 

This sounds a good deal like Pope's dictum, "To copy nature 

is to copy" the ancients. Yet after all, Warton,in the second 

volume, says little more, either oxne way or the other, concern¬ 

ing originality, than is indicated in the passages just quoted. 

And to offset this, at best, negative disapproval of originality, 

is the unmistakably positive approval In the first volume. 

Cf the—follewing 0terlCTreTit*nccur. 

-the-- volume—^f—odee^-Wairteft—pubH-ehed In—♦ 746 î,““M Hë""^TKe J"aütho?\ 

leoka upon-înven11 m 1 and Imaginaticm-’rerbé^ÏÏr^hlerTâcurEl^g 

uf drpueu JU. 



There Is one additional thing that I have not so far mentioned, 

which we should bear in mind in examining War ton's ideas about ttfca 

proper poetical subject matter. We should remember that he was a 

very good man, a clergyman, a Doctor of Divinity. By keeping that 

fact before us, we can explain many of his remarks - both dis¬ 

paraging and commendatory - which could not be exp^lined accord¬ 

ing to any theory which he himself worked out, or which we may have 

discovered he possessed. He does not say definitely that he con¬ 

siders that poetry should both delight and instruct, as many of 

the neo-classicists would have said, but he does declare, for 

example, that "it is one of the greatest and most pleasing arts of 

descriptive poetry, to introduce moral sentiments and instructions 

in an oblique and indirect manner, in peaces where one naturally 
yf 90 

expects only painting and amusement. He then praises two or three 
Denham's 

moral reflections occurrring in Pope's Wlndsor-Fore3t. &xspxx£ji 
Cooper's 
&XBKX30C Hill, and Gray's Elegy. Dyer's Grongar Hill is, in this 

Si 
connection, awarded an especial amount of praise for the oblique 

instruction" which makes the poem so disagreeable to twentieth 

century readers. "One of Pindar's arts," the Essayist says, "in 

which they frequently fail who copy him, is the introduction of 

many moral reflections. MiJ. Gray seems thoroughly to have studied 
5^ 

this writer." In Volume II, the old clergyman says, somewhat 

peevishly, it seems, of an Imitation of Chaucer by Pope: "As it 

paints neither characterxs nor manners like his original, as it is 

the only piece of our author's works that is coarse and indecent, 

and as therefore I wish it had been omitted from the present edition, 
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Si 
I shall speak no more of it." But perhaps the most glaring 

blunder Into which Warton’s pastoral inclinations have led him 

occurs in the second volume. ”The Beggars Opera," he says, 

"has surely been extolled beyond its meritsj • • • . And though 

I should not join with a bench of Westminster Justices in 

fiorbi&ding it to be represented on the stage, yet I think pick¬ 

pockets, strumpets, and highwaymen, may be hardened in their 

vices by this piece One undesigned and accidental 

mischief attended its success; it was the parent of that most 

„ ^ monstrous ofi all dramatic absurdities, the COMIC OPERA* 

When, however, he comes to comment on Jope’s line, "Sometimes 

with Aristippus, or St. Paul,* Warton boild over. "There is" 

he vigorously remonstrates, "an impropriety and Indecorum, in 

joining the name of the most profligate parasite of the court of 

Dionysius with that of an apostle!" 

Thus, then, stands the case of Warton and his theories as to 
or 

poetical subject-matter. The old xiut the strange (especially 

if the events narrated and the objects described had been real) 

is to be used; the modern and familiar is to be avoided. In 

using this old matter, the poet should treat it in an original 

way, but he should be exceedingly careful not to convey the 

Impression that he is seeking after originality. If, in this 

treatment, moral reflections can be introduced judiciously, 

so much the better; if they cannot be introduced, then, by all 

means, let the poet avoid the least hint of the indecent and 

the irreverent. 

Having disposed of the question as to what Warton considered 



proper poetical subjects, we* can now, I think, attempt an 

investigation of what he considered the proper poetical style. 

The gist of all Wartonx says under this heading may be found in 

the following statement form the first volume of the Essay: 

"Simplicity with elegance and propriety, is the perfection of 
5b 

style in every composition." 

It is practically impossible to trace out Warton's exact mean¬ 

ing when he used the elusive word "elegance"; but on the whole, 

he se^ms to employ it, vaguely, as a synonym of "correctness", 

whatever the latter term may mean.3&n the case of "propriety", 

however, the task is not quite so hopeless, for Warton always 

uses the terms "propriety" and "impropriety" when speaking of $he 

introduction into a poem of anachronisms, of impossible occur¬ 

rences, of mixtures of mythologies, and of such similar instances 

as would not stand the test of reason. As for "simplicity", it 

is worth while noting (and more will be made of the point later 

on) that Warton considered simplicity one of the characteristic 

qualities of the Greek and Roaaa classics, and thXfA highest 

commendation of Boileau is for the latter's having "introduced 

H a general taste for the manly simplicity of the ancients. 

Most of Warton's observations on style are but variations in 

tone of this keynote sounding simplicity. He speaks contemptuous¬ 

ly of a riddle in one of Pope’s Pastorals as "savouring of pun, 
5? 

and puerile conceit." Further on, he uses the same Xâ$K*11XK sort 
(tO 

of language in referring to a "trivial and puerile conceit" and 

the same adjedtlve again in criticising another "puerile and 
bl 

far-fetched conceit." He calls another conceit of Pope's, in the 
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Wlndaor-Forest. very far-fetched and forced , and spe|:s 

slightingly of a”very epigrammatic and forced thought." 

Speaking of metaphor, he i8 careful to give a precautionary 

example of "the manner in which the metaphor should he used, 

and of the method of preserving it unmixed with any other 

idea, and not continuing it too far." Of antithesis, he has 

to say, "it must hex allowed sometimes to add strength to a 

sentiment, by an opposition of images; but too frequently 
AT 

repated it becomes tiresome and disgusting." One of the most 

remarkable observations Warton makes, however, is in connec¬ 

tion with one of Pope's Moral Essays. After quoting a few llne^ 

Warton continues, "The particular reason for which I quoted 

them, was to observe the pleasing effect that the use of 

common an^ familiar words and objects, Judiciously managed, 

M 
produce in poetry." Z 

It is true that this last remark does fit in with Warton's 

professed theory of simplicity, but it is also true that 

Warton makes no more of the point, that he gives no further 

examples of the "pleasing effect" produced by common and 
% 

familiar words, and that he at no place quotes an author to 

criticise him for using florid, unusual, or pedantic language, 

and that he lgts many a redundancy, many a periphrasis of 

Pope's slip past unchallenged. As a matter of fact, there is, 

beyond the mere statement of the proposition, very little 

emphasis anywhere in the Essay on this subject of simplicity. 

Conceits and mixed mataphors are assailed, as are antitheses 



in the passage quoted above, but on the whole, thei*e are 

surprisingly few efforts made either to defend or to advance 

the cause of simplicity of diction in poetry. 

Such being thex case, we cannot get much benefit in this 

already prolonged Investigation of Warton's theory of poetry 

by lingering over this subject. Let us continue, therefore, to 

the next topic. Let us examine Warton's opinions as to the 

proper vehicle x£ for poetic thoughts; that is to say, the 

proper form that meter and rhyme should take. 

Warton is, first of all, keenly conscious of the fact that 
N n It 

there should be music in verse. The moderns, he says, have 

practiced no species of poetry with so little success .... 

as the ODE; which seems owing to the harshness and untuneable- 

ness of modern languages, abouhding in monosyllables, and 

crowded with consonants. This particualrly is the case with 
67 

the English, whose original is the Teutonic." And "we should 

surely use every possible art to render our rough.northern 
6£ 

language harmonious." He objects to the "stanza of Petrarch" 

on the xxsKaxialxitKxbak ground that it "displeases the ear, 

by its tedious uniformity, and by the number of identical 
If 

cadences." And, as a final example, he takes particular pains 

to praise what are,perhaps,"the most harmonious verses in 
70 

our language" for their "peculiar musicalness." 

Without adding more instances, we may safely say that 

harmony is, to Warton, one of the requirements of good poetry. 

But how may this harmony be obtained? Warton says stoutly 

that Pope "was enabled to give to rhyme all the harmony of 



It ^ 1 
which it was capable" Before this, he has said that the 

"principal merit of the PASTORALS of POPE |\hey were written 

in heroic couplets, of course^,consists in their giving the 

first specimens of that harmony in English verse, which has now 

become indispensably necessary, and which has so forcibly and 

universally influenced the public ear, as to have rendered w 
72- 

every moderate rhymer melodious." It seems very much as if 

Warton had jbed himself into saying herft not only that "we 

should use every possible art to render our rough Northern 

language harmonious," but also that the heroic couplet is the 

most harmonious, the most musical form of versel In the entire 

first volume, as a matter of fact, there is only one condemna¬ 

tion of the couplet, ant that is at the place where Warton 

asserts that rhyme would not be the proper medium for an epic, 

for rhyme is a wcircumstance sufficient oft itself alone to 

Overwhelm and extinguish all enthusiasm, and produce endless 
?3 

tautologies and circumlocutions." This last statement is very 

strong, of eourse, and is certainly inconsistent with what 

we have already noticed concerning Warton's opinion of the 

musicalness of Pope's couplets; but then we must remember and 

make allowance for the fact that the statement occurs in a 

particularly severe, almost vlwlous passage launched against 

Warton's great aversion, Alexander Pope, 

In addition to all this, Warton says that the music of a 

certain line "arises principally from its consisting entirely of 

lambic feet, which have always a striking, although unpercelved, 

effect in an English verse Even if the last foot alone 



be an iambic, it casts a harmony over the whole line. " Moreover, 

although it is true that, being a stickler for variety, he 

regrets the absence of an occasional Alexandrine line in Pope,^~ 

nevertheless, in praising Boileau's Art of Poetry, he puts a 

limitation on the musicalness of the poem by saying that the 
% 

numbers are harmonious, "as far as Alexandrines will admit." 

I confess that, so far, we should not be safe in making any 

very extreme statement as- to Warton's opinion of rhyme, meter, 

or blank verse. However, I think that we should not bex far 

wrong in holding that Warton tattini, when he wrote the first 
poetic 

volume of the Essay, believed the perfect/vehicle to be the 

heroic couplet, but also that he believed this form might occa¬ 

sionally be altered for the sake of conforming to classical con¬ 

ventions regarding the epic, and for the sake of variety. 

But in the second volume, there can be no mistake as to where 

he stands. Compare what follows with passage, quoted above, from 

Page 10 of the first volume, and observe the difference which a 

quarter of a century makes In a sensible man's opinions. "Rhyme," 

he says/ "also could alone be the occasion of the following 

faulty expressions, taken too from some of his ^Pope'tf^ most 

finished pieces." Here are given a dozen or more examples of 

awkward expressions made simply for the sake of rhyme. "And more 

instances might be addéd, if it were not disagreeable to observe 

these straws in amber. But if rhyme occasions such inconveniences 

and improprieties in so exact a writer as our author, what can 

be expected from inferior versifiers? It is not my Intention to 



enter into a trite and tedious discussion of the several merits 

of rhyme and blank verse. Perhaps rhyme may he properest for 

shorter pieces; for dsgtXK lyric, elegiac, and satiric poems; 

for pieces where closeness of expression and smartness of style 

are expected; but for subjects of a higher order, where any 

enthusiasm or emotion is to be expressed, or for poems of a 
77 

greater length, blank verse is undoubtedly preferable." "May we 

not venture to observe, that more of that true harmony which will 

best support a poem, will result from a variety of pauses, and 

from an intermixture of those different feet (iambic and trochaic 

particularly) into which our language naturally falls, than from 

the uniformity of similar terminations?" 

There is no doubt, here, as to where’Warton stands. He is sus¬ 

picious of rhyme; he is certain that blank verse is more suitable 

than rhyme for the higher subjects; he is doubtful whether rhyme 

is best for even the lighter pieces; and he is reasonably certain 

that a poem containing iambic feet alone is not the most harmo¬ 

nious sort of poem. This is change indéed from standards of poesy 

laid down in England three quarters of a century before. TMs is, 

apparently, the very opposite of the neo-classic. 

But before we too confidently assert Wartimes independence of 

the classical rules, let us look further. Let us see if, for 

Warton, there existed, independent of subject matter, of style, of 

verse, any great laws of literature, laws immutable, eternal, and 

all-embracing. 

Warton charges Pope and Buckingham with a violation of the mit 



KK1£JC Aristotle’s rule as to the unity of action in a drama. 

Similarly, he commends the fourteenth chapter of Isaiah for 
ÇrO . 

possessing this unity of action, and Pope s Essay on Criticism 
Ÿi 

for being an entity, a unity. As for the unity of time, he says 

in regard to Addison's Cato. "it is a pity that the tragedy of 

Cato, in which all the rules of drama, as far as the mechanism 

of the writing reaches, are observed,is not exact with respect 

to the unity of time." 

From these examples, one would Judge, of course, that Warton 

was ax strong supporter of the ^unities" so universally ap¬ 

proved in the earlier part of the eighteenth century. And 

Indeed, though he does state that "the precepts of the art of 
£3 

poesy were posterior to practice," and that "a petulant rejedtim 

and an Implicit veneration, of the rules of the anclentx critics, 

are equally destructive of true taste," he adds, nevertheless, 

tnat this opinion "extends not to those fundamental and indis¬ 

pensable rules which nature and necessity dictate, and demand to 

be observed; such, for Instance, as in the higher kinds of 

poetry, that the action of the epopea be one, great, and entire; 

that £note especially these next "indispensable rules^J the 

hero be eminently distinguished, move our concern, and deeply 

Interest us; . . . . . that the action commence as near the 

catastrophe as possible: and, in the drama, that no more events 

can be crowded together, than can be justly supposed to happen 

during the time of representation, or to be transacted on one 

individual spot, and the like." Such rules are, from Warton's 

viewpoint, based on nature and reason, and therefore, he adheres 



to them. But when. It comes to rules that exist simply as rules, 

without mxHUCiimiMtmMgn "being supported by the reason. 

Warton is as Independent as we could wish him to be* He animad¬ 

verts on the absurdity, he says, "of those who bind themselves 

to obey frivolous and unimportant laws; such as, that an epic 

poem should Consist of not less than twelve books; that it should 

end fortufiately; that in the first book there s hould be no simiJe; 

that the exordium should be very simple, and unadorned: that in 

a tragedy, only three personages should appear at once axx upon 

the stage; and that every tragedy should consist of five acts; 

  with other rules of the like Indifferent nature." 

In the second voiliikme, Warton is not quite so frahk in ex¬ 

pressing his opinions. Indeed, the only mention which he makes 

of these great rules &H runs as follows: "The rules of the 

drama are as much violated in the Cld. 1637, beautiful as it is, 

as in the Macbeth. Lear, and Othello. • . . • As to the correct¬ 

ness of the French stage, of which we hear so much, the rules of 

the three unities are indeed rigorously and scrupously observed." r 

Warton does not here, it is true, attempt, in do manywaords, to 

defend the unities, but it is obvious, I think, that he ysk must 

yet look upon them with favor. And moreover, it is noticeable 

that, at no place in the two volumes, does Warton try to defend, 

to justify Shakeepeape-s-plays-the»sel the lack of correctness 

in Shakespeare's plays themselves; but always his attitude is 

that of attempting to excuse Shakespeare, rather than of 

maintaining that Shakespeare's plays were none the worse for 

their dlsregarde*me of the unities. 



3 2. 
From all this evidence, we may form a generalization somewhat 

as follows: Warton counsels a strict adherence to only those 

greater classical rules (regarding the "unities" mostly) which 

seemed to him reasonable; and although he can excuse some of the 

older writers who broke these rules, toward modern vlolaters he 

is not lenient. 

This concludes the examination of Warton1s theory of poetry. 

But ItK may be well to linger here an Instant and glance back 

over the road we have come. In the first place, we saw that, 

to Warton, poetry was a matter of the poet's conceiving Images 

and so imitating these images that the reader might be able to 

perceive them. Of all images, those which were most effective in 

appealing to the heart of the reader were the Sublime and the 

Pathetic images. By the Sublime was meant the strange, the ter¬ 

rible, the awful; by the Pathetic was meant that which aroused a 

sentimental sympathy for animals, that which was mournful, and 

that which was ghastly. As for the subject matter best adapted to 

producing Sublime and Pathetic images, those subjects which were 

ancient or foreign greatly excelled subjects which were modern 

and familiar. These ancient subjects, however, should be treated 

in an original way, and would not suffer harm for the skilful 

introduction of moral precepts. The simpler the style of the poenv 

the better: conceits, long drawn out and mixed metaphors, and 

antitheses should be avoided. In addition to all these require¬ 

ments, good poetry must be harmonious; at first, Warton believed 

that the heroic couplet was the most musical of verse forms; but 

later on he b^gan to grow impatient of rhyme, and f avorably eAey 



disposed toward blank verse and other sorts of feet than 

iambic in poetry* Finally, throughout the Essay. Warton was 

a supporter of such of the classical rules as seemed to him 
of 

reasonable, and especially/those rules concerned withthe 

unities in drama* 

2*3 
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1. Cf. Charlton, p. 59, élucide ting Castlevetro's theory of poetry: "Science, phi¬ 

losophy, emd the erts, ere not a matter oé^poetry, because they are not the pure cre¬ 

ation of the poet’s imagination.X. . . Hence satire is noi true poetic species." 

Also, see Cory, The Critics cf Edmund S^.snser. Ü. of Calif.Çub., Vol 2, Iio.2. F,121; 

quoting Edward Phillips (1675), "Wit, ingenuity and learning in verse* . .are one t h in g 

true native poetry is another.” 

Also, see Shenstone, Essays on Hen and tanners. 4th ed. 1773, p. 168: "The time of 

life when fancy predominates, is youth; the season when judgment decides best is age. 

Peets, therefore, are always, in respect to their disposition, younger than other 

persons 

Also®, see barton's preface to his own volume of odes (l747):"The public has been so 

much accustomed of late to didactic poetry alone, and essays on moral subjects, that 

any work, where the imagination is much indulged, will perhtps not be relishedor re¬ 

garded* . * . « But as he is convinced that the fashion of moralizing in verse has 

been carried too far, and as he looks upon invention and imagination to be t he chief 

faculties of a poet, so he will be hapjy if the following Odes may be looked upon as 

an attempt to bring back poetry into its right channel." 

2. Essay I, iii* 4. I, 162. 6* I, 49. 
3. I, iv. 5. I. 86. 

7. See Langhorne's Obsérvation on the Odes. Descriptive and Allegorical of Collins 

(1764), given in Anderson's rp ,ts. Vol* 9, p. 537, where Collins's enthusiasm is 

praised because it gives "to imagination its strongest colouring," and (p.5^2) where 

an effect "beautiful beyond imitation" is given by the "united powers of imagery and 

harmony." 

In the same volume, Ambrose Philips praises the country (p.383) because it prsents 

the”most pleasing images of life." 

Steele, in Spectator l.o. The most active principle of our mind is the imaginait» r 

to it a poet makes his court perpetually 
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See b. F. Ker, Essaya cf John Drvden. “Apology for heroic roetry," P. 186: 

"Imaging is, in itself, the very height and life of poetry»" 

Ibid. p. 188, "An image which is strongly and beautifully set befor the reader, 

will still be poetry," 

Shenstone, p, 181. "irriter of taste. ... is principally careful what images he 

introduces." 

Du Bos, Vol. II, quoted by \Jooll, p. 97: " 'Tis by the designand invention of ideas 

and images. ... that we distinguish the great artist from the plain workman." 

T. Larton's Observations, ed. 1807, p. 22: "It was his ^Spenser'sbusiness to Bags 

engage the fancj by bold and striking images." 

8. Ker, J, p. 14, "Imagination in the writer. . » » searches ewer all the 

memory for the species or ideas of those things which it designs to represent." 

P* 15, "Imagination is properly invention," On F. 18 Dryden uses the words Bdescrip- 

tions” and "images" as synonyms. 

9. Compare Horace's well known phrase, "Ut picture poesis." 

Langhorne, Anderson's Poets. p. 740: "The scene end figures described in the stroll 

of the Ode to Eercy are exquisitely striking, and would afford a painter one of the 

finest subjects in the world." P. 742: "The picture of hope is beautiful almost beyond 

imitation." 

Doughty, The Entrlish Lyric in the A;;e of Reason, p. 132-133, says that the 

poetic method o£ Collins, barton's friend and brother poet, "is essentially pictorial. 

.... He unconsciously adopts metaphors drawn from pictorial art," as "Design", 

"Line," "Colours," "Proportion," and the "Eye.” 

Philips, in the Preface to his Pastoral Poems, uses the ÿhrase, "as in painting, 

so in poetry." 

Akenside, in the Design preceding his F les sures &f the Imagination, says, "A3 

painting and sculpture directly copy the extern;. 1 appearances which were admired in 

— nature; others, as music and poetry, bring them back to remambrance by signs uni¬ 

versally established and understood." 



Karte*s Essay on Fainting is almost entirely a cumpi rison of painting and poetrj. 

It was written, according to the author, before 1754. 

KgggxxwxatKxaxghaxtxicggaxxïhaxAEtxBf xkKXK±XHg:$xxHxxittXghx±hBxiKHx&xigxa »» y y w tap a r « d y 

Mason translated Fresnoy's Art of Maintins. in which poetry and painting are com¬ 

pared* 

Ker, I, p. 207, "Tragedy* . * . paints on action." 

Ker II, p. 124: " * The art of paintingh has a wondeggful affinity with that of 

poetry.' " 

Young, 6n L^ric Pqetrv (1728): "Thought, enthusiasm, and picture .... are as the 

body, spul, and robe of Poetry." 

Steele, Tatler Mo. 8: "How strongly are we touched by mere pictures." 

lO.Langhorne, Anderson’s Poets. 535, says that the characteristics of two of 

Collins’s figures are "peinturesque." 

Mason, in the First Letter prefixed to his Elfrida (1751) uses the terk "pictuiesque 

imagination," in a way that obviously Ihows that he defined the word as meaning some¬ 

thing of or pertaining to a picture, 

Lan. ïlebbe, in a letter to Larton (1767), quoted on p. 36 of Mooli's Memoir, says, 

"To illustrate the noblest objects in nature by the frugal management of colours, 

this is to have a picturesque imagination." 

11. I, 26. 

12. Ker, 1,68: “ 'For the lively Imitation of Mature being in the definition of a 

ploy, those which best fulfil that law ought to be esteemed superior to the others." 

P. 91: "A pity is the imitation of Mature." P. 113: "To imitate well is the poet's 

work." P. 196: "Poetry. . . is a picture of Mature." Vol. II, p. 134, "The way to 

please being to imitate Mature, bothg the poets and the painters in ancient times, 

and in the best ages, have studied her." P. 136, "That poem which comes nearest to the 

resemblance of Nature is the best." 

13. IJ I, 47. 15. II, 160. 

14. ii, 97. 



16. Doughty, P. 145, Beys of Collins's poems, "But one thing they lack that is 

vital - real living interest, passionate human emotiofc." 

17. I, 11. 

18. I, 47. 

Compare fBfcnKjsHXjui Johnson's well known wordsx concerning the description of the 

Dover cliff in King Lear, of which words D. H. Smith, i hid edition of Lear (Arden 

Edition, p. 174), says, "Theis criticism amounts Bimply to a condemnation of the 

•romantic* method of description. The 'classical* manner for which Johnson here plea< 

aims at a unity of impression by means of generalized statements. Avoiding the menti< 

of particulars, so as not to give them undue importance or to take away from the gen< 

ral effect, it leaves these particulars to be filled in by the reader's imagination. 

The romantic manner, on the other hand, follows an opposite course, and trusts to pai 

ticulars as a means of conveying the general impression." In Rasselas. too, 

Johnson says (Chapter X), "This business of a poet is to examine not the individual 

but the species; to remark general properties and large appearances, he does not 

number the streaks of the tulip, or describe the different dhades of the verdure of 

the forest." 

Likewise Sir William Jones, in Essay IX appended to his volume of poetry (1772): 

"Great effects are not produced by minute details, but by the general spirit of the 

whole j[iece." 

Young himself, early in his literary life, in his Essay on Lyric Poetry (1728), 

says, "Great subjects are above being overnice; ... dignity and spirit ever suffer 

from scrupilous exactness; and. . * minuter cares effeminate a composition." 

Yet this same loung declared later on, in his Conjectures on Original Compositio: 

(1759), recently edited by Edith j. Korley, p. 37, "As for a general genius, there 

is no such thing in nature: a genius implies the rays of the mind concenter'd,fx and 

determined to some particular point." 

Walter Harte, in the notes to his translation of the Sixth Thebiad of otatius, 



remarks of verse 185, "I am far fBom being disgusted with these litxle peculiarities 

that attend the most serious and noble passions, l.othing has a better effect in poetry 

or painting. An incident may be small, and at the same time not trifling* " 

Shonstone, p. 26, "I shall never henceforth enjoy a landskip that lies at so remote 

a distance, as not to exhibit all it's parts." P. 161,"There is a vast beauty (to me) 

in using a word of a particular nature in the eighth and ninth syllables of an Eng¬ 

lish verse." 

19* II, 160 

20. I, 42. 

21* Shenstone, II, 157: "I think nothing truly poetic, at least no poetry worth 

composing, that does not strongly affect one's passions: and this is but tenderly 

effected by fables, allegories, and lies." 

T. Larton, Observations* I, Sit p. 23, praises Spenser for having "something which 

engages the affections, the feelings of the hseart, rather than the cold approbation 

of the head." 

Young, Conjectures. 22 p. 37, says that the appeal of the poet should be to the 

heart: "As what comes from a writer's heart, reaches ours; so what cofces from his 

head, sets our btains at work." 

22. II. 402* 

23. I. 163. 

24. Young, Conjectures. p38: "Of tragedy, pathos is not only the life and soul, 

but the soul inextinguishable." 

25. Compare Ohenstone's poem on The Dying Kid. 

26. I, 399. 

27. II, 63. 

28. Lest it be thought that barton w$s inconsistent here, that it was, after all, 

*,3»ts end not images tint he «anted, I should like to oall attention to the tact 

that most of hiB discussion of the Epistle of Eloisa to thelard consists in his 



pointing out many a thing which (I, 323) "would make a fine subject for the pencil, 

and is worthy a capital painter;" ana he often insists on the variety of "subjects 

suitable for historical painting"to be found in Homer* auutxkhKixxjc Uoreoifer, it is 

the descriptive pieces of any author which practically always receive the highest 

praise from Barton. In other words, putting the matter emphatically and bluntly, perhapi 

Barton locked upon history as a storehouse of pictures. 

29. I, 249-250. 

Doughty, p. 142: "So Collins, the poet of Fancy, odf romantic imagination and 

classic calm, forsakes academic theory for the burning, passionate experience of 

active Life, of Han and nature." 

Ker I, p. 58: " *1 have noticed one greit advantage they the French have 

had in the plotting of their tragedies; that is, they are always grounded upon some 

known history: according to that of Horace, Ex noto fictum carmen sequar^" 

30. I, 40. 

31. I, 249. 

32. Shenstone, "Frefatory Essay," to his elegies: "If the author hçs hazarded, 

throughout, the use of English or modern allusions, he hopes it will not be imputed 

to an entire ignorance, or to the least disesteem of the ancient learning, he kept 

the ancient plan and method in his eye, though he builds his edifico with the materials 

of his own nation. In other words, through a fondness for his native country, he has 

made use of the nxiix flowers it produced." 

Young, Essay on Lyric foetry. p. 61: "The anxients had a psrticulur regard to the 

choice of their subjects; which were genearlly national and great; most proper for an 

Englibhint.n*” 

Ramsay, The Evergreen. 1724: "he are not carried to Greece, or „Italjr_for a Shade, 

a Stream or a Breeze. ... I find not fault wixh those Things, as thej are in 

Greece and Italy: But with a l.orthern Foet for fetching his Materials from these k 

Flaces in a Foem, of which his own Country is the bcene." 



33.Compara Isaac Watts, Preface to Horae Lvricae (1709): "The heaven and hell &¥ 

ourdivinity are infinitely more delightful and dreadful than the childish figments of 

a dog with three heads, the buckets of the Belides, the Furies with snaky hairs, or all 

the flowery stories of Elysium. And if we survey the one as themes divinely true,and 

the other as a medly fif fooleries which we can never believe; the advantage for touch¬ 

ing the springs of passion will fall infinitely on the side of the'Christian poet..*., 

llor is there need of any reason why we should ali/ays ±kx borrow the plan or history 

from the ancient Jews, or primitive martyrs;..... but modern scenes would be better 

understood by most readers,n.and the application would be much more easy." 

Sir William Jones. Essay II (1772): "I must onee more request that.*..*. I may not 

be thought to derogate from the merit of the Greek and Latin poems, which have justly 

been admired in every age; yet I cannot but think tint our European poetry hass ub- 

sisted too long on the perpetual repetition of the ame images, and incessant allu¬ 

sions to the same fables." 

Young, Conjectures, p. 12: "Rome was a powerful ally to many states; antieit authors 

-are our powerful allies; but we must take heed, that thej do not succour, till they 

enslave, after the manner of Rome . Too formidable an idea of their superiority, like 

a spectre, would fright us out of a proper use of our wits; and dwarf our under¬ 

standings by making a giant of theirs. Too great awe of them lays genius unè- restraiit.’ 

Young, Preface to "Imperium Pelagi;" A Navt. 1 Lyric (1730): "The genius and 

spirit of such great men as Pindar must be collected from the 7/hole ; and what- 

thus we are possessed of it, we must exert its energy in subjects and designs of 

our own." 

34* I, 272. 

35. I, 330. 

36. I, 65. 

37. I, 260. 

38. Cpmpare Collins’s Ode to Simplicity: 
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“Ho more, in hall or bower, 
The passions own thy power, 

Love, only love, her forceless numbers moan." 

To which Langhorne adds the note: ” In these lines the writings of the Provencal 

poets are principally alluded to, in which, simplicity is generally sacrificed to 

the rhapsodi-s of romantic love." 

Ker I, p. 54: "For love seenes, you will find few among then thetragedieeof the 

ancients ; their tragic poets dealt not with that soft passion, but with lust, s 

cruelty, revenge, ambition, and those bloody actions they produced; which were nore 

capable of raising horror than compassion in an audience: leaving love untouwhdd, 

whose gentleness would have tempered them." 

Ker II, p. 12: "Yet I must needs say this in reference to Homer, that he ismuch more 

capable of exciting the manly passions than those of grief and pity." 

39. II, 39. 44. I, 27 

40. II, 402. 45* I, 10 

41. II, 38. 46* I, 40 

42. I, 276. 47. I, 98 

43. II, 54. 48. II, , 3 

49. I, 29. 

Sir Joshua Reynolds, Seventh Discourse. Chapter X: "Vell-ttrned periodkin e}.qquence, 

or harmony 6£ numbers in poetry, \hich are in those a rts what colouring is in 

painting, however highly we may esteem them, can never be considered as tffequal im¬ 

portance with the art of unfolding truths that are useful to mankind, and which make 

us better or wiser." 

Shenstone, Frefoce to his Elegies % : " The most important end of all poetry is to 

encourage virtue." 

LJuson, Letter III, introducing his Elfidra. justifies the chorus for t la xan 

reason that it can moralize freely, since "with the means of introducing poetry 

naturally is lost. . . the opportunity of conveying moral reflections wiib grace 

and sobriety." 
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K®** 209; "To instruct delightfully is the generla end of all poetry," 

Ksr IJ,127; "For the moral, ... is the first business of the poét." 

50. I, 30-31. 53. II, 28. 56. I, 139. 

51. I, 34. 54. II, 245. 

52. I, 371. 55. II, 315. 

57. Richard Cambrudge, in the Preface to his Scribleriad (1751), says of Dcm 

Quixote, "that propriety v;as the fundamenal excellence of that work. That all the 

marvellous was reconcilable to probability, as the author ledki his hero into that 

species of absurdity only, which it was natural for an imagination, heated with 

the continual reading of the books of chivalry, to fallinto. That the want of atten¬ 

tion to this was the fundamental defect of these poems Garth's Dispensary. Boileau's 

Lutrin, and Pope's Rape of the Lock . 

Ker I, p. 246; "Nothing is truly sublime that is not just and proper." 

T. barton, Observations. I. p. 2, applauds the fact that the barbarity characteristic 

of the old romances 6hoikld "have fiven pice to justness of thought and design, and to 

that decorum which nature dictated, and \h ich the example and precept of antiqdty had 

authorised." In the second volume of the Observations (p, 325) congratulates bmself 

on the fact that in his work he has "so far conformed to the reigning maxims <ff 

modern criticism, as. ... to recommendclassical propriety. 

58. That this simplicity was one of tie outstanding features of ancient lit rature 

was one of the prevailing ideas of the eighteenth century. 

6f. Collins's CJe to Simplicity , and Langhorne's note on it; "Possibly itw ill bear 

question, whether the ancient Greek tragedians had a general claim to simplicity in 

anything more than the plans of their di-ama. . . . Yet it must be owned that üiÿy 

justly copied nature and the passions, and so far, certainly they were entitla to the 

palm of true simplicity." Doughty remarks (p.139) that Collins's i "love of simj-lioity 

is allied to his love of Gre-k art." 

In son, in his prefarutory Letters to his Elfidra prides himself throughout on the 

fact that he has introduced into his play the simplicity of the ancients. 
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Shenstone, horks.II. p. 131, thinks that "simplicity is essential to grandeur," 

He believes, moreover, that (153) "the chief advantages that ancient writers can boast 

over modern ones, seems owing to simplicity;" and that (173) "everything disgitets but 

mere simplicity," 

Eveh so early as 1745, Varton in the advertisement to an edition of Greek epi~ 

grains translated by his father, supports this simplicity: "The following pieces are 

a pattern of the simplicity so much admired in the Grecian writings, so foreign to 

the present prevailing taste," 

59. I, 8. 62. I, 3!. 

60. I, 58. 63. I» 39. 

61. I, 341. 64, I, 114. 

65. II, 146. 

Cf. Pope's, "Some to conceit alone their taste confinet"and the general coanna- 

tion in the eighteenth century of Cowley's conceits. Shenstone xaya (borks, IJ 181) 

distinguishes between the witty writer and "the writer of taste," and says (ISO) 

that "Virgil discovers less wit and more taste thin any writer in the world," 

Further on the volume (p. 270) Shenstone remarks that "Conceit is f J. set£Bte." 

barton himself, in his Ilanelsgh House, speaks contemptmousily of "a handsmoe 

young lecturer, who preaches prettily, has a graceful lisping delivery, and abounds 

in the most smart antitheses^ most elegant and ingenious conceits, and the best 

turned period imaginable." Cf Rochefoucauld, he says (Adventurer ho. 49 - 1753), 

"Rochefoucault • • • . . mikes use of theantithesis, a mode of speaking the most 

tieesome and disgusting of any, by the saneness and similarity of the periods." It 

is hardly likelj that so conservative a na n as barton would venture to vpice this 

last sentiment in a popular paper, in which Dr. Johnson himself jiook a great part, 

unlesu thit sentiment were likely to receive approval from the majority of readers of 

1753. 

66. II, 170 
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67. I, 62. 

Lady I.:ary \iortley Llontague, in a letter to tope, quoted by I-helps. Efte English 

Romaniic Movement .0. 2L, dons not "think our English proper to express such violence 

of passion" as is expressed in some Turkish verses she translates. 

68. I, 290. 

69. I, 64. 

70. I, 289. 

71. I, 80. 

72. I, 10. 

Cf. Drydens hatred of blank verse. Ker, I, p. 7: "The advantages which rhyme has ax 

over blank verse are so mmy, that it were lost time to name them." P. 101, "Blank 

verse is acknowledged to be too low for a poem." And finally, Ker, II, 29, "l.either 

will I justify Hilton for his blank verse." 

73. I, 276. 

74. I, 290. 

Shonstone, Yiorks. II, p. 161: "There is a vast beauty in using a wori of a par¬ 

ticular nature in the eighth and ninth syllables of an English verse." 

T. barton, Observations. II, 167: "An iambic foot at the end of an English verse 

has a good effect." 

75. I, 143. 

76. I, 189. 

77. II, 148-150. 

78. II, 157. 

Cf. Isaac Latts's Preface (1709) to his Horae Lvricee: "It ismy opinion also, 

that the free and unconfined numbers of Pindar, or the noble measures of Hilton without 

rhyme, would best maintain the dignity of the theme,' as well as give aloose to the 

devout soul, nor check the raptures of her faith and love." In the sanB Preface is this 

remarkable censure of the heroic couplet: "It degrades the excellency ofixa the best 
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versification when the lines run on by couplets," 

ilason (Latter IV) congratulates himself on his being able to introduce "an 

agreeable vtriety" into the versification and meter of his poem. 

Young, in his Conjectures (p. 27) cdls blank verse "verse uif alin, uncurst," 

Even Dryden can say (Ker, I, 12) something, even while recognizing the "necessity 

of our rhymes," concerning "the slavery of rhyme," Furthermore, he felt that he 

could safely, if not consistently, say that "he who can write well in rhyme may 

write better in blank verse," and that "rhyme is certainly a constraint even to the 

best poets," 

The vigorous Young, in his Conjectures ^p. 37),thinks that rii yme "in epic poetry 

is sore disease, in the tragic, absolute death," 

Addison himself (Spectator No, 39, 1711) says, "I am very nrafch offended when I 

see a play in rhyme," 
(June 7, 1753) 

The folloi. ing odd extract from a lettfir/of Larton to his brother tmj demonstrate 

the fact that our critic was not altogethr inspired by any romanti c feel ing of 

liberty when he approved the use of blank verse: "Your Ode to ÜiswismpMix Contemp 

plation possesses true poetry, and a great deal of fine imaginât! nj but I anot 

sure whether it is proper to write Odes in long blank verse: Lyrics must certainly be 

metrical; however, càll it an hymn, and aL 1 will be well ," 

79. I, 69. 

80. I, 17. 

81. I, 97-98 

82. I, L61. 

83. I, 120. 

84. II, 344- 345 
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CHAPTER II 

bARTON AMD GOTHIC ISM 

Much hàs been said about the attitude toward nature of the mid-eighteenth 

century romanticists, and especially about barton's attitude. A.nd yet there 

is very little in the Essay on which those t.ho like to regard every 

early romantic writer as a nature enthusiast can base arguments for 

barton's own deep sympathy with nature, hot only does he seem to look 

at the outside world from an almost totally impersonal point of view, 

but also he uses the very word Mature in a way not vastly different 

from the vty it was uded when Pope was at the height of his career. 

Tp barton, "nature1* means, first of all, human nature. Commenting 

on Pope's "Lo, the poor Indian!" passage, barton plainly uses the term 

nature in this first sense: "Representations of undisguised nature 

1 
and artles s innocence always amuse and delight." 

But more than tny thing else, "nature" meant to barton that which is 

real, reasonable, or probable - that which does er may exist. It 

he s been noted that he considers real events as the properest subjects for 

poetry; and he follows up the statement that the Elegy to the Memory 

of an Unfortunat Lady owes its excellence to the fact that the o^sion for 

it was real, he follows up this statement with the "indisputable maxim, 

'That nature is more powerful than fancy; .... and that the 

O' 
most artful fiction can give way to truth.' " Half a dozen other 

unmistakable passages in the Essay mi&ht be instanced to prove that 

barton did regird nature as the opposite of the unreal. And I am sure 

that there cannot be cited a single passage in the Essay in which he 

even approximates, in his use of whe word, the meaning which we of 

today put upon it, or in \ hich it will not be more consistent with 

the context to define the word in one of the two ways I have indicated. 

Yet we must remtmber that tarton had declared , "The judicious 



addition of circumstances and adjuncts is what renders poesÿjc a 

more lively imitation of nt ture than prose" (italics my own)*; and 

that he believed that "a minute and particular ennumeration of 

circumstances judiciously selected, is what chiefly discriminates 

poetry from history, and renders the foramr, for that reason, a 

tf- 
more close and faithful representation of nature than the latter” 

(italics my own). 

TKe have seen how little barton stressed the subjective element 

in poetry, how hea argued that "objects are mored suitable to the 

nature of poetry than abstract ideas." But if barton regards nature 

as the external wprld of reality; if he thinks that poetry is a 

representation of this nature; and if he does not consider the indi¬ 

vidual spirit of the poet as of much importance - certainly barton 

would have a weakness for descriptive poetry. As a matter of fact, 

we find him*, throughout the Essay, calling attention, time after 

time, to bits of sublime or pathetic description, and stopping to 

point out the excellence of such descriptive poets as Thomson, Gray, 

Dyer, etc-. And indeed, leaving moral precepts out of consideration, 

we see that barton's greatest praise alays goes to some bit of descrip 
i 

tion that comes to his notice. It is true that in the following 

passage he h&lges a little from making a bold statement as to the 

superior value of descriptive poetry, yet this passage itself is 

evidence enough (especially when backed up by barton's invariable 

prt ctiwe throughout the Essay) to convince us of. his innate fond% 

r 
ness for descriptive poetry: "Pope, it seems, was of opinion, kh 

that descriptive poetry is is a composition as absurd as a feast 
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made up of sauces: and I knpn many other persons that think meanly 

of it. x willX not presume to say it is equal, either in dignity or 

utility, to' those compositions that lay ppen the internal consti¬ 

tutions of man, and that IMITATB characters, manners, and senti¬ 

ments. I may, however, remind such contemmers of it, that, in a SKK 

sister-art, landscape-painting claims the very next rank to history¬ 

painting; being ever preferred to single portraits, to pieces of 

still-life, to droll figures, to fruit and flower-pieces; that 

Titian thought it no diminution of his genius, to spend much of his 

time in works of the former species; and that if their principles 

lead them to condemn Thomson, they must also condemn the Georgies 

of Virgil; and the greatest part of the noblest descriptive poem 
6 

extant, I mâpn that of Lucretius." 

Shat, now, would barton consider a proper subject upon iknxji 

which the poet could exereise his descriptive powers! It was inti¬ 

mated in the previous chapter hew much Viarten stressed eriginality, 

invention, new images, and even a variety THYKwVijwK-fcxKui-fc-tMy of 

*7 
metrical feet in poetry. It was pointed out also that barton recon» 

mended as proper material for poetry those subjects which had net been 

dealt with by the Greeks and Romans, those "original images" such as 

Thomson used. To cite again a few such instances of love of the new 

on the part of barton, he complains of lope’s Pastorals that "there 

should not be found a single rural image that is new;*^he likes an 

image of Theocritus's better than one of Pope's becal&ie of "the pas¬ 

toral wildness and uncommonness of the thought} of the former imag^ 

he mentions once again the fact of Pope's having "written Jüclogues 
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•without invention;" he praises Thomson for having "enriched poetry 

CÛ 
with a variety of new and original images;" he agrees with Fontenelle 

that Boileau "n'etait pas grand poet, l'on entend par ce mot comme 

/ // 
on le doit, celui quiXI FAIT, qui INVENTS, qui CREB." As a matter of 

fact, one could discover almost any number of instance»df iarton 

manifesting his taste for new and original things in poetry. Add to 

these his early statement that he "looks upon Invention and Imagination 

to be the chief faculties of a poet," and then should we not be jus¬ 

tified in believing that the object the description of which Warton 

would most approve would be objects new to literature/ 

Now, these objects new to literature would, broadly speaking, have 

to be one of two kinds: they would have to be so common, so ordinary 

in actual life that poets would seldom deign to use them; or they would 

have to be so unusual, so extraordinary, that poets \ ould seldom think 

of using them. 

Yet according to barton's very definite statements scattered through¬ 

out the Essay. Sublimity and Pathos are the necessary elements of great 

poetry. As we have seen, however, there existed for barton no bond of 

tender sympathy, or deep emotion between the poet and the object the 

poet described. For \.arton, therefore, common and familiar objecs could 

hardly constitute the Fathetic, and certainly they could not consti¬ 

tute the Sublime. Consequently, it seems that we could guess at once 

thtt when Varton recommended descriptive poetry, and the description of 

objects new to literature, he recommended the description of strange 
/3 

objects. Holding such a probability in mind, let us now proceed to take 

up barton’s conception of the Sublime, 

Our inquiry \ ill be rondo easier if we keep in mèmôry what was brought 
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out in the first chapter of this work, where, the reader will recall, 

we saw that barton's synonym of Aristotle's Imitation of an Action was 

Imitation of an Image , and for a thin& which aroused Pity, the Fa- 

thetic. Moreover, xiiuui we decided that, since Aristitle stressed so 

particularly the means tnd the hecessity of exciting Pity and Terror, 

and since barton, a faithful disciple of Aristitle, states pâàinly 

that "the two chief nerves of all genuine poetry" are the Sublime and 

the Pathetic, we supposed thit barton, in a loose sort of way, regarded 

Aristotle's Terrible as being about equivalent to barton's own Sublime. 

Further, since barton considered the most genuinely poetical images those 

which were either sublime or pathetic, we should do wellk to keep in 

view the probability thtt when barton praised an image, he must have, as 

a rule, been stjick with either its sublimity or its pathos, whether or 

not he mentioned in so many words this sublimity oir pathos, be know 

already \hat he regarded as pathetic; if now, we incoun$er anything 

(alvays leaving moral precepts out of consideration) which he praised 

without Baying exactly why he praised it, and which evidently is not 

pathetic, we should, it seems to me, be in most cases justified in 

calling that thing Sublime; and especially should we be justified if the 
If 

thing seemed to us Terrible. And in a.dition, we should be more justi¬ 

fied in calling it Sublime if barton praised it and similar things at 

length throughout the Essay to the exclusion of all other things except 

the Pathetic, kxikxfckxx Finally, we should be yet more juswified in 

calling the thing Sublime if it were strange; for strangeness was, to 

barton, $>ne of the great prerequisites of poetry, b/ith this foreword, then, 

let us go ahead with the inquiry as to what barton deemed Sublime. 

But before we deal directly with the relation of the Terrible to the 
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Sublime, it will be well to discuss and put out of the way once for all 

a minor conception of barton's regarding sublimity. Our critic says, "It is 

well known, that the Aegyptians, in all their productions of art, mis¬ 

took the gigantic for the sublime, and greatness of bulk for greitness of 
if 

manner." Evidently, then, more bigness does not imply sublimity* Yet 

barton almost retracts this statement when he declares, later on, "Exten- 

(6 
sion is certainly a cause of the sublime." As a matter of fact, warton 

adheres, in practice, much more to the latter generalization than he does 

to the former - so much so that, v.hen we are in doubt ES to how to classi¬ 

fy some example of sublimity quoted in the Essay. we can usually put the 

example under this head of sublimity by extension, by infinitude, by vast- 

ness. For instance, barton quotes as approaching the sublime, the lines: 

"Comme ils parloient ainsi, Newton dans l'empirêf, 
Newton les regardoit, et du ciel entr'ouvert 

Confirmez, disoit il, a la terre éclairée 
Ce que j'ai découvert." ' 

Of fope's lines describing the growth of the colossal "figure of Fame 

enlarging and growing every moment," barton says* they are "imagined 

tf 
with strength and sublimity of fancy." bailer's lines describing the fir- 

ff 
marnent and the heavenly bodies have in them "much of the sublime." And 

finally, Pope's passage of which barton makes the more or less well known 

statement: "Whilst I am transcribing this exalted description .... 

I feel myself aibmpst tempted to ietract an assertion in the beginning of 
zf 

this work, that there is nothing transcendently sublime in Popà" j* this 

passage itself falls very clearly into the category of sublimity by extent 

or infinitude: 

"Let earth unbalanced from her orbit fly, 

Planets and suns rush lawless through the sky; 
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Let ruling angels from their spheres be hurl'd, 

Being on Being \ reck'd, and world on world; 

Heav'n's whole foundations to their centre nod, ax. 

And nature tremble to the throne of God* 

Alik ere bu parts of one stupendous whole, 

bhose body nature is, and God the soul; 

That chang'd thro' all, anu yet in all the same; 
Great in the earth, as in th'ethereal frame; 

barms in the sun, refreshes in the breeze, 

Glow in the stars, and blossoms in the trees; 
Lives thro' all life, extends thro' all extent, 

Spreads undivided, operates unspent; 

Breathes in our soul, informs our mortal part, 

As full, as perfect, in a hair as heart; 

As full, as perfect, in vile man, that mourns, 

As the rapt seraph, that adores* and burns; 

To Him no high, no low, no greet, no small; 
He fills, he bounds, connects, and equals all," 

Getting back, however, to the subject of the relation of Terror to 

Sublimity, we ought to see a little more precisely whether Aka or 

not the two things were so closely connected in barton's mind as we 

have been led to believe* 

From barton's observation, already noted, "The GREATER passions were 

the constant subject of the Grecian; the TENDERER passions of the French 

and English theatres. Terror reigned in the former; pity occupies the 

I 
latter" - from this observation, we may derive a still stronger con¬ 

viction thit to barton the Sublime (i,e*, "the GREATER passions") 

meant largely the Terrible. In this relation, it may be well to draw 

attention to the criticism of one of Pope's Eclogues: "As prosperity 

and happinesc are described in this Eclogue, by t combination of the 

most pleasing and agreeable objects, so misery and destruction are as 

forcibly delineated in the same IbAIAH, by the circumstances of dis¬ 

tress and desolation that were to attend the fall of that magnificent 

city of Babylon: and thi latter is, perhaps, a more proper and inter¬ 

esting subject for poetry than he former, as such kindd of objects make 
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the deepest impression on the mind, terrorgbeing a, stronger sensation than 

<1^ 

iov" (italics mine). Indeed, the passages that are designed to strike the 

reader with terror invariably obtain barton's sincerest jraise. To give but 

an example or so from each volume of the Essay, barton says, in decrying the 

inability of Heemskirk and Teniers to "succeed in a serious and sublime 

subject of history-painting,? that "Hogarth's picture of Richard III. . * . * 

strongly impresses terror and amazement?axxikta Further on in this volume, 

"the masterly hand" of Gray has copied the sublimity of Pindar's manner in 

his flnoble ode" the Bard, which barton (in the very last sentence of the 

last volume of the Essay) brings upm as the standard example of the "truly 

sublime." Yet, says barton, "The most striking graces in it are of the terri¬ 

ble kind, and for that reason, affect the imagination of the reader more 

deeply and more irresistibly". And again, "I shall point out only two pas¬ 

sages, whichxu relate to the appearance of the formid&ble figure £_of the 

last because I think them the most lofty of any part of Dryden’s works: 

'"Whilst list'ning to the murm'ring leaves he stood, 
More than a mile immers'd within the wood, 

At once the wind was laid - the v/hisp’ring sound 
las dumb - a rising earthquake rock'd the ground: 

With deepr brown the grove was over spread, 
And his ears tingled, and his colour fled,' 

The sensations of a man upon the approach of some strange and supernatural 

danger, can scarcely be represented more feelingly. All nature is thus said to 

sympathize at the second appearance of 

Arm'd with his naked sword, that urg'd his dogs to speed,* 

Thus it runs 

'The fiend's alarm began; the hollow sound 

Sung in the leaves, the forest shook atound, ^ 

Air blacken'd, roll'd the thunder, groan'd the ground’.* 

From these quotations, we are naturally led to wonder how supernatural 

'horseman ghost that came thundering ; and I place them 

The felon on his sable steed 
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objects, in general, affected barton. Of course, from what we have seen of 
TÉ/a.rton's partiality for the Terrible, and above all, for the btrange, we should 

be simple indeed if we could not guess that our author would have a receptive 

attitude towatd literature dealing with the unseen world. And then besides, 

the supernatural, from the very fact that it is. above nature, is likely to 

be regarded by almost any one asx sublime. Therefore, we c- nnot be surprised 

at finding in barton hij§h praise for Hilton's passage in the Nativity Ode 

depicitng the terror of the priests on hearing the supernatural sound, and 

higher praise for Dryden's passage depicting more terror inspired by the 

superhatural. Additional praise for a terror-inspiring and supernatural 

personification is the following; "The IMAGE of the Goddess MELANCHOLY sitting 

over the convent,and, as it were, expanding her dreadful wings over its whole 

circuit, and diffusing her gloom all around it, is truly sublitoe, and strongly 

conceived." Similar to this is the remark on Horace’s line 

"Per mare pauperiem fugiens, per saxa, per ignes," 

and Fope's parallel line, 

"Scar'd at the spectre of pale Poverty !" -f 

"Pope haB given life to the image, and added terrpr to the simple exprèssion 

2,0 
pauperism"» An «approval of a kind of supernatural with which we are some¬ 

what more familiar (that is, of ghosts of the dead# comes when the critic 

speaks of Dryden's "Music Ode", "bhen Timotheus," barton says,"cries out 

REVENGE, raises the furies, and calls up to Alexander's view a troop of 

Grecian ghosts, -that were slain, and left unburied, inglorious and forgotten, 

each of them waving a torch in his hand, and pointing to the hostile temples of 

the Persians, end aemanding venyeance of their prince, he instantly started 

from his throne * The whole trfain of imagery in this stanza of 

Dryden is alive, sublime, and animated tot an unparallleled degree." Another 
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comment on lines dealing with a mortal's ghost appears in barton's discus¬ 

sion of pope's Elegy to the Memory of an Unfortunate Lady: "This Elegy opens 

i[ith a striking abruptness, and a strong image; the poet imagines he beholds 

suddenly the phantom of his murdered friend: 

•What beck'ning ghost,* etc* 

This question alarms the reader" (italics my own). 

But of all the apologies for and eulogies of the supernatural in the Essay, 

the most emphatic and unmistakeable is the note in the first volume (we shall 

have occasion to refer to it again): "Much less can such effeminate judges 

£_the French critics^ bear the bold and severe strokes, the terrible graces, 

of our irregular Shakespeare, especially in hia scenes of magic and incantations, 

these gothic charms are, in truth, more striking to the imagination than the 

classical. The magicians of Ariosto, Tasso, and Spenser, have more powerful 

33 
spells then those of Apollonius, Seneca, and Lucan. The inchanted forest of 

Ismeno is more awfully and tremendously poetical, than even the grove which 

Caesar ordered to be cut down in Lucan, 1. iii. 400S , which was so full of 

terrors,that, at noon day or midnight, the Priest himself dared not epproach 

it, 

'Dreading the Daemon of the Grove to meet:* 

Who,that sees the sable flumes waving on the prodigious helmet in the Castle of 

Otranto, and the gigantic arm on the top of the great staircase. is not more 

affected than with the paintings of Ovid and Apuleius! What a group of dreadful 

images do we meet wi.h in the EBda! The Runic poetry abounds in them. Such is 

Gray's thrilling ode.on the Descent of Odin.* 

1 have dwelt at dome length on barton's high regard for the supernatural 

because I wished to show that in this case where there is a perfect combination 

of Strangeness and Terror, barton seldom hesitates to characterize whatever 



passage-he may be discussing with the pregnant adjective "sublime". 

But, particularly in the last passage quoted in the preceding paragraph, 

there is, besides this predsilection for the supernatural, another thing 

worthy of note, and that is the marked taste for wild, striking, and 

"thrilling" pictures, a taste which, quite in i**x line with barton's known 

fondness for descriptive poetry, brought forth this praise of such images 

as "the inchanted forest so full of terrors that at noon day or midnight 

the Priest himself dared not approach it;" the "sable plumes waving on the 

prodigious helmet;" the "gigantic arm;" and the "groat staircase." 

Indeed, barton has everywhere a distinct liking for descriptions of wildly 

romantic scenery* and for such scenery itself. 

He even descended to a hearty approval of the sham romanticism, Medieval# 

ism, Gothicism, illustrated in the enthusiasm of such people as Tt/alpole, 

Shenstone, and even Pope for labouriously wild landscape gardens and brand 

new ruins of medieval castles. In the second volume of the Kssav barton 

takes up a good deal of time enlarging on the superiorities of the "enchant¬ 

ing art of modern gardening" to the "formal, French, Dutch, false and un¬ 

natural moae in gardening". He prefers "passing through the gloom from the 

grotto to the opening day, and retiring and again assembling shadeB, the dusky 

groves, the ààrger lawn, and the solemnity of the termination of the cy¬ 

presses" to observing gardens "full of dipt hedges, square parterres, strait 

walks, trees uniformly lopt, regular knots and carpets of flowers, groves 

nodding at groves, marble fountains, and water works". He even goes so far 

as to approve "the great improvements lately made at hindsor-Lodge, by the 

Duke of Cumberland, particularly" the artificial but "magnificent lake and 

cascaded, which "highly deserve to be celebrated by some future Pope". 
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In regard to architecture, too, Vvarton is sufficiently gothic; but never¬ 

theless, he seemed to prefer that the old gothic castles and churches 

be left entirely to literature rather than that they be used seriously 

as mouels of modern architedture. It is true that he regrets that Fope 

should "have omitted describing at length 1 Windsor's [ venerable, 

L— 
ancient castle"; that he quoted the following lines as examples of "fine 

imagery": 

"Relentless walls! whose darksome round contains 
Repentant siuhs and voluntary pains; 
Ye rugged rocks! which holy ÿnees have worn; 
Ye grots and caverns, shagged with horrid thorn! 
Shrines, xhwre their vigils pele-ey'd virgins keep;.*,^ 
And pitying saints, whose statues learn to weep! " 

and finally, that he thus visualized a scene*,in Elosia's Epistle to 

Abelard, which would "make a fine subject for the pencil, and is worthy 

a capital painter:" The painter "might place Eloisa in the long aisle of 

a great Gothic church; a lamp should hang over her head,whose dim and 

V* 
dismal ray should afford only light enough to make darkness visible," etc. 

But nevertheless, i.e declares that Fope "has given us not only some 

¥f 
of our first. but our best. rules and observations on architecture," and 

then proceeds to quote lope's observation that "all the rules of ai chi- 

tecture might be reducible to three or four heads; the justness of the 

openings, bearings upon bearings, the regularity of the pillars,&c. That 

which is not just in buildings is disagreeable to the eyeMas a greater 

/ 
upon a lesser, &c.) and this may be called the reasoning of the eve." 

The chief condemnation of Gothis architecture occurs, however, as a com¬ 

ment on Pope's lines: 

"Of Gothic structure was the Northern side, 

O'erwrought with ornaments of barbSrous pride." 

barton adds, "Those who have consideredthe theory of Architecture (says 



a writer who had thoroughly studied it,) tell us the proportions of the three 

Grecian orders were taken from the Human Body, as the most beautiful and per¬ 

fect production of nature. Hence were derived these graceful ideas of 

columns. ... .those beautiful proportions. . . .She Gonfiezza also, or 

swelling, and diminution of a pillar. . . . . The entablature,and all its 

parts and ornaments, architrave, freeze, cornice, triglyphs, metopes, mo- 

diglions, and the rest. . ... Their beauty ariseth from the appearance of 

use, or the imitation of natural things, whose beauty is originally founded on 

the same principle. bhich i8, indeed, the grand distinction between Grecian 

and Gothic architecture: the Matter being fantastical,and for the most part 

founded neither in nature nor reason, in necessity nor use; the appearance of 

p-3 
which accounts for all the beauties, graces, and ornaments of the other." 

But to return to the main path af'ter this diversion into architecture, 

the reality of barton's attachment for wild and savage scenery, innumerable 

passages will attest. To mention but a few such passages, barton quotes, as 

"conceived with strength" and "richness of fancy” the following description, 

by Spenser, of a bit of that scenery about which we are just now concerning 

ourselves: 

"Into the cave he creeps, and thenceforth there 
Resolv'd to build his baleful mansion 
In dreary darknesse,and continual feare 
0f£ that rock's fall; which ever and anon 
Threats with huge ruin him to fall upon, 
That he dare never sleep, but that one eye 
Still ope he keeps for that occasion; 
Ke never rests he tranquility, 

The roaring billows beat his bowre so boisterously," ‘ * 

On the next ^age, he mentions "that exquisite p^ce of wild and romantic 

imagery, Thomson's Castle of Indolence"; and further on in the same volume 

commends Luctetius's "images of much energy and wildness of fancy”. In fact, 

barton everywhere takes keen delight in such rofcantic descriptions as we have 
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been noticing. He says in som many words that "the mention of places 

remarkablÿ romantic. . . . . is far more pleasing to the imagination than the 

obvious introduction of Cam and Isis,as seats of the Muses," and defines his 

"places remarkably romantic" as being "the supposed habitation of Druids, bards, 

and wizards." In comparing Pope's description of Crpheaa venturing into Hades 

with Virgil's description, ï/arton observes, "The places in which Orpheus, accord¬ 

ing to Pope, made his lamentations, are not so wild, so savage, and dismal, as 

those mentioned by Virgil; to introduce him 'beside the fall of fountains* con- 
f4> 

veys not * ... an ifcage of desolation and despair." "The subject and scene," 

he says, "of this tragedy I Philoctetes I , so romantic and so uncommon, are 

¥? 
highly pleasing to the imagination." Further on he laments the fact that the 

satires of Salvador Rosa "contain no strokes of that fervid and wild imagina- 

f* 
tion so visible in his landscapes." Add, as a final example of barton’s 

weakness forUescriptions of wild and savage scenery, he quotes with approval 

Shaftesbury's famous description of the Alps: " 'Beneàth the mountain's foot, 

the rocKy cou#tyy rises into hills, a proper basis of the ponderous mass above; 

where huge embodied rocks lie piled on one mother, and seem to prop the high 

arch of heaven. Seel with what thembling steps poor mankind tread the ra rrow 

brink of the deep precipices! From whence with giJdy horror they look down, 
# 

mistrusting even the ground that bears them; whilst they hear the hollow sounds 

of torrents underneath, and see the ruin of the impending rocki; with falling 

trees, which hang with their roots upwards, and seem to draw more fcuin after 

them."1 ' 

I will not go so far as to say that all the examples I hqve given are 

descriptions of undeniably terror-inspiring places, or references to such places. 

But I do hold that the working together of barton's objective attitude toward 

nature, of his insistence on Invention (which culminates in Strangeness), and 

of his equating Sublimity and Terror - that such a working together could 



produce nothing but a liking for such scenery as barton himself called 

wild, savage, end Romantic» 

Really, however, it is perfectly evident that barton, in many places, 

actually does consider his wild scenery to be about equivalent to terrible 

yO 
scenery. In the passage already pointed out,in which he commends a passage 

of Dryden's, one finds barton using the term "wildness" for something which 

is, without doubt, terrible: "There is an incomparable wildness in the vision 

of Theodore and Honoria, that represents the furious spectre of 'the horseman 

ghost that came thundering for his prey;* and of the gaunt toastiffs that tore 

the sides of the shrieking d: msel he pursued." And the "scenes of Thotoson 

are frequently as wild and romantic as those of Salvador Rosa, varied with 

precipices and torrents, and 'castled cliffs' and deep vallèys with piny 

fit 
mountains and the gloomiest caverns." 

It must be remembered, let me insist, that, however much barton may have 

liked such scenery, he did not see, as both the modern realist and the 

modern romanticist see, that the pawhos,and the terror or sublimity of 

objects derive not from the objects themselves, but rather, from a person's 

attitude toward the objects. Tp a lover, some young •qoman may be the embodi¬ 

ment of all the beautiful, the graceful, the good, the inspiring, that exists 

on earth. To some pessimistic philosopher, the-eaae-gîï*4 the beauty and yputh 

of the same girl may be the symbol of all the transitoriness, all thepathos, 

all the helplessness of human life. And to some new St. Anthony, the same 

creature may be the personification of all the evil, the temptations, the 

lusts that Satan can invent. But barton did not see things in such a manner. 

Some objects wdie poetical, and some were not; and$g£xft£ those that were 

poetical were necessarily strange and preferably terror-inspiring. 

The reader will remember the curiosa passage in which barton sets forth 
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the truth that "recent events. .... are deprived of the power of im- 

i'z- 
pressing solemnity and awe, by their notiriety and familiarity," and then 

goes on to explain that if "Racine ventured to write on a recent history,in- 

his Bajazet," it was because "the distance of his hero's country repaired, 

in some measure, the nearness of the time in which he lived." It must be 

obvious that barton is here not holding a brief for old subjects forthe 

mere reason thst they are old, but for the reason that they are not familiar 

- or, in other wordB, that they a re strange. If you want to write good 

literature, says barton, you have to avoid the common and familiar subjects; 

don't go back to the classics for subject matter - such material has been 

worn threadbare already; don't deal with modern subjects - they are so 

familiar that they"are deprived of i«p*»eeei»g of the power of impressing 

solemnity and awe;" but write of things occuring between the classical age 

ana the present, ot at least, of foreign things - anything to avoid 

banality. 

To make certain that it really is Strangeness and not Medievalism that 

larton seeks, it may be well to draw up the more important bits of evidence 

in the Essay showing that there actually presented thamselves to barton the 

alternatives of Medievalism on the one hand, and of Exoticim on the other. 

On Page 10, Vol. I, of the Essay is the wish, already mentioned, that Pope 

had written some American Eclogues; on P. 27, is high praise of some lines 

by Pope dealing with "feathôr'd" savages, "painted chiefs," “naked youths," 

"sable loves", "Peru and other Mexicos," etc.; on P. 65, Vol. II, '^presen¬ 

tations of undisguised nature and artless innocence, always amuse and delight. 

The simple notions which uncivilized nations entertain of a futurefatate, are 

many of them beautiful and romantic, and some of the beex subjects for poetry;” 

on P. 348. Vol. I, "The superstitions of the East are highly striking io the 

imagination;" on P. 349, "I wish Pope had enlarged on the rites and ceremonies 
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of these Aegyptian priests, 6 subject finely suited to descriptive poetry;" 

on Fp. 14-18, there is a most glowing eulogylon an Ode on the Destruction of 

Babylon, by a Dr. Lowth, translated into Latin from the Book of Isaiah; and 

finally, on P. 265, is warm admiration for Addison's "the Vision of Mirza, 

the story of Maraton and Yratilda, of Constantia nad Theodosius, anf the 

beautiful eastern tale of Abdallah and Balsora." 

I have given all these examples merely to show that barton had a soft place in 

his heart for anything away from the customary roads of poetry.xiütiucxHXKUwJjcxxjxaaut 

kaxxfckadt But it should be remembered that barton advocated "distinctness and 

truth", believed that "the characters and manners bid the fairest to be taue and 

natural, when they are drawn from models with which we are exactly acquainted", 

and thought that "ttfhe manners of times very ancient, we shall be apt to falsify." 

Exotic subjects, therefore, would be largely barred simply because of the igno¬ 

rance of poets. Consequently, the result is that barton's praise goes out most fulty 

to Medieval Subjects - to those subjects which we call Gothic. This last term 

has, through the work of various eighteenth century novelists, come to be asso¬ 

ciated, in a vague sort of way, with "work conceived in the spitit of the Middle 

Ages," and therefore, with the grotesque, the terrible, the wild, the barbarous, 

the supernatural - with giants, pa^nims, sorcerers, dragons, enchantments, 

tournaments, chivalry, and other accouterments of feudal days, in short, with 

Strangeness. but only with t he s trangeness which was medieval or which was, in 

the eighteenth cnetury, regarded as being medieval. Defining the term in such a 

way, we can see that almost everything which has been said in this chapter 

concerning barton stamps him as a considerable Gothicist. he stood for strange¬ 

ness, for terrofc, for theSupernatural, for wild and romanxic scenery; and ab£R& 
5Y 

all, he advocated medieval themes as the proper subjects for poetry. We saw in 

the first chapter how much he approved of ancient subject matter: but it was not 
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sufficient that the subject matter be merely ancient; in addition, it should be 

new to literature,a nd should, preferably, deal with native characters and native 

situations. Yet to deal (^•'subjects of which poets had not previously written, 

with English subjects, and ÿtill with old subjects, certainly meant to deal with 

Gothic subjects; that is, with subjects certainly stfcange, and almost certainly 

medieval. 

In spite of the fact, however, that Beers says that Wetton's "literary 

principles, in général, were consciously and polemically romantic,” and that in 

the beginning of his admirable volume, he has defined romanticism as being the 

"reproduction in art and literature of the life and thought of the Middle 

Ages" - in spite of this fact, barton is not particularly sympathetic or senti¬ 

mental in his convictions regarding the Middle Ages and their literature. 

It has been observed thaw Vnarton considered the "higher scenes of poetry and 

fiction" to be"more remote from common manners" and that he believed that ancient 

times could offer more suitable subjects for poetry than modern times. Moreover, 

barton held that "we can never completely understand,or adequately relish, any 

author, especially antf Ancient, except we constantly keep in an eye, his climate, 

5>7 
his country, and his age." Again, he holds that the studies of antiquarians 

"are n^t only pleasing to the imagination, but attended with many advantages to 

*>9 
society”. But whether Vtarton had any genuine and deep appreciation or understand¬ 

ing of medieval literature, or any broad sympathy with medieval writers, 

medieval beliefs, or medieval life is another question. It is true that he was 

deeply interested in all things medieval (as is evidenced by his many oigres- 

sions to discuss medieval customs, meaievel art, ana medieval men) indihat 
S? 

he asserted that "every real poet must be a lover of antiquity;” but Nevertheless, 

I am of the opinion that he had none of the modern romanticist's, none, for insta* 

instance, of Scott's undersxanding love for and sympathetic interest in the 

Middle Ages. A man may be deeply interesued in a thing, as a scientist may be 



interested, in his bacteria, but still, he may have no more fellow fe^j-ng, 

no more real sympathy withk the thing, than the scientis has with his microbes. 

In the Essay, about the only passage which seem do m* wo show any of the 

sympathetic understanding which I have mentioned is the following: "I cannot 

conclude this article, without inserting two stanzas of an old Runic Ode 

preserved by Olaus î^ormius, containingtthe dying words of Ludbrog, who reigned 

in the north above eighth hundred years ago, and who is supposed to be expiring 

by the mortal bite of a serpent Qiore follow two Latin stanzasTj . 

"These stanzas breathe ths true spirit of a barbarous old warrior. The 

abruptness and brevity of the sentences are much in character; as is the noble 

disdain of life expressed in the last two words, Ridens moriar. To this brave and 

valiant people is mankingi indebted for one of the most useful deliverances ever 

received; I mean the destruction of the universal empire of Rome. The great pre¬ 

rogative of Scandinavia, and which ought to place the nations which inhabit it 

above all the people of- the world, is, that this country had been the source of 

the liberty of Europe; that is to 6ay, of alùost all the liberty to be found among 

men. Jornandes,the Goth, has called the lioith of Eurppe the magazine or work¬ 

shop of human-kind: I should rather call it the magazine of those instruments whidri 

broke in pieces the obtins which were forged in the South. There those heroic « 

nations were formed, who issued from their country to destroy the tyrmts and 

slaves of the eurth, and to teach men, that Nature having made them equal, Reason 

could not make them dependent, but only for the sake of their own happiness. 

"Liberty and courage are the offspring of the northern, and luxury and 

to 
learning of the southern, nations." 

And even if this passage does show sympathy with the (to use the adjective 

in both its senses) Gothic races, it is sympathy not so much for the races 

themselves as for the fact that they stood for that same spirit of Liberty 



in which the eighteenth century itself took such pride* And even in the 

passage just quoted, Barton usxaxx uses the term barbarous, a term which is some¬ 

what harsh if we consider the fact that the "barbarous old warrior” was no 

worse than his time and his country made him. 

Be frequently find Barton reférring more or less diâdainfully to the 

barbarous ages, and to the lii^jraxure of those ages* But since vie ourselves are 

*é* 

just now learning to look on the Mfddle Ages with understanding eyes, since we ore 

just now beginning wo regard those ages as a period of ceaseless, hopelessly 

ignorant striving for truth, knowledge, spirituality, as a period of boundless 

aspirations smothering under the weight of worldliness, ignorance, cruelty, and 

superstition, since we are just learning to be i. little ashamed of the unchari¬ 

table thoughtlessness which made us contemptuously name the whole periou,from 

the fall of Rome almost to the discovery of America, the “Dark Ages”, we may 

pardon barton for mentioning those same times as "the barbarous ana obscure ages.” 

And perhaps we can even excuse him when he says, “Every custom and opinion that 

can degrade and deform humanity, were to be found in the times here alluded to. 

The most cruel tyranny, and the grossest superstition, reigned without controul. 

Men seemed to have lost not only thuxx light of learning, but of their common 

(o^~ 
reason." Further on,in the same breath with which he states that "the fashion 

that has lately obtained,in all the nations of Europe, of republishing aad 

illustrating their old poets, does honour to the good taste and liberal curiosi- 

t>3 
ty of the present age” - in the same breath with which Barton says this, 

he alludes slightingly to the "rude beginnings" of any art "brought to a 

greater degree of elegance and grace.” In this same volume he has the same un¬ 

appreciative attitude toward the "native strains ^f old British poetry," when 

he says that "these ancient strains were .... sufficiently harsh, dry, and 

¥f 
uncouth;" and in quoting a line as being "not inferior"to one of Virgil’s, our 

author says eondescenuinglj of the line, ”One would not imagine that this line had 
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been written BO early as the middle of the twelfth century.” 

These instances of Marion's attitude KXH$ toward the Middle Ages are, indeed, 

not vastly significant: and I have mentioned them not in order to show that 

barton was hostile - as were Dr. Johnson, Pope, end most of the other neo- 

classieists - to the chivalrous and pre-chivalrous periods, for such an 

impression would bu highly erroneous. I quote these passages merely to show 

that barton was not yet - and indeed it would be strange if he were - such a 

romanticist, such a Gothicistjevon, as Grey, Valpola, Scott, and we ourselves, 
^ |y PT*1 y 

In speaking of Varton's lack of cpmplete ESfififiEEZS-v/ith the Middle Ages, I 

cannot refrain from quoting here two curious passages from the Essay. On Page 

332, Vol. I, occurs the statement, "And it was to the Italians we owed anything 

that could be called poetry: from whom Chaucer. ... copied largely, as they 

are said to have done from the Bards of Provence." But in the next volume, 

"The writers of the olu romances, from whom Ariosto and Spenser have borrowed 

so largely, are supposed to have had copious imaginations: but may they not be 

indebted for their invulnerable heroes, their monsters, their enchantments, their 

gardens of pleasure, their winged steeds,and the like, to the Echidna, to the 

Circe, to the Medea, to the Achilles, to the Syrens, to the Harpies, to the 

Phryxus, and the Bellerephon, of the ancients! The Cave of Polypheme might furnidi 

out the ideas of their giants: and the Andromeda might give occasion for 

Btories of distressed dimsels on the point of being devoured by dragons, and 

delivered at such a critical season by their fevouritd knights. Some faint 

traaitions of the ancients ipight have been kept glimmering and alive during 

the whole barbarous ages, as they ire called; and it is not impossible, but 

these have been the parents of the Genii in the Eastern, and the ï^iries in the 

western world."To cay'that Abadie aari Sir-Tri-stcm haw a efesaixa-l founds Hog" 

aey at-tiret oi-ght appear paradoxicelp but if Uienxbjyët Ulbre 



If there were no other passages in the Essayproving the sam$ -èliïnpf, .*ï àüli'ink 

that the one just quoted would be sufficient to show what real understanding 

of the growth of native literature and literary tradition barton possessed, 

what little knowledge and .appreciation he had of national folk-lore, $ow 

completely he was prejudiced against medieval .literature, and how violently 

he was biased in favor of the Greek classics, 

I have dwelt upon this rather unromantic attitude of barton's toward the 

Kiddle Ages simply to bring out more strongly the fact that, to our critic, the 

Kiddle Ages themselves were by no means intrinsically valuable as subjects 

for poetry. They merely served the great end of attaining Strangeness and, 

possibly, Terror, The Terror itself might be dependent on, certainly not 

independent of, Strangeness; for nothing familiar can possibly be terrible. 

Now, it is obvious tint this conception of Terror-Sublimity in the 

Essay sprang directly from barton’s study of Aristotle's Poetics: and therefore, 

that particular phase of barton's Gothicâsm need worrry us no more. Con¬ 

sequently, the great key to this chapter, to barton's romanticism, to the major 

part of his theory of poetry lies hidden litfs hidd»» in the mazes and dark- 

• # 

nesses encompassing the origin of this idea of Strangeness. If we ever can 

grope our way through the difficulties, and see clearly this origin in all its 

fullness, then we shall understand barton. 

0- 



1. II, 65. 

2. I. 249. 

3. I, 11. 

4. I, 47. 

5. Langhorne, in his Observations on Collins’s Odes, says, "In consequence of these 

r~ 
powers, but, more particularly, in consideration ofl the last [_that is, "the luxuriancy 

of his description^» » he chose such subjects for his lyric essays as were most 

favorable for the indulgjnee of description and allegory." Milton, also, he hints fur¬ 

ther on (in his observation on the Ode on the Poetical Character) was "enthusiastically 

fond"of the descriptive manner of writing. 

6. I, 49-50. 

7. This desire for a variety in tlia iietre was not characteristic of barton, lûason, in 

his Letter IV is pleased that he had b^en able to introduce "An agBeeable variety of mats 

metre" into his Sifixdat* Elfrida. 

Dryden, Ker I, p. 15, says of variety in general that it is the second "happiness of 

a poet's imagination." 

Shenstone, Works II, p« 111, ranks^various as one of the three great ways by means 

of which the imagination is delighted: "Perhaps the division of the pleasures of the imag 

gination, according as they are struck by the great, the various, and the beautiful, 

may be accurate enough." On the next page is the statement which serves to show that to 

the mind of the average mid-eighteenth century man this variety was actually con¬ 

nected with originality, strangeness: "Variety appears to me to derive a good part of it' 

effect from novelty." Connected with hi3 first statement just quoted is the other (p. 131 

which give® still stronger prestige to variety: "Variety is the principal ingredient of 

beauty," In commenting on the proper sort of garden (the "Gothic" of course), he objects 

to the classical garden on the grounds (p. 116) that it lacks variety; and on the next 

page: "Ruinated structures appear to derive their power of pleasing, from the irregu¬ 

larity of surface, which is VARIETY." 

To show that there was really some relation between the ideas of bhenstone qnd barton, 

one should compare with the passages quoted above a bit of barton's Adventurer lio. 60 

(1753): "Greatness, novelty, and beauty, are usually and justly reckoned the three 



IJ. - b 

8. I, 2. 10. I, 40. 

9. I, 10. 11. I, 190. 

12. From barton's Préfaça to his Odes. 

Charlton (p. 27) tells us that Castlevetr# tail says of the versifier: "Originality 

and invention are the functions by which he can be judged a poet." 

Ker, I, 15: "So then the first happiness of the poet's imagination is properly 

invention." 

Ker II, 138: "Invention is the first part, and absolutely necessary" to Poetry. 

P. 197:"They lay no leas than want of invention to his Virgil's charge - a 
« 

capital crime ... for a poet," 

Young's whole essay, the Conjectures on Original Composition, is of course, a 

recommendation of originality and invention. Even so early as 1728, Young, in his 

essay On Lyric Poetry, says, "In every work of genius, somjwhit of an original spirit 

should be, at least, attempted." 

Vi/ooll (p. 97) quotes from Blairs Lectures: " 'Genius always imports something 

inventive or creative."'On the same page, he quotes from Du Bos: " ’ 'Tis by design 

and invention of images and ideas. .... that we distinguish xhe great artist from th 

plain workman." 

13. Langhorne, in his note on Collins's Oriental Eclogue Ilmakes it plain that 

the description of ptrange scenes was a virtue: "All the advantages that any species 

of poetry cm derive from the novelty of the subject and scenery, this eclogue pos¬ 

sesses." 

Doughty Buys (p. 137), "That romantic love of the strange, the remote, the myste¬ 

rious, which was at that time stirring in tin hearts of men. ... was not without 

effect on Collins." 
Book I 

Akenside, in his note to line 24Ci-24l/of his Pleasures of Imagination, says of 

"this desire Of objects new and strange". "These two ideas are often confounded; though 

it is evident the mere novelty of an object makes it Lgreeable, evun when the mind is K 



not effected with the let.st degree of wonder: whereas wonder indeed always implies 

novelty» being never excitexd by common or well-known appearances. But the pleasure 

in both cases is explicable from the same final cause, the acquisition of knowledge 

and enlargement of our views of nature,” 

Charlton (p. 81) in outlining Castelvetro*s theory of poetry says concerning the 

critic: "Poetry must give pleasure: the marvellous gives pleasure: therefore the 

marvellous must be embodied in poetry, Castelvetro did not enquire if the pleasure of 

the marvellous was the special pleasure which art was fitted to provide. Hence the 

fallacy, 

"The theory of the marvellous, symptomatic of romantic art, is generally current in 

Renaissance criticism, with greater or lesser degree of justification, *S.ho knows not 

that the end of poetry is a state of marvel?* writes Minturno, and in the De Poeta he 

says that those plots which are the most miraculous are the most beautiful, Scaliger, 

too, believes that a "poet's greatest virtue is his power of holding the reader in 

suspense up to the last word.* Tasso, too, makes place for the marvellous." 

Ker I, p. 209: "That which is not wonderful is not great." 

Young, Conjectures, p. 11: "All eminence lies out of the beaten road." 

Shenstone, Works II, p. 16, says that he has always made it "my ambition to see 

my writings distinguished for something poignant, unexpected, or, in sotoe respects, 

peculiar." P. 112, he nx kes it still more apparent that this notion of novelty is 

prettj closely connected with the strange and wild in scenery; "It is no objection to 

the pleasure of novelty, that it makes an ugly object more disagreeable. It is enough 

that it produces a superiority betwixt things in other respects equal. It seems, on 

some occasions, to go even farther. Are there not broken rocks and rugged grounds, to 

which we can hardly attribute either beauty or grandeur; and yet when introduced near 

an extent of lawn, impart t pleasure equal to more shapely scenes? Thus a series of 

lawn, though ever so beautiful, may satiate and cloy, unless the eye passes to them 

from wilder scenes; md then they acquire the grace of novelty." 



Almost exactly libe Iwarton is this: "Concerning scenes, the more uncommon they ap¬ 

pear the better, provided they form a picture*" (Shenstone, horks II, 121) 

14. Burke states with the utmost definiteness that these two things, Terror and 

Sublimity, are very closely related, if not identical!. (See Fart I, Section VII, of 

U 

his Inquiry into the Lriein of Cur Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful)."Whatever is 

fitted in tny sort tt excite the ideas og pain and danger, that is to say, whatever 

is in any sort terrible, or is conversant about terrible objects, or operates in a 

manner analogous to terror, is a source of the sublime." 

In most of the eighteenth century writers, the words "sublime," "grand," "majestic" 

were coupled with comments on undoubtedly terror-exciting, or tfhat were meant to be 

terror-exciting, descriptions. Langhorne, for instance, in commenting on Collins's 

lion, wolves, and tigers of the Second Eclogue, says, "This, amongst amny other pas¬ 

sages to be met with in Collins, shows that his genius was perfectly cipable of the 

grand and magnificent in description." 

Vrfatts, in his Preface to Horae Lyrice.e. praises the "scenes dreadful and delightful 

the images "bold and dangerous," of the Biblical writers, and thinks thqfc the moderns 

should employ themselves "in dressing the scenes of religion in their proper figures 

of majesty, sweetmess,and terror." 

Even so late a writer a s Sir Y-mlliam Jones (1772) says in his first Essay on 

The P0etry of the Eastern Hâtions that "the gloomy and terrible objects.which pro¬ 

duce the sublime. when they are aptly described, are no where more common than in the 

Desert and Stony Arabias; and indeed, we see noth.iç& so frequently painted by tho poets 

of those countries, as wolves and lions, precipices and forests, rocksand wildernesses. 

*Shenstone, T.orks II, p. 114: "A garden strikes us most where the grand and 

pleasing succeed. .... I believe, hov/ever, the sublime has generally a deeper 

effect than the merely beautiful." 

Steele, Tat1er No. 43, 1709, takes it for granted that most people regard "imminen 

danger" and "agreeable terrors" as Bublime, but he himself thinks that the picture of 



a human soul unperturbed in the midst of a scene of "natural horrors" constitutes 

the highest type of sublimity of which he is aware. 

Jones, Essay II, 6n the .Arts Commonly Called Imitative; "Hate, anger, fear, and the 

terrible passions, as well as objects, which are unpleasing to the senses, are pro¬ 

ductive of the sublime.® 

Hurd, Letter IV, On Chivalry and Romance, speaks of "the terrible subliiue"of 

Shakespeare (P. Ill, Edith J. Lorley's edition, 1911). 

15. I, 350. 

16. I, 391. 

Shenstone, Tr.orks II, p. 130: "Large unvariegated, simple objects have the best 

pretensions to sublimity.” It will be remembers, too, thit both Shenstom and Larton 

made greatness one of the trio of "the great, the various, and the beautiful" which 

give the greatest pleasure to the imagination. 

Burke also, in his Inquiry into the Origin of Cur Ideas on the Sublime and 

Beautiful.says (Part II, Section VII): "Greatness of dimension is a powerful cause of 

the sublime.” And (Section VIII), "Another source of the sublime is infinity." 

17. I, 67. 22. I. 13. 

18. I, 387. 23. I» 118. 

19. Hi , 37. 24. I» 355. 

20. II, , 73. 25. I. 376. 

21. I» 260. 26. II. , 17i-18 

27. Deughty, P. 136, quotes Dr. Johnson on Collins: "He loved fairies, genii, 

giants, ‘and monsters; he delighted to rove through ‘the meanders of inchantment, to 

gaze on the magnificence of golden palaces* to repcse by the waterfrlls of Elysian 

gardens.” 

Ker, I, p. 152: "Ileither Homer, Virgil, Statius, Ariosto, Tasso, nor our English 

Spenser, could have formed their poems half so beautiful, without those gods and 

spirits, and those enthusiastic parts of poetry, which compose the most noble parts 



of all their writings." P. 153, "Sums men think they hive raised a great argument 

against the use of spectres and magic in heroic poetry, by saying they a re un¬ 

natural; but vrhether thay *«tx or I believe there are such things, is not material; 

*tis enough tint, for aught we know, they may be in lature; tni whatever is, or may 

be, is not properly unnaturil." 

28. I, 37. 

29. I, 315. 

30. II, 318. 

31. I, 53. 

32. I, 246. 

33. Ker, I, 153i "And I will aak any nr n who loves heroic poetry (for I will not 

dispute their tastes who do not), if the ghost of Polydorus in Virgil, the En¬ 

chanted T.ood in Tasso, and the Bower of Bliss in Spenser (which he bprrows from that 

admirable Italian) could hive been omitted, without taking from their works some of 

the greatest beauties in them." 

Hurd, p. 110: "For the more solemn ftncies of witchcraft tnd incantation, the 

horrors of the Gothic were above measure striking tnd terriblé. The mummeries of the 

pagan priests were childish, but Gothic enchanters shook and alarmed all nature. 

Vie feel this difference very sensibly in reading the cntient and modern poets. You 

would not compare the Canid', of Horace with the hitfihes in Lacbeth. And what are 

Virgil's myrtles droiping blood, to Tasso's enchanted forest!" P. 114: "The 

fancies of our modern bards are not only more gallint, but, om a clmge of the 

scene, more sublime, more terrible, more alarming, than those of thu classic fablers 

In a word, you vdll find that the manners they paint, and the superstitions they 

adopt, ere the more poetic?1 for being Gothic." P. 117: "Yet one thing is eleir, 

that even he £""uhokespeare | is greater when he uses Gothic manners and machinery, 

than vhen he employs classics'1: which brings us again to the s,.me point, that the 



former hove, by their nature and genius, the advunt' ge of the latter in producing 

the sublime." 

34. I, 382. 

35. II, 172-180. 

36.Shenstone, ïïorks II* p. 21, pictures a man as giving thanks "that my estate i, s 

over-run with brtmbles, resounds TI ith CE.taructs, and is beautifully varied with 

rocks and precipices," I. 112: "A series of lawn, though ever so l&autiful, may 

satiate and cloy, unless the eye passes to them from wilder scenes." P. 115: "It 

is not easy to account for the fondness of former times for straight-lined avenues 

to their houses: straight lined valks to their woods; and, in short, every kind of 

straight line." 

37. I, 24. 40. I. 323. 

38. I, 24. 41. II, 173 

39. I, 303, 42. II, 174 

43. I, 35. 

Shenstone, b/orks II, p. 127: "llor do we view with pleasure the leboüred carvings 

end futile diligence of Gothic artists* Ve view with much more satisfyétions some 

pli in Grecian fabric." 

44. II, 34. 46. I, 57. 48. I, 150. 

45. I, 7. 47. I, 71. 

49. I, 135. 

6f. any number of poems,describing such romcntic scenes, by English writers from 

the time of XI Fenseroso clear down to Shelley. 

Ltnghorne, in ln‘s Cbservetion ou Collins's Cde to Peer, quotes the lines, 

" 'Danger, v l ose Hubs of gi^nt mold, 
bliat mort'1 eje con fix'd behold? 
who stalks his round, an hideous form, 
Howling amidst the midnight storm, 
Cr throws him on the ridgy steep 
Cf some lo<se hanging rock to sleep.* " 

The critic then goes on, "It is impossible to contemplate the image conveyed in the 



two last verses without thesj emotions of terror it vras intended to excite.*It hes, 

moreover, the entire advantage of çovelty to recommend it."Langhorne, in criticisin 

Collins's Cde to Evening. makes the following statements, which coincide, most 

remarkably, with barton's theories of poetry as I have worl© d them out: "Ho other 

of Mr. Collins's odes is more generally characteristic of his genius. In one place 

we discover his passion for visionafcy beings. In another, we behold his strong bias 

to melancholy. Then appears his taste for v.hat is wildly grand and magnificent in 

nature. .... And through the whole his invari: ble attachment to the expression 

of painting." 

The "cold Kebrid idles" came in for much mention in the eighteenth century,and 

Mallet even laid the scene of his Amvntor and Theodora in "the most remote and 

unfrequented of all the Hebrides." (Preface to his poem). 

Shenstone, Y.’orks II, p. 25, describes a landscape with "glittering streams, 

pendant rocks, and nodding ruins;X”aand another one (p. 102) where "hills rose one 

beyond another, crowned with trees, or adorned with edifices; broken roc|s con¬ 

trasted with lawns, and foaming rivers poured headlong over them; gilded spires 

enlivened even the sun-shine; and j-onesome steeds: ruins, by the side of woods, gave 

a solemnity to the shade." Yet what Shenstone commends here is the "idea of vast 

variety" which the scene gives. But it will be remembered that it seemed to Shen¬ 

stone that variety derived a "good part of it's effect from novelty" (p. 112); so 

in praising variety, Shenstone was really insisting on novelty, or, to put it into 

barton's language, Originality, Invention, Strangeness. 

50. II, 17. 

51. I, 41. 

52. I, 273. 

53. Perhaps the best examples of this exoticism are to be found in Collins's 

Oriental Eclogues and in Jones's Turkish Odes. The same sort of interest in foreign 

things is demonstrated ihroughott a great many eighteenth century poems, two very 
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familitr examples feeing the destinations of the emigrants at the end of Goldsmith’s 

Deserted Village, and the description of the savage trifees in Gray’s The Progress 

of Poesy» where he speaks, almost in Pope’s language, of "feather-cinctur'd chiefs," 

of "dusky loves,” of"Chili’s boundless forests," 

54, Doughty, p, 109: "Shenstone helped in the formation of the growing spirit of 

romance. He imitated the ancient ballads in Jemmy Dawson and hancv of the Vale, 

though his imitation is weak and ineffective. The growing interest in old historic 

subjects, of which the ballad revival was but a part, influenced him, end he wrote oi 

Wolsey, of Elizabeth, and of ’Eleanor of Bretagne ,J* " I have already given quota¬ 

tions enough from his Essays to show that he had a fondness for "ruinated struc¬ 

tures," 

Addison's championing of the old ballads is classic, and the "Ronmtic Revival" 

in the hands of such celebrated peopie as Percy, lûacpherson, and Gray is too 

well known to insist upon, 

55, H, 4. Beers, The History of English Romanticism in the Eighteenth Century, 

p. 216, 

56. w. , 39. 62. I» 173. 

571, ► I, , 5. 63. I, 336. 

58. II, , 203 64. I. 332. 

59. I. 354, 65. I. 280. 

60. I, 357-359. 66. II , 2-4 

61. I, 185. 



CHAPTER III 
t 

TARTOU AIœ THE CLAbSICS 

Erudite and scholarly, barton knew the Greek and Roman classics at first 

hand, esteemed them for their intrinsic worth, revered them for their anti¬ 

quity, and looked upon them as the fountain-head of most modern literary per¬ 

fections. 

Like any present uay scholar, barton attempts to find scientific reasons 

for things he does anyway; he tries to prove, by such devices as the following, 

that he is right in preferring the Greek and Latin poets to the moderns, who, 

he says, "have practiced no species of poetry, and with such indisputable in¬ 

feriority to the ancients, as the CDE; which seems owing to the harshness and 

untunealleness of modern languages, abounding in monosyllables, and crowded with 

consonants. This particularly is the case with the English, whose original is 

Teutonic, and which, therefore, is not so musical as the Italian, the Spanish, 

or even the French, as not having so great a quantity of words derived from the 

Latin. But the Latin language itself, as well as all others, must yield to the 
1 

unparalleled sweetness and copiousness of the Greek," a language to which 

*'2—» 
barton again refers in the phrase, "the best writers of that best language." 

To these Grecian writers, he asserts, we must have recourse as "the genuine 

3 
fountains of all polite literature." And indeed, he takes the trouble to point 

out dozens of instances of modern indebtedness to the classics. Aristotle he 

I 
call "the first and best of critics, upon whose "solid principles" Gravina 

"founds his critical opinions. ... . . .; xhat is, in other words, on 

b 
nature and good sense." At the place where ..arton praises Boileau's rules for 

poetry, the praise is made less distasteful! to barton when he can assure us-tka 

that, after all, the French critic had formed his taste on the writings of the 

ancients. As a matter of fact, "The rules of the Epopea were all drawn from the 



Iliad and the Odfcyssey; a*\d of Tragedy, from the OEDIPUS of Sophocles*"^ 

barton goes so far in his attributing of ell things good ka - Odes, 

Epistles, Rules, and Criticism - to the ancients, that we cannot be very 

7 
greatly surprised At even the long passage,quoted in the previous chapter,in 

which is surmised the origin of the medieval wizards, monsters, enchantments, 

etc* fiom classical mythology* 

However, it must not be thought that Barton was totally blind, to even the 

slightest imperfection in his classical paragons* There are many instances of 

his preferring a couplet of Pope's to a line by some Latin author, and a few 

instances of his making broad generalizations as to the superiority of the 

KKsiBnksxAsB moderns over the ancients in some particular branch of litera¬ 

ture - as he does, for example, in holding that "if the moderns have excelled 

the ancients in any species of writing, it seems to be in satire, and par- 

9 
tieularly in that kind of satire which is conveyed in the form of the epopee." 

But in another notable case, it is probable that Barton's religious convic- 

? 
tions again enter into his judgments when he says of Dr. Lowth's Latin ode 

translated from Isaiah, "Hot is anything wanting to crown and complete the 

sublimity of this ode with absolute beauty; nor can the Greek or Roman poesy 

10 
produce anything that is similar, or second, to this ode." 

But nevertheless, Barton, on the whole, is not inclined to regard modern 

writers as superior to the classics. He makes some exceptions to the rule, but, 

as will be pointed out later, these exceptions are most frequently, if not 

always, made in the case of some Latin, rather than some Greek, author* 

Be have had occasion to observe beforenow how vigorously Barton protested 

against "that disgusting impropriety of introducing what me y be called a set 

It 
of hereditary images;" how positive he was that "we have been too long attached 

to Greek and Roman stories;" and how emphatic he was in his defense of original¬ 

ity, genius, snd imagination. Be have, moreover, observed that remarkable note 



58 

in which barton strongly asserts, "These gothic charms are, ihtruth, more 

(3 
striking to the imagination than the classical." Yet there is beneath all these 

protestations the underlying principle not of anti-classicism, but of anti- 

Latinism. 

barton was too much B± a scholar, and too much a follower of the orthodox 

opinions in England at his time not to hold the Greek and Roman classics in the 

deepest reverence. But when he does sy a word in condemnation of them, it is 

practically always in condemnation of the Latins. I say "practiclly always" 

because there is in the Essay a single rather severe criticism of Longinus: 

"The taste and sensibility of Longinus were exquisite; but his observatios were 

too general, and his method too loose. The precision of the true philosopher is 

lost in the declamation of the florid rhetorician. •^his is the Bssayist's only 

really harsh, or (I think), for that matter, even hostile criticism of any Greek 

writer, although he does agree with Aristotle in saying that the choruses of 

tS- 
Euripides "are foreignd dnd adventitious to the subject." 

It is not worth while to discuss further than I have already done the extreme, 

all-excusing respect with which barton looked back on Aristotle. Nor is it worth 

while to tell of the good doctor's almost worshiping reverence for Homer; how¬ 

ever, it may be interesting to point out the somewhat amusing passage in which 

barton, in his zeal to defend the greatest of poets, puts his sanction on four 

of Pope's lines, saying that "by this excellent observation, all .the faults im- 

puted to Homer may be justified" (the italics are mine). Theocritjis, "the fahter 

and the model of this enchanting species of poetry the pastoral ... . 

described what he saw and felt"*/and "no original writer ever remained so un- 

rivalled by succeeding copyists as this Sicialian master." Sappho "has spoken 

ff 
of love with more warmth and feeling than any writer of antiquity." Pindar is 

impetupus and sublime in his manner; he "abounds in strokes of domestic ten- 



derness:" his transitions are "easy and natural;” his style is far more pure 
■U> 

and percpicuous thun is generally imagined." And sox on. As regards every 

Grecian writer, barton named him but to praise. 

Mien the critic begins discussing the Latin poets, however, his tone is very 

different. He likes not only to find fault with them, but also to compare them 

%■( 
to Grecian writers*, always to the preferment of the latter. To give only a few 

examples of this tendency to set the Grecians above the Romans, barton says of 

a list of great poets given by Bope, "It is observable thatour author has 

omitted the great dramatic poets of Greeee. Sophocles and Euripides deserved 

certainly an honourable nitche in the Temple of FAME, as much as Pindar and 

Horace. ... .By a stfcange fatality they have not in this kingdom obtained the 

rank they deserve Amongst classic writers," On Page 139, Vol, I, Ovid is un¬ 

favorably contrasted with Theocritus; on Page 9, Virgil, the "Latin trans¬ 

lator of Theocritus," is charged with "barrenness of invention"in his Bucolics, 

And, in the second volume, "It would be a pleasing task, and conduce to the for 

mation of good taste, to shew how differently Ovid, and the Greek tragedians, 

have made Medea, Phaedra, and Deianira speak, on the very same occasions. Such 

a comparison would abundantly manifest . . .• . . that the Romans would not 

yet have been vindicated from their inferiority to the Greeks in tragic poesy." 

Certainly, I do not mean to say that barton was not frequently right in setting 

Greek above Roman literature, for I give these illustrations as much to show 

that barton was a good critic as wo indicate his habitual preference of Grecian 

to Latin authors. 

barton, in truth,"ventures to pronounce the rigorous sentence" that "the 

Romans can boast of but eight poets who are unexceptionaxly excellBht; namely, 

TERENCE, LUCRETIUS,CATULLUS, VIRGIL, HORACE, TIBULLUS, PROPERTIUS, PHAEDRUS." ^ 

But before I take up barton's opinion of these "unexceptionally excellent" 

writers, I should like to stop long enough to call attention to his disparaging 



observations concerning some of the minor Latin authors. In line with his cus¬ 

tomary dislike, ïiarton declares, "It were to be wished, that no youth of genius 

were suffered even to look into Statius, Lucan, sx Claudian, or Seneca the 

tragedian; authors who, by their forced conceits, by their violent metaphors, 

by their swelling epithets, by their want of just decorum, have a strong ten¬ 

dency to dazzle ep-»ieieai and to mislead inexperienced minds, and tastes un¬ 

formed, from the true relish of ^osssiblity, propriety, simplicity, and 

nature. Statius had undoubtedly invention, ability, end spirit; but his images 

■2-7 

ate gigantic and outrageous, and his sentiments tortured and hyperbolical." 

Again, "We* find that Lucan, Martial, Juvenal, Q. Curtius, and Florus, and others 

of that stamp, who abount in figures thct contribute to the false florid, in lux¬ 

uriant metaphors, in pointed conceits, in lively antitheses, unexpectedly 

darted forth, are contemptible." Juvenal hiiaself, that model of the neo-classical 

•zf 
satirists, "ought never to be read until our taste is fixed and confirmed." 

Lucilius, who wrote in a "loose, incoherent, and verbose manner," "loaded his 

'yo 
satires with many useless and impertinent thoughts." 

But of all barton16 Latin abominations, Ovid seems to have been his chief. 

In the first volume of the Essay, little is said against the poet, but in the 

second volume, the criticism is as violent as one would expect a good English 

divine to hurl against a sensual and amorous Latin poet. To the observation, 

"It is no small credit in Ovid, to have invented this beautiful species of 

■>/ 
writing epistles under feigned characters," ¥<arton must have been fclease to be 

able to add the footnote, "Propertius, however, has one composititon of this 

3^~ 

sort." I have mentioned the comparison drawn between Ovid and Theocritus, ex 

comparison By which Ovid suffers, since "he could not restrain the luxuriancy of 

his genius. ... . . from wandering into an endless variety of flowery and 

unappropriate similitudes;" and I have mentioned likewise, barton's comparison of 



of Ovid end the Greek tragedians, a cotoparj.son bf which Ovid again suffers. On 
same-page. 

the same page, Ovid, according to barton, "may, perhaps, be blamed for a same¬ 

ness of subjects in these epistles," which are "likewise too long; which circum¬ 

stance has forced him into a repetition and languor in tne sentiments." A 

couple of pages further on, "He has put into the mouth of his heroine, a greater 

number of pretty panegyrical epigrams, than of those tender and passionate 

sentiments which suited her character." 

But in the next volume, Y/arton is, as I indicated, still stronger in his dis¬ 

approbation of Ovid and his style. The Roman "has nothing so manly end empheti- 

cal” as a couple of lines, ordinary enough, by Pope. Moreover, "Ovid," the 

critic says, "is also another writer of bad taste, on whom Pope employed some of 

his youthful hours, in translating the stories ot Dryope and Pomona, iere it 

not for the useful mythological know/ledge they contain, the works of Cvid ought 

not to be so diligently read. The puerilities and affectations with which they 

abound, are too well known to be here insisted on." 

Such an unfriendly attitude toward Ovid may be explained, partly by barton's 

generally hostile position with regard to the first sources of the neo-classicists 

and it m ay Jpe expa^ined further by the natural aversion a Doctor of Divinity 

would hold for the type of author exemplified by Cvid. It is noteworthy, however, 

that Warton's liking for Spenser did not make barton any the less hard on Cvid, 

from whom Spenser borrowed so much, be should expect our critic to excuse, or at 

least to look with less disfavor on, the author of the Ars Amandi for tte sake of 

the author of the Faery Cueen; but this expectation is not verified, end for a 

very good reason: barton seems never to have re; lized Spenser's indebtedness to 

Ovid. 

Up to this point the fact has been emphasized that the author of the a'seay on 

Popet though a lover of antiquity, looked, for one reason ar another, with a 

disapproving eye on a good many of the Latin poets. Let us see now whether his 

admiration for the eight Roman poets "who are unexceptionallyexcellent" is as 



boundless a ex is his admiration for the Greeks 

Catullus, it «ill be remembered, waw one of the eight excellent poets, but even 

in the chief reference to him in the Essay. and in the midst of an outburst of 

warm praise, V'arton, in quoting from one of the joet's works, says with charac- 

teristic faithfulness to the Greeks:"The «hole poem being of a strain rejher 

superior to the generality of Roman poesy, and being also so much above the tender 

and elegant genius of Catullus, whose name it bears, inclines me to think it 

a translation of some Grecian writer." A few lines further down, Ifarton illustrates 

another of the truths we have discovered, when he takes occasion to add to his 

onservations on this poem of Catullus’s, the remark, "It ought to be observed 

that the 

that the seventh, eighth, and ninth lines of this quotation, bear a wonderful 

resemblance to a fine passage in the book of Job." 

3? 
Tibullus is merely "correct and pure." Terence is relished after the"lux- 

uriant metaphors," "pointed conceits," and”lively antitheses" of some other 

Latin authors. In the Essay. Propertius’s chief merit lies in the fact that 

3f 
he was one of the pioneers in the epistolary mode of writing. Phaedrus is not 

mentioned elsewhere than in the sentence which says he is one of Rome's un- 

exceptiona_ly excellent writers. Of these eight men, therefore, we have left to 

discuss only,Virgil, Horace, and Lucretius. 

Little is said in the second volume of the Essay concerning the author of the 

Aeneid. The most important passage occurs in connection with a discussion of the 

imagination and particularization mentioned in the first chapter of this thesis: 

"T/ithout specifying speei£yi the various sxrokes of nature with which Virgil 

has descsibed the prognostics of the weather in his first Géorgie, let us only 

consider with what energy he has enumersted and particule riaed the gestures and 

attitudes of his dying Dido: No five verses ever contained more images, or images 

more distinctly expressed \ Here are quoted lines 688-693, Book IV, of the 



AeneidJ^ . The words of Virgil htve here painted the dying Dido a powerfully 

¥° 
as the pencil of Reynolds has done \ hen she is just dead.** Yet of another 

"famous passage" of Virgil's, and in connection with the following turgid lines 

by Pope, 

" 'ïïnvy her own sntkes shall feel, 
And persecution mourn his broken wheel: 
There Faction roar, Rebellion bite his chain, 
And gasping Furies thirst for blood in vain" - 

of these lines, barton says,"I Make no scruple of adding, that in this fampus 

passage, Virgil has exhibited no images so lively and distinct, as these living 

/ft 
figures painted by Pope." 

The doggedness with which barton sets all things religious above even his 

Greek and Latin models of excellence is almost amusingly apparent when he states, 

"The Scriptures of God contained   the most elevated and sublime strokes 

of genuine , oesy, .... * This is the case more particularly in the exalted 

prophesy of Isaiah, which Pope has so successfully versified in an jSclogpe, that 

s*2_ 
incontestably surpasses the Pollio of Virgil." 

In addition to his religious weakness, barton's desire to draw comparisons 

between Greek and Roman authors is again manifest when he quotes from Gravina 

a long passage of Latin in which is amde evident the superiority of Homer to 

Virgil. 

But in spite of these occasional lapses into unfavorable criticism of Virg 

the Latin epic poet, barton's nain trend of thought is distinctly in favor of 

the Mantuan; and we may, on the whole, set the critic down as a true admirer 

of the great Laiin poet, an admirer as enthusiastic as the best of the neo- 

classicists, except when there is a question of the relative values of some 

Greek end of Virgil. Then, and only,then, does the Roman suffer. 

Leaving now the author of an epic much admired, and of pastorals both much 

admired and much imitated by the Augustins, let us take up barton's attitude- 
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reaction toward the law-giver of both the French and English schools of neo¬ 

classical poetry - Horace. It will be remembered that barton did not hesitate 

to rank him along with the seven other greet Latin poets; and it will be realized, 

no doubt, that if barton condemns the poetic principles of the author of the 

Ara Poetica. V«arton will be placing himsejf^ indisputably in the renks not of 

the neo-classical tradition, and that if he approves Horace, without, et least, 

independent ret sons for so doing, barton is likely to appetr yet a member of 

the old school. 

It is not worht the trouble to stop to point out the do^en or so specific 

instmces in Section the Essay where barton ,_;ives a quotation from Horace 

and parallel lines from Pope's translation of Horace with the remarks, "Superior 

to the original;" "Much better than the original;" etc. It is enough to say 

that such passages do occur, that barton does not hesitate to say that even Pope, 

in some places, eacels Pope's ultimate muster,Horace* But I think it iè 

wetth while te peint eut a few passages in which barten, according te his 
IIAllfi 1 CPÜTCww 

usual custem, indicates Horace's indebtedness te the Greeks; "Herace again 

alludes te his favorite Grecians" in a ceuple of lines quoted in the first 

volume of the Essay: and "Numberless are the passages in Horace, which he has 

skilfully adapted and interwoven from the Grecian writers,\ith whcm he was 

IL7 
minutely and intimately acquainted; perhaps more so than any other Roman poet." 

After this latter statement, barton gives a long list of parallel passages 

in Horace and the Grecian authors. 

But efter all, the main criticism with which we are concerned comesinthe 

first volume of the Essay: "The vulgar notion, that Horace's Epistle to the 

Fisos contains a comple Art of Poetry, is totally grouncless; it being solely 

confined to the state and defects of the Roman drama. The transitions in the 

writings of Horace, are some of the most exqy'site strokes of his art: many pf 



them pass et present unobserved: end thet hs'i contemporaries were equally blind 

to this beauty, he himself complains, though with a seeming irony .... * 

It seems also to be another mistake, that one of Horace's characteristics is 

the SUBLIME; of which indeed, he has given a very few strokes, and those 

taken from Finder, and, probably, from Alcaeus. His excellence lay in exqui¬ 

site observations on human life, and in touching the foibles of mankind with 

delicacy and urbanity. 'Tis easy to perceive this moral turn in all his com¬ 

positions: the writer of the epistles is discerned in the odes. Elegance, 

not sublimity, was his grand characteristic. Horace is the most popular author 

of all antiquity; the reason is, because he abounds in images erawn from 

bosoms.* Hence he is more frequently quoted,and alluded to,than any poet of 

In these remarks, however sensible they may be concerning Horace as a poet, 

it should be noted that larton does by no means attempt to undermine Horace's 

precepts concerning poetry, but indeed, leaves with the reader the impression 

that, though Horace was not a bublitoe poet, yet he was an excellent satirist, 

moralist, and adviser: his poetry may not have been extremely good, but his 

was counsel was worth considering. For our Essayist ventures to say merely 

that Horace's Art of Poetry is not complete, and takes the matter so much 

for granted that he does not even pause to make further comment. Indeed, 

Wapten^s-eilen the very fact of barton's silence here would seem to indicate 

that he took the whole Ars Poatica in a way no different from ihe usual 

way among English scholars} what was in the Epistle to xhe Pisos was good 

enough, but everything was not there. 

But what, according to modern tastes, is Vhston's correct end most judicious 

familiar life, and in remarks, that 'come home to mens business and 

opinio# of Horace is the Essayist's high appreciation of the Latin poet's 



odes, and particularly of their dramatic qualities. But these "dramatic 

qualities’* which struck barton particularly are most certainly of the Gothic 

type: Strange and Terrible - for Warton sp*ids many pages lauding the des¬ 

cription of "an horrible band of witches,with Candida at their head." 

Yet after all, the neo-classicists themselves looked with the sincerost 

approval on the Odes of Horace. Consequently, barton's attitude toward the 
* 

poet, even as that toward Virgil, was entirley orthodox except for the mild 

suggestion thatn Horace's Ars Poetica did not contain everything that should 

GO 
be said about the writing of poetry. 

So much for Virgil and Horace. Concerning them, little that might be called 

new, unusual, or extraordinary is to be fouhd in the Essay. Let me now take up 

Varton's opinion of the one important Latin poet who remains for consideration, 

and this chapter will be finished. 

Lucretius, of all the Roman poets, seems to have been the one whom Varton 

like best, and whom he calls the author cf "the noblest descriptive poem 

S/ 

extant." Lucretius, however, does not really come into his own until he appears 

in the second vo^ùme of the Essay, where he is said to use "images of much 

f1- 
energy, and wildness of fancy;" to preserve throughout "the dignity he ai first 

assumed; even his sarcasms and irony have something august, and a noble haughti- 

53 
ness in them." He "will furnish many instcnces of. . . . strong painting;" end 

to "those who know the number of thoughts that breithe. and words that burn, 

in this animated wtiter," etc. Yet even while we admire the good taste of %arton 

in whole-heartedly praising the grimly passionate Latin, we cannot but be vexed 

to find the Essayist stepping over the bounds of one of our generalisations to 

the effect th£t, in his criticisms, he vas considerably influenced by his 

moral and relijious prejudices. And indeed, it _is strange to see the English 

preacher, who cays such thousands of other things which do not pertain to the 

subject before him, saying little in opposition to the philosophy of Lucretius. 
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But perhaps, at that, barton is not going so far outside our gene*alization 

as it might- seem; it may be thaw he feels that Lucretius is so utterly, so hope- 

lêédly, so obviously, so certainly wrong that it would not be worth a sensible 

man's time either to attempt to confute the arguments of De Rerum Katura. or 

even to consider those arguments in forming judgments of Lucretius's work* Yi/e 

can more easily take this later view ad the reason for barton's refraining from 

comment on the philosophy of Lucretius when we see a few instances that refer 

lightly to the untenableness of the latter's beliefs. Early in the second volume 

96 
these beliefs are mentioned casually as an "uncomfortable system." And on Page 89 

of this volume, T&arton summarily dismisses the whole doctrine of the Epicureans as 

false, and calls a few of Lucretius's lines supporting the doctrine "as un- 

philosophical, and inconclusive, as they are highly pathetic and poetical." 

Finally, he says that our poet, "with all his vigor and sublimity of genius, u 

£7 
could hardly satisfy and come up to the grandeur of his theme." 

That concludes barton in his relation to the classics* he regarded them as 

standards of all poetic excellence to whom the moderns should turn for rules, 

for models, for guidanfe. And in this respect he was little different from the 

neo-classicists. Yet in another way, he went a step farther than the neo- 

classicists themselves: they Rooked to authority - to the Latins; barton looked 

to a higher authority - to the Greeks* 
98 

I tay the neo-classicists looked to the Latins, and not the Greeks, for 

authority, and I think the statement is not erroneous. But at any rate, Viiarton 

regarded the matter in such a way. Concerning the Greek tragedians, barton declares, 

"The truth is, it was not fashionable in Pope's time, nor among his aequaintance, 

attentively to study these poets. By a strange fatality, they have not in this 

kingdom obtained the rank they deserve among classic writers. Y<e have number¬ 

less treatises on Horace and Virgil, for instance, who, in their different kinds, 
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do not surpass the authors in question; whilst hardly a critic among us, has pro- 

ÏÎ 
fessedly pointed out their excellencies." lie speaks disparàgingly of the fashion, 

"among the wits at Button's/**- the mob of gentlemen that wrote with ease," of trans¬ 

lating Ovid. That fope was no follower of the "Grecian sons of f; ncy," Varton 

intimates in his remark, "It would have been curious to have known his opinion 

concerning a poem ^Glover's Leonidas^ that is written in a tasxe and manner jgg 

different fromUHis own, in a style formed in the Grecian school. and with the 

simplicity of an ancient" (italics my own). And finally, Varton points out the fact 

that Dryden, Otway, Rowe, and Smith have all failed, in their tragedies, to imitate 

4* 
the Greeks. 

Varton disapproves this depondence on the Latins rather than the Greeks because 

he feels that the Latins are not the real sources of culture - that what is good 

in them owes its being to Grecian influence, and is invariably surpassed by the 

Grecian productions of.a similar nature. Now, this attitude, it seems to me, is 

not "romantic revolt:" for there is no back-fire against the Latins merely for the 

reason that they were the fathers of neo-classicism, or for the reason that Varton 

desired the destruction of tny particular cult or creed* The attitude is, rather, 

a direst outgrowth of that spirit of rationalism so characteristic of the Augustan 

age. That age prididgitself on its rationality, looked to the Romans for authority. 

Norton's age, priding itself on its greater rationality, looked to the Greeks for 

a greater authority. And therefore, instead of being rebellious and destructive, 

this new attitude is actually defensive and constructive in its relation to the 

matter of authority. 

If now, one should attempt a summary^r-fwifahgiof this entire chapter, it 

would be bomewhat as follows: Varton had a deep reverence for the ancients, but was 

much more favorable to the Greeks, whom he considered the masters of the Latins, 

than he was to the Latins themselves. Two or three factors contributed to Varton's 
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regard for the ancients in general. First, he was a good critic; second, he was 

not enough of a rebel to wish to overthrow established reputations. And two or 

three factors contributed to his setting the Greeks above the Latins. First, again, 

he was a good critic; second, he had drawn many of his won theories from the Greeks, 

especially those concerning simplicity, terror, pity, and sublimity; and third, he 

desired some secure authority, some undeniably respectable companion for his own 

ideas, whether they were new or not. Yet after all, and in spite of the length of 

this chapter, Larton said little remarkable concerning the classics. His big point, 

besides his belittling the Latins in comparing them to tho Greeks, is his dis¬ 

countenancing of Horace's Art of Poetry, though even here, our critic's voice is 

so feebie that only the aetfee*»-© unhappy author of some Master's thesis could ever 

discern it, and his praising especially the Gothic element in the Odes of Horace, 

and in the De_ Re rum Ifotura of Lucretius* 

T 0 - 
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1. I, 63. 

Ker, I, p. 256-57: "The Latin ltnguage is naturally a more succinct language 

than either the Italian, Spanish, French, or even thtn the English, which, by 

reason of its monosyllables, is far the most compendious of they." P. £57: Dryden 

a| proves of Lord Roscommon’s observation that the English language "e^ roaches 

the nearest to the Roman in its majesty; nearest, indeed, but v;ith a vast interval 

betwixt them." bith his usual inconsistency, Dryden says in the same yar (1685), 

Ker I, p. 274: " Keither can the natural harshness of the French, or a heir per - 

petual ill accent, be ever refined into perfect harmony like the Itadai. The Eng¬ 

lish has yet more natural disadvantages than the French; our original. Teutonic con¬ 

sisting mostiy in monosyllables, and those encumbered with consonants, cannot pos- 
* 

sibly be freed from those inconveniences," 

2. 117. 6. I, 126. 

3. I, 197. 7. II , 3-4. 

4. I, 160. 8. I. 200. 

5. I, 369. 9. 17. 

10. This praise of Dr. Lowth's Ode may not be entirely aie to barton's con¬ 

viction that it was a literary BEéterpiece, for this Dr. Lowth was Bishop of 

London, and as such, could bring about barton's advancement in the clerical world. 

As a matter of fact, the Bishop, in 1782, did bestow on him "a prebend of St. Paul's 

and within a year added the living of C^orley in Hertfordshire.” (Wooll, p. 85). 

11. I, 41. 

12. I, 272. 

13. I, 382. 

14. I, 170. 

Yet that Y.arton had no great aversion even to Longinus is apparent from what 

booll tells us of the subject of his Memoir x ^p. 9): that Yiarton in a letter to his 

father about 1840, writes, "I shall read Longinus as long es I live: it is impossibl 

not to catch fire and rapture from his glowing style." And booll tells us, besides, 



that barton, later on in his classroom, developed "the animated rules of his 

favorite Longinus.* 

15. I. 69. 

16. I, 121. 

17. I, 3. 

18. I, 9. 

19. I, 286. 

20. I, 370. 

21. Collins, Greek Influence on English loetry, p. 69: "On the whole, we may say 

with safety, that familiarity with Greek poetry in the original was a rare accomplis! 

ment among English poets till about the middle of the eighteenth century, when 

there was a Greek Renaissance, marked by Akenside, Collins, Gray, Mason, Glover, and 

Thomas Y.’arton," EEUghiy 

Doughty, 127: Collins and Gray. • . « • followed in the footsteps of Akenside, 

drawing from the torch of Greece, which he had relighted, a brighter and purer flame, 

22. I, 360. 

22. II, 283. 

24. II, 22. 

25. Cf. Dryden’s verdict of Statius (Ker I, 184); "üS for hyperboles, I will 

neither quote Lucan, nor Statius, men of an unbounded imagination, but who often 

wqnted the poise of judgment." Again, p. 247, "Virgil had all the majesty of a 

lawful prince, and Statius only the blustering of a tyrant." 

26. Of Claudian, Dryden remarks (Ker, II, p. 4), "A faulty poet living in a 

barbarous age." 

27. 11,20. 31. I, 282 

28. II, 147. 32. I, 139 

29. II, 313. 33. I, 140 

30. II, 227. 34. I, 99, 

35. I, 25. 

Compare Dryden's vigorous defense of Ovid, a defense which may be accounted for 

bÿ the fact that Dryden would hardly say many harsh things about the man whom he 
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had translated, but would instead, in his Preface to these translations, attempt 

to defend his original. It is noticeable, however, thit he goes to great trouble 

to explain away the accusation,made against Cvid,of licentiousness (Ker I, p. 230-32) 

36. I, 308-309. 40. I, 163. 

37. I, 47. 41. I, 28. 

38. I, 144. 42. I, 11. 

39. I, £82. 43. I, 128-129 

44. booll (p. 97) quotes barton's Preface to his Transaltion of Virgil: " 'The 

pathetic was the grand distinguishing characteristic of his genius and temper." 

45. IJ,265-365. 47. II, 278. 

46. I, 304. 48. I, 163-166. 

49. I, 377-384. 

To those who may be interested in seeing wheteher or not barton was always con¬ 

sistent in his judgments as to what was sublime, it may be interesting to know 

that TSiooll (p. 60-61) quotes barton as saying that Horace's "only sublime and poetic" 

odes are: Book I, Odes 3, 6, 12, 14, 15, 35, 37; Book II, Odes 1, 13, 19; Book III, 

Odes 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 25, 27; Book IV, Odes 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 14. 

50. Dryden, for one, praises Horace as the ode writer (Ker I, 266-267). 

51. I, 49. 53. I, 112. 

52. I, 98. 54. I, 162. 

55. I, 328. 

In the light of what we know abiut barton's liking for images, it is worth while 

noticing Dryden's comment (Ker I, 1870 that Lucretius "has used the word image 

oftener than any of the poets." 

56. II, 98. 

57. II, 56 

58. Doughty (p. 63) calls Pope "an avowed disciple of Dryden and of the Latin 

poets."P. 96: "The Augustans were 'classical,' but their classicism was chiefly 

Latin in both form and spirit." Phelps (p. 12) says classicism was " 'more Latin 
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than Greek, and more French than Latin»' " 

59. I, 360. 61. II, 395. 

60. II, 25. 62. II, 346. 
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CHAPTER IV 

b'ARTOIJ AI3D THE ITALIANS 

be have already seen how barton championed English hib$orÿs and English my±h*la^ y 

as fit subjects for the heroic poetry of Englishmen, and we shall see later on, 

when we begin discussing barton's attitude toward the French, how doggedly British 

was the critic in defending English poetry against the attacks of Frenchmen. If 

we did not pause to consider the toatter, we should be likely to think that this 

staunchly patriotic Englishman would have few good words to say for Italian 

litc-rature. 

But by the middle of the eighteenth century, people such as Gray, both the Thomas 

bartons, Joseph barton, Percy, and other scholars were becoming interested (for 

what reasons it will be noted later on in this work) in the English poetry of a 

period preceding Hilton end even Shakespeare. Such interest would naturally lead 

the eighteenth century scholars into an examination of the sources of early English 

literature; and those sources are, of course, to a large extent Italian. Moreover, 

Englishman in genera. 1 and barton in particular, were becoming hostile to those 

Frenchmen with whom England was about to go to war concerning the control of a 

great portion of the habiteble world. Just as during the Great bar people looked 

with disfavor on German scholarship, German culture, German influences, so it would 

be natural that barton, in the eighteenth century, should look with disfavor on “ 

French scholarship, French culture, French influences, and should attempt, for 

want of a better substitute, if for nothing else, to substitute for these French 

principles a cult of Italianism. Such a substitution, too, would be quite in accord 

with the uctcal facts of the case, especially \here early English literature was 

concerned. Consequently, i.ne cannot be extremely surprised to see to v.hat lengths 
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Tu/arton went in attributing to the Italians an immense influence on the origins of 

English poosy, and to what extent he recognized the indebtedness of many English 

poets to the great works of Dante, Ariosto, and Tasso* 

For another thing, barton may have felt less hesitant in paying his tributes to 

Renaissance Italian literature when he considered that this literature was derived, 

in a large measure, from the revival of that ancient learning for vhich barton had 

so dôép an admiration. 

Dante, Petrarch, Boccaccio, and Mussato*seem to be the men whom barton regarded 

as the fathers of thet great age of tvalaswa literature coming in the reigns of 

Julius II. and Leo X (1503-1521)* These four poets owed much of their art to the 

ancients, for though*barton remarks that Dante, at the publication of the Inferno, 

hud never seen the works of Homer, yet "Petrarch v.as taught the Greek language, 

which was ct that time unknown in Italy, by Barlaham. ..... Soon afterwards, 

Boccace learned Greek of Leontiufcxx Pilatus, of Thessalonica, who explained Homer to 

him for three years, after which time Boccacu founded a lecture for the explaining 

of the Iliad and Odyssey. After Boccace's death, the republic of Florence invited 

Chrysolorts. .... to open an academy for %fce teaching the Greek language about 

the year 1394.*^ "Boccace and Letrarch polished, add fixed the standard of, the 

Italian language . To Petrarch the honour is generally attributed fck» bf having 

¥■ 
restored the elegance of the Latin tongue; particularly in poetry." But Albertino 

Lussato, according to barton thirty-five, but really forty-five, years before 

Petrarch died, wrote two Latin trigedies 'which he composed in the style and manner 

of Seneca; tiçd which were the first regular and perfect dramas that are to be found 

since the barbarous and obscure ages." Even Ariosto may have obtained, barton sug- 

gestsf his Gothic, devices themselves from the classics; and Vida, who died (1566) 

nearly t*|t> hundred ^e^re after Petrarch, had ritten with classical purity, and 

with a just mixture of the styles of Lucretius and Virgil." In his Poetics, "thich 
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was one of the first, if not the vury first, pieces of criticism, since the revival 

of learning," Vida "formed himself on Virgil." And even so late a critic as Gravina, 

who had "gr^t learning and a clear head, ..... founds his critical opinions on 

the solid principles of Aristotle." 

Nevertheless, one must by no faeans be led to suppose that barton lookedi on the 

Italiens as mere copiers of the Latins and Greeks, or that he argued that the 

Italians owed all their worth to the ancients. The fact that there was such an in¬ 

debtedness seems merely to have been remarked on by barton, and to have done no 

mpre than participate in the demolition ofl whatever prejudices he, as an Englishman, 

would have against these foreigners. For, in spite of his indicating this classical 

tincture in Italian art, the main color of barton’s eratieie appraisals is definitely 

Gothic. 

Tie htve seen that barton, speaking of the great periods of literature, says, 

"The FOURTH age was that of Julius II. and Leo X. which produced Ariosto, Tasso, 

Fracastorius, Sannazarius, Vida, Bembc, Sadolet, Lqchiavel, Guiccàardin, Mchael 

7 
Angelo, Raphe el, Titian." Of the writers here, Sannazarius, Bembo, Sudolet, ahd 

Guiccierdin are not again mentioned. Left to our consideration, th^efore, are 

Machiavel, Fracastorius, Vida, Tasso, and Ariosto. 

Previous to this naming of the authors of the fourth great age, barton seems to. 

to hold Liachiavel and friosto up as models, for he complains, "The diction even of 

such a writer as îâaffei, is corrupted with many words, not to be found in Machiavel 

and Ariosto." But little else is made of the author of The Prince. It is true that 

barton says thut"Liachiavel himself did honour" to tale-writing by his Belephegor, and 

that he "possessed the liveliest wit with the profoundest reflection." Our author, 

however, takes the trouble to point out jthat one of Lachiavel's two comedies is "an 

imitation of the Cassina of Plautus," and that Liachiavel, "toward the latter part of 

f 
his life, grwv religious." 



Dor is there any further criticism of Fracastorius, save the observation that 

among the "many excellent pieces of thie kind £ didactic and descriptive poetry^) 

IÛ 
we may mention the Syphilis of Fracastorius.* 

barton's high opinion of Vida both as a critic and as a stylist has alteady 

been noted. But we are led to distrust barton’s judgemn^- somewhat when he praises 

Vida's Chess, saying that the subject "was a happy choice. * . nor is the exe- 

// 
cution less happy." And it seems almost ludicrous to us dyed-in-the-wool romanti¬ 

cists to hear a serious critic remark earnestly, "The various stratagems,and 

mtnifold intricacies, of this ingenious game, so difficult to be described in 

Latin, are here expressed with the greatest perspicuity and elegance; so that, 

perhaps, the game might be learnèd from this description.” This poem also is 

mentioned along with the Syphilis of Fracastorius and the bilk-Dorms (another 

n. 
poem of Vida's) as one of those "excellent pieces." It is fair, however, to add 

that, although barton did praise such poems as Chess and the Silk-borms. he 

praised them as didactic pieces, and insisted, even while praising them, that 

the didactic was not the highest species of poetry. 

I have set down these opinions of barton's about these Italians not so much to 

show that his criticisms were particularly original or significant (for he himself 

states, for example*, that "the merits of Vida seem not to have been particularly 

& 
attended to in England, till POPE had bestowed commendation on him."), as to 

show that the men whom barton praised did not have to be Frenchmen or evea pupils 

of the strictly neo-classical school, tnd thiat his reasons for praising them were 

not governed by established neo-classical rules. As a matter of ifact, we shall 

find $hat he favored Tasso, Ariosto, and Dante for direetly- reasons directly 

opposite from the neo-classical. 

Tasso, the religious character of whose greatest work thë neo-classical Boileau 

had nit approved, ami yet who was set at the top rank of Italian poets by the 

—general run of the neo-classicists, Tasso is regarded by barton as the "second or 
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third Italian post," being possibly inferior to the Gothic Arios$o, and 

certainly inferior to the much more Religious and Also much more Gothic D&nte. 

Yet his name 5s constantly associated with the names of these two latter poets. 

His Gierusalemma Liberata is given as an example of "how fine an epic poem the 

Italian language, notwithatcnding the vulgar imputation of effeminacy, was 

tF 
capable of supporting," and is named along \ ith the Iliad as an epic to the ex¬ 

cellence of which Pope could never have attained/^ 

But still, alltthis praise may not be unbiased, for, considering the religioui 

nature of Tasso's work, Warton may have been attracted to him by the nature of his 

subject matter as much as by his style. Let us see, then, how barton regards 

another man who competes with Tasso for the second place among the Italian poets - 

namely, Ariosto. 

I cannot refrain from quoting again that footnote so remarkable that I should 

be willing to hazard that it was inserted in the hissav in some edition posterior 

to the ppperance of Hurd's Lettere: "These gothic charms are, in truth, more 

striking to the imagination than the classical. The magicians of Ariosto, Tasso, 

and Spenser, have more powerful spells than those of Appllonius, Seneca, and Lucan . 

From which it a.pears that barton was judging the Italian poets by rules other than 

the classical. He says plainly, in fact, in the sefiond volume of the iSssav. "be 
PS 

must not try the charming sallies of Ariosto by the rigid rules of Aristotle;" and 

when he does praise Ariost^ it is, as we have seen, for the wildness of-Aristo's 

fi 
fancy. Yet after all, barton's praise of him is not so hearty as one would expedt 

ffom such a supporter of the Gothic as was our Essayist. 

"Wit and satire,were, perhaps, the chief and aharacteristical of the many 
to 

striking excellencies of Ariosto." He then adds in a footnote, "If this be thought 

tooharsh a criticism, I am ready to adopt the following opinion Of a writer of taste 

and penetration. £ln this quotation from Hume's Dissertations. I have italicized 
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" ’Ariosto pleases; hut not by h$i monstrous and improbable fictions, by his 

bizarre mixture of the seriouu c styles, by the want cCf^oherence in his 

stories, or by the continual interruptions in his narration. He charms by the force 

and clearness of his expression, by the readiness end variety of his Inventions, 

and by his natural pictures of the passions." * 

One would wish that barton had been clearer as to the position which he him» 

self took tegarding an "outrageous paradox lately advanced by Voltaire in direct 

contradiction to his former critical opinions; and which is here set down for the 

entertainment of the reader." The gidt of Voltaire's passage is that "If we 

would weigh, without prejudice, the Odyssey of Homer with the Orlando of Aristo, 

the Italian must gain the preference in all respects." From barton's language, it 

is pretty evident that he did not concur in Voltaire's opinion as to the relative 

merits of Aristo and Homer. Yet we find references in which the namesa of 

Spenser, Ariefcto, Tasso, and Melton are used lifcked together without much discrimi¬ 

nation; and then there are other places in which the name of Milton is used along 

with that of Hofeer, and in which Melton, Spenser, and Shakespeare are regarded 

as being at the very pinnacle of English poetry. 

The whole thiag is very confusing, but one thing is evident, and that is that 

barton was xaxp much interested in both Aristo and Tasso, that he did have a fairly 

high opinion of them, and that he did regard their merits as being Gothic. But on 

the other hand, because few others had expressed themselves in lenguage so string 

as that of Voltaire, barton did not venture so to express himself; because barton 

was above all a disciple of the Greeks, he would not so have expressed himself in 

any case; snd because barton was a staunch Englishman, he hesitated to set up the 

Italians as superior to the English. At any rate, it is worth noticing that the 

only downright adverse criticism of these two poets comes from the fact that they 
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they, "in their luxuriant pictures of the gardens, of ALCINA and ARKIDA, shewed they 
ry> 

were not free from the unnatural and narrow taste of their countrymen" in having a 

weakness for "dipt hedges, square parterres, strait walks, trees uniformly lopt, 

regular knots and carpets of flowers," etc* 

Next, let us see how the Essayist regarded Dante. Karton does not seem to be so 

enthusiastic in his praise for this author as some writers would have us believe; 

that is to say, although our critic’s praise of Dante is the very highest praise, yet 

the space given to him is not so vast as to be remarkable. And especially is this 

statementt-rue as regards the second volume of the Essay, for I believe that there 

. >3 
are in this volume only fonc places in which Dante is mentioned, and even then, the 

things said about him are of no signifisance* 

In the first volume, however, any mention made of Dante is usually accompanied 

by the highest eulogy of the great Italian. Early in this volume comes the assertion 

that "that wonderful original, Dante, is the first," in point of excellence, of the 

Italian poets, and "his sublime and original poem. .... abounds in images and 

sentiments almost worthy of Homer." But the greatest praise Warton, in the Essay. 

gives to any modern poet is the following: "Ferhpps the Inferno of Dante iB the 

next composition to the Iliad in point of originality and sublimity. And with 

regard to the Pathetic, let this tale [jof Ugolin^J stand a testimony to his 

abilities: for my pwn part, I truly believe it was never carried to a greater 
'iJo 

height." Yet from Yfcrton's language in the Dedicttion of the Essay, it seems that 

Dante' s greatness must have buen a recognised fact in England even before barton 

wrote, for the critic complains in the Dedication that "the satires of Aristo are 

<-T 
more read than the Orlando Furioso, or even Dante" - or even Dante. Furthermore, 

there is little in the Essay to denote that barton had any very definite or very 

original reasons for liking Dante. He thinks the Italian is a great poet, but as to 

why he thinks so, V.'arton does not say. Perhaps the comment that will mean most to us 
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is the footnote in the first volume: "Michael Angel^, from a similarity of genius, 

was fond of Dante. Both were great masters of the Terrible 

Passing on now to the probable reason for barton's interest in the Italians in 

the first place, ire find that be does not hesitate to say that though English 

poetry had its origin in the old "chronicles, intended to perpetuate the deeds both 

of civil and military heroes,” yet "it v,as to the Italians we owed anything thit 

could be called poetry: from whom Chaucer, imitated by POPE. . . .,copied largely, 

as they are said to have done from the Bards of Provence; and to which Italians he 

is perpetually owing his obligatiohs, particularly to Boccace and Petrarch." Again, 

"POPE hjpas also failed in escribing that introduction of our polite literature to 

France. which Horace attributes to Greece emongvthe Romans. It was to Italy among 

the moderns thfat we owed our true taste in poetry." This true taste come to us first 

through Chaucer, and next through Spenser and Milton. But as we have seen, Chaucer 

himself derived much of both his subject matter and his style from the Italian 

Boccaccio, barton makes a plain statement of the way in which English poetry is still 

further indebted to the Italians when he says of a treatise in praise of Milton 

"written by Edward Philips, M lton's nephew, and who had been one of his scholars," 

FFrom many circumstances in the same Treatise, particularly his censure of rhyme, his 

great commendations of the best Italian poets, and of Spenser, ther\i true son and 

disciple, (and father of Milton) it is evident from whence this Philips imbibed his 

J! 
principles of criticism." Spenser is alluded to again in the Esaav as "Spenser, the 

master of Milton;*^ again, "Both authors fpope and Milton\are much indebted to Spenser 

r i ^ 
and, "Even his I Milton's I master, Spenser, has an artificial fountain," etc. 

Not only was Milton indebted to Spenser, but also, as iB apparent from a sentence 

or two already quoted from the Essay, both Spenser and Milton were followers of 

the Italians, and particularly of Aristo and Tasso. It is with evident approval 

arton quotes Hurd as follows: " ' How happened it that Sir Philip Sidney, in 
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Before leaving the subject of the individual Italian poets, it would be well to 

know barton's attitude* toward those other men to whose influence English literature 

owed so much - toward Petrarch and Boccaccio. 

The former writer seems to have found little favor with barton - why, I do not 

know. I shot. Id feel inclined to attribute the Englishman's aversion to the fact that 

most certainly Petrarch was a most licentious and immoral person; but perhaps that 

would be too simple an expianttion. But at any rate, barton had little love for ■ 

Petrarch. It has already been noted how barton attempts t* take away from this poet 

the honor of "having restored'the elegance of the Latin tongue;" but even before 

that, barton has said, "The stanza ol Petrarch, which has been adopted by all his 

successors, displeases the ear, by its tedious uniformity, and by the number of iden¬ 

tical cadences. And, indeed, to speak the truth, there appears to be lit le vcluable 

in Fetrarch, except the purity of his diction. His sentiments, even in love, are 

metaphysical, and far fetched; neither is there much variety in his subjects, or 

fancy in his method of treating them." Later on, barton, having pointed out Chapcer's 

indebtedness to Petrarch and Boccaccio, hastens to add, "But Petrarch had great ad¬ 

vantages which Chaucer wanted, not only in the friendship and advice of Boccace, 

3? 
tut still more in having lound such a predecessor as Dante," of whom "Petrarch, ... 

it seems, was jealous. 

From the above extract itself, the reader can see that barton must have had a high 

tegard for Boccaccio. This writer, together with Petrarch, polished and fixed the 

3f 
standard of the Italian language," and delivered his tales "in the purest stile, 

£U> 
enlivened with interesting circumstances. Yet, after all, Chaucer "has more 

judiciously connected these stories which the guests relate, than Boccace has done 
o 

in his novels; whom he has imitated, if not excelled, in the variety of the subjects 

of his tales." In olher words, though Boccaccio is superior to Petrarch, jet Boc¬ 

caccio himself must suff.r somewhat when compared to an Englishman. 
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his Arcadia, and afterwards Spenser, in his Faery Queen, observed so unnatural 

a conduct in those works! . . . . . The answer, no doubt, is, $hat they were 
fz- 

copying the design, or disorder rather, of Aristo." "Spenser and Milton 

P imitated the Italians, and not the French:” Milton is superior in a certain re6- 

I 
spect to **his beloved ARISTO and TASSO?" and in a ratherharsh criticism of a pas¬ 

sage of Milton, "This conceit, with the rest, however, is more excusable, if we 

recollect how great a reader, especially at his time, Milton was of the Italian 

poets," 

But even in the mere general aspects ef poetry, the English were, according 

to \.arton, much indebted to the Italians, He says, in this connection, that 

the invention of the heroi-comic poem "is usaully assigned to Alessandro Tas- 

soni, who, in the year 1622, published at Paris, a poem composed by him in a 

few months of the year 1611, entitled LA SECCHIA RAFITA," but that this type 

of poetry was, ii) reality, probably invented by another Italian, Francesco 

Bracciolini, Echoing what he had declared in the first volute - that "it was 

•tp7 
to the Italians that we owed anything that could be called poetry - V«arton 

begins the second volume by stating that "the first dawnings of polite literature 

in Italy, appeared in tale-writing and fables," He then goes on to say, *Boccaccio 

'gave currency and vogue to this species of composition;" and that "Fontaine, • , . 

the capital and untivalled writer of comic tales, , , . , generally too| his 

ff 
subjects from B0ccace, Foggius, or /risto," Capping it all is the statement, 

”V<e of this nation have been remarkably barren in our invention of facts; we 

have been chiefly borrowers in this species of composition; as the plots of 

most of our applauded plays, both in tragedy and comedy, may witness, which 

have genestrigenerally been taken from the novels of the Italians and Spaniards." 

In barton's opinion, then, England owed its taste for polite literature to 

the Italians, and from them obtained "anything that could be called poetry." 
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This debit comes from Chaucer's following Boccaccio, from the general custom of 

Englsnd’s borrowing itsAplots from Italian sources, from Spenser's indebtedness to 

Aristo and Tasso, and from Milton's indebtedness to Spenser as well as to the iwo 

last mentioned Italians."^ 

In conclusion, it may be stated, as a sort of recapitulation of the points made 

in this chapter concerning barton's rather anomalous position with regard to the 

Italians, that he was interested in them essentially for their relation to English 

literature, and particularly for their relation to Chaucer, Spenser, and Milton, 

Considering the facts that barton asked got the Chaucerian scholar Tyrwhitt to write 

an introductory letter to the Essay. .that barton's brother was tremendously interested 

in Spenser, and that this brother, barton's father, and barton himself were all 

interested in Milton - considering these facts, it is not surprising to find our 

Essayist mmifesting such k. owledge and such appreciation of the Italian litera¬ 

ture that influenced^Chaucer, Spenser, and Milton, That barton was concerned about 

finding some means of displacing the prestige of the detested French was, no doubt, 

another reason for his pointing out Ehgland's great indebtedness to the Italians. 

And that Tasso, Aristo, and Dante were all Gothic in spirit would be a final cause 

for Warton's favorable attitude toward these three greatest Italian poets; and per- 
obvious 

haps ( though barton does not suggest it) Milton*s/indebtedness to Dante would 

assist the latter in barton's ranking him as the greatest of ihe Italian poets. 

Moreover, this interest in Italien poetry is augmented and even excused by barton's 

convincing himself that the Italians, in their turn, owed their greatest poetry tp 

the influence of the classics* And it is excused still further by barton's insinua¬ 

tion that (except in the Dante-Kilton ctse, where the Essayist is singularly silent) 

British poetry is, after all, an advtnca. over the Italian. Taking it all in all, 

therefore, if barton does have a liking for the Italians, the liking is due to 

VJarton's own Gothic, classic, and fundamentally British principles. 

0 
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1. I, 182. 

2. I, 183. 
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7. I, 181. 

4. I, 183. 
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6. II, 3. 
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16. . i, 276. 

Dryden (Ker I, p. 145) calls Tasso "the most excellent of modern poets." P. 153, 

Tasso’s Encahanted Forest is ranked in effectiveness equal to Virgil's ghost of 

Folydorus. llor does Dryden hesitate to say (Ker I, p. 155) that he borrowed a 

character from Tcsso. P. 182, Homer, Virgil, Tasso, and Milton are named together as 

almost infallible writ-rs of epics, and further on (p. 265) Dryden does not think 

it derogatory to Virgil to compare some of the work of the Roman to work of the 

Italian, Vol. II, p. 164: "There have been but one great Ilias and one Aeneis in so 

many ages. The next, but the next with a long interval betwixt, was the Jerusalem." 

As a matter of fact, one could look through the two volumes of Ker, and find, I am 

sure, at least a dozen instances in which Tasso was mentioned along with Vifcgil, 

Hoiper, or Milton. Shenstone, too. (Vn'orks II, p. 14) mentions the Italian's epic 

along with the Cdyssev and the Aeneid in discussing the proper length &f time an 

epic should cover. 

Yet Addison (Spectator Ko. 5,1710-11) remtiks, "I must entirely agree v/ith Mon- 

sieutx Boileau, that one verse in Virgil is worth all the cliquant or tinsel of 

Tasso." 
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But Pope, in his Discourse on Pastoral Poetry, prefixed to the 1717 edition of 

his Pastorals. Pope himself says, "Among the moderns, their success has been 

greatest who have most endeavoured to make these ancients their patterns. The most 

considerable genius appears in the famous Tasso and our Spenser." 

17. I, 382. 

18. II, 33. 

19. Ker I, p. 152: "I am of opinion that neither. ... .Ariosto, Tasso, nor 

our English Spenser, could have formed their poems half so beautiful, without those 

gods and spirits, end those enthusiastic parts of poetry, which compose the most 

noble -parts of all their writings" (italics my own). 

20. I. 0)37*33^. 

21. I, 366. 

22. II, 178. 

23. II, 2, 206, 

221, 371. 

24. I, 77 

30. II, 343. 

25. I, 182-183. 

26. I, 252-253. 

27. I, iii. 

28. I, 253. 

29. I, 332. 

Ker I, p. £72: "We know that for some centuries, the knowledge of Music has 

flourished principally in Italy, the mother of learning and arts; that Poetry and 

Painting have been there restored end so cultivated by Italian masters, that all 

Europe has been enriched out of their treasury." 

On his trip to Europe, 1'arton was never able to visit Italy, and Wooll quotes 

him (p. 17) as writing to his brother: "I am very sorry to tell yoj* I greatly fear 

Mr. Powlett and I shall never visit Italy, whch will be a sad mortification." (1751 

31. I, 193. 

32. II, 167. 

33. I, 25. 

37. I, 332. 

34. II, 178. 

35. I, 183-184 
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Dryden thinks (Ker II, p. 248} that it was Petrarch who was the master of Boccacc 

It seems to have been a recognized feet in England that Bante had had a tremen¬ 

dous influence on the development of the Italian language, for even Dryden notes 

that it was this Italian who began to "file" the language of his country (Ker II, 

p. 248). 

38. I, 333. 

39, I, 183. 

"From Chaucer I was led to think on Boccace, who was not only his contemporary, 

but also pursued the same studies; wrote novels in prose, and mtny works in verse. 

. .... He and Chaucer,kx among other things, had this in common, that they re¬ 

fined their mother-tongues; but with this difference, that Dante had begun to file 

their language, at least in verse, before the time of Boccace, who likewise re¬ 

ceived no little help from his master Petrarch; but the reformation of their prose 

was wholly owing to Boccace himself, who is yet the standard of purity in the 

Italian tongue, tnough many of his phrtses are become obsolete." 

40. II, 2 45. I, 39. 

41. I, 334. 46. I, 201. 

42. II, 32. 47. I, 332. 

43. II, 343. 48. II, 1. 

44. II, 178. i 

49. II, 5. 

Boileau himself, says Dryden (Ker II. r>. 107). modeled his Lutrin on the work of 

Scarron. 

50. II. 4. 

51. Dryden (Ker II, 247r248) has a pretty clear genealogy of the poets: "Spenser 

more than once insinuates, that the soul.of Chaucer was transfused into his body. 

.. . . . Milton has acknowledged to me,that Spenser was his original." 
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CRAFTER V 

tu ARIL K ARD THE EARLIER ENGLISH PCElb 

'i; 

This chapter is intended to treat briefly of barton's opinions of such of the 

more importent English writers as appear d before the time of Dryden; it will not, 

however, dealw ith Hilton, but will leave him to a separate chapter. It is not of 

the highest imofctcnce teally to discover liarton's opinions of the older English 

poets without indicating more accurately thin I shell attempt to indicate it, 

the prevailing attitude of barton's age to the old authors of whom barton speaks. 

But nevertheless, it is of some value in itself to £now clearly the critical 

eriti judgments of so important a writer as \ arton, end especially is it of value 

to know whether these judgments are consistent with barton's general theory of 

poetry. If they are consistent, then we may feel more certain th?t barton actually 

possessed such a guiding theory of poetry, end that we hsve been guilty of no very 

great inaccuracies in outlining that theory. 

As regards barton's critical method, this method seems to be very sensible, though, 

of course, it may not be original \ ith barton himself, but ma^ be derived from his 

brother Thomas, "b'e can never," says \ arton, "completely relish , or adequately 

understand,any author, especially any Ancient, except we constantly ke^p in our eye, 

I 
his climate, his country, and his age." And later on, he defends Theobald's manner 

of editing Shakespeare; "Yet this very dull and laborious man was the first pub¬ 

lisher of Shakespear. that hit upon the true and rational method of correcting and 

illustrating his author, that is, by reading such books (whatever trash FGFE might 

call them) as SHAKELFEAR read, and by attending to the genius, learning, and 

> 
notions of his times." 

In the present investigation, I shall begin with the later English poets and 

trace the backward path of time to Chaucer. In this process, perhaps it is as well 

to state first barton’s general attitude toward the period of the Restoration. 
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Keeping always in mind the fact of barton’s moral bent, one could gaess, when 

the Essayist quotes Fope's lines in reference to the age of Charles II: 

" *lkhen love was ell an easy monarch's c?re; 
Seldom at council, never in a war* - " 

one could guess that iarton would aud something like the following passage: "The 

common opinion,that this was the Augustan age in England, is excessively false. À 

just taste was by no means yet formed. Lhat was called SHEER LIT, was alo#e studied 

and applauded . Rochester, it is said, had no idea thit there could be a better poet 

that Cowley. The king was perpetually quoting HÜBIERAS. The neglect of such t|poem 

as the Faradise Lost, will for ever remain a monument of the bad taste thtt prevailed. 

Rochester himself had "much energy in his thoughts and diction; tmd though the 

ancient satirists often used great liberty in their expressions, yet t . . . ti.eir 

freedom no more resembles the lecense of Rochester than the nakedness of tn Indian 

does that of a common prostitute;" and his Cn Nothing, "together with his Satire on 

Kan. .... are the only pieces of this profligate nobleman, which modesty or common 

sense will allow any mtn to read." 

It seems, in the passage quoted above concerning the reign of Charles II, that 

Warton thinks little of Entier's Hudibras. yet in the second volume, butler is re¬ 

ferred to as the "incomparable author of Hudibras.** and is mentioned among those men 

6 
of extensive learbing "who have excelled in v.it and humour." That barton, the* 

churchman, should approve of a satire directed agrinst the buritans is natural; but 

why he had a change of heart, regarding Hudibras. between the appearance of the first 

and of the second volume of the Essay, provided, of course, that there actually was 

such a change, I do not know. 

As for some of xhe other poets of the period, "POPE had very judiciously collected 

gold" from the "dunghill" of Thofaas Flatman, "as v.ell as from the dregs of Crashaw, 

7 
of Carew, of Herbert, and others." 

Perhaps, however, to go back a little further, the poet of the seventeenth century 

'
T
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for whom barton possessed the most unfailing aversion was Abraham Cowley. And indeed, 

could any one, knowing barton's dislike ol the conceit and his glorification of sim¬ 

plicity, could any one Expect barton to show toward Cowley anything but hostility! 

"He was indisputably a genius, but his taste was perverted and narrowed by a love of 

t 
witticisms." And though "it is painful to censure a writer of so amiable a mind, 

f 
such integrity of manners, and such sweetness of temper," and though "his prose works 

to 
give us the most tmiable idea both of his abilities tnd his heart," yet ” 'he could 

never forgive any conceit that come his way; but swept, like a drag-net, great and 

sms 11. There was plenty enough, but the dishes were ill-sorted; whole pyramids of 

// 
sweet-meats for boys and women; but little solid meat for men.' " 

/ 
Having gone this far back, I had as well go on to speak of the "corrupter of Cowley" 

that is, John Donne, who, being Cowley's poetical father, is arraigned on the same 

charges as is Cowley himself, Donne 'degraded and deformed» a vast fund of Stirling 
l? 

wit, and strong sense, by the most harsh and uncouth diction." But it was not in his 

numbers only that Donne was reprehensible:"He abounds in false thoughts; in far-sought 

sentiments; in foraged unnatural conceits," It ax is not strange that the critic who 

insisted on the tousical quality of poetry, and who was a defender of blank verse, 

should be impatient with this man \ho, shunning blank werse,employed neither the 

accurate and studied ease of the couplet, not the tripping lightness of Lilton's 

earlier poems. Moreover, it is not strange that barton, the upholder of classical 

simplicity, should be mystified, end therefore repelled and angered, by this 

extraordinary divine of whom it is said, "The very daintiness of his fancy and wealth 

of erotic fervor is obscured by-t&e from the ordimry gaze by a host of fantastical 

conceits, of 'quips and cranks' expressive of far-fetched, if ingenious imaginings, 

ty 
and of fcranton deformities, both of wit and metre." 

All this criticism is not raoicallj cil feront from the usual veraicts of barton's 

contemporaries and Augustan predecessors, Hor does carton's opinion of Edmund Y.aller 
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differ much from the conventional opinions of the mid-eighteenth century. It is 

true that "b'aller abounds, perhaps to excess, in allusions to mythology and the 
(S' 

ancient classics, "and that he sometimes has lines with allusions "too far¬ 

fetched, too much crowded, and not obvious," yet nevertheless, "the English 
té 

versification was much smoothed by Waller." barton takes care, however, to make 

it plain that 1f.a3.ler was, in an indirect way, dependent on the Italians for his 

/? 
smoothness, "for he derived the harmony of his numbers from Fairfax's Tasso." And 

then too, "Spenser has, perh*ps, more variety of music than either" Fairfax ofc 

18 
Sandys. Previous to these appreciations of halier comes the stock saying that 

tr 
"FOFE lengthened the abruptness of Valler." And finally, as an additional indica¬ 

tion of the fact that to our critic halier was important for his smoothness and 

for his music, there is Pope's line quoted and not challenged by barton: 
'Z.O 

" 'Denhîm's strength and Valler's sweetness join.’ " 

That line naturally brings up the subject of Denham. Of the works of this poet, 

burton wold, as we should expect, like the descriptive Cooper's Hill. Yet the 

Essayist declares, as has been mentioned before, that "the very distinguished 

excellence"of this poem lies in the fact thaflhe descriptions of places, and the 

images raised liy the poet, are s^till tending to some hint, or leading into some 

reflection, upon ipoiral life or political institutions." 

Fflrom this example verifying the generalizations as to V.arton's descriptive and 

moral bent in his theories, let us turn to an example showing slightly the Essayist's 

moire definitely classical tincture, to Ben Jonson. barton intimates that Jonson’s 

lines, as a usual thing, lack smoothness, but that "there is much harmony and ease 

of versificction in Ben Jonson's ten lyric pieces tddressed to CharisBut on 

the whole, the highest co. mendation of the "old bard” comes in barton's citing 

his £>ilent Hainan as an example of s dramatic ± iece with 'regularity jfnd correct- 

Z.3 

ness." preceding any French piece equally as regardant of the rules of the drama. 
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But still, this bit of criticism is exceedingly mild in tone tind meagre es to 

length, barton approved, though not enthusiastically, of the correctness of Jonson, 

but went no further in praising him - a circumstance which, considering Jonson*s 

place as a humorist and as the second greatest of the English dramatists, needs to 

be explained. 

Some will sa, th*.t we cannot classify, divide, sub-divide, and pigeon-hole art 

and literature, that we cannot dissect, observe, and account for such phenomena 

by purely rational methods, ferhaps we cannot. But ai least we can try* From a 

perfectly rational standpoint, then,in view of what has been said up to this time, 

cannot we account for barton’s failure to appreciate Ben Jonsonï ïârst of all, 

2-f 
as barton himself remarks, "Jonson wrote elegantly in Latin." As a matter of fact, 

Jonson was a Latin scholtr at the expense of being a Greek scholar: "You track him 

everywhere in the snow" of the Latins* This fact itself would cause barton to be 

a litile slow in heralding the ability of Jonson. For another thing, Jonson*s 

dramas dealt with men, with events, not with scenery, not with images. Moreover, 

there is nothing in Jonson which may, by the most dangerous stretching of the 

fancy, be classed as Gothic* And finally, Jonson was not a very suintly personagei 

and his plays, lacking the terribleness of the Gothick element, did not have 

enough daintiness, softness, pathos, or even "moral reflections" to bring them out 

of the pit of iarton^ negleacct* 

A use of rational means of accounting for ihings would, therefore, it seems, 

a~ 

bring us fairly well out of the Jonson encounter. If the name methods will suçeed 

when we apply them in new fields, vt> ought IO feel that the methods are, after all, 

valid, and Lhnt our fundamental principles are correct. It might be well, then, to 

try these methods on harton#s opinion of Jonson's friend and master, Shakespeare* 

There is, in the Essay. no definite statement that carton regarded Shakespeare 

as the greatest English poet. As a matter of fi.ct, the dramatist is tlwujs mentioned 
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second when he is nc.med along vith Spenser and Helton as "our only three sublime 

and pathetic poets»" But then, if we consider oth.r factors, \e must believe that 

barton, in always listing these men as "Spenser, Shakespeer, end Wilton," had 

nothing more in mind than their chronological order. For, as will be seeti when 

i»e come to examine Spenser, this latter poet's chief characteristic seemed to barton 

to be the Pathetic, and Shakespeare's chief characteristic was the Terrible. But ^e 

know that barton considered Terror as a greater passion than Pity. And therefore, I 

think we should not be wrong in saying that Shakespeare was, to barton, a greater 

poet that Spenser, and consequently, the greatest of the English poets. 

Such a conclusion would certiinly be consistent with what we know to be barton's 

theory of poetry. For first of all, does not Shakespeare glory in raising images by 

means of the enumeration of a number of little details! His description in Lear, to 

cite a single example, of the Dover cliff, was one of the most talked of pivots in 

the struggle of the newly developed theories of the so-celled romanticists against 

the enclosing ranks of the older neo-classical theories, - in the strug0le of 

particularization agiinst generalization. 

For another thing, Shakespeare dealt, to a large extent, with essentiaxly Gothic 

subject matter £ with Hamlets, Lears, Cymbelines, and Macbeths. And besides, he 

made use of the DOLESTICA FACTA which barton liked so well, and of real events: "The 

historical jlays of Shakespeare are always particularly grateful to the spectator, s 

who loves to see and hear our own Harrys and Howards, better than all the Achilleses 

T-b 
or Caesars that ever existed Such plays were, of course, real as well as domestic; 

and their reality should win them as much praise from barton as does their domesticity. 

For "if we briefly c:st our eyee over the most interesting and affecting stories, 

ancient er modern, we shall find tint they asex such as, however adorned and a little 

diversified, are yet grounded on true history, tnd on real matters of fact, ... 

Such, among the moderns, ere the stories of King Lear, the bid, Romeo and Juliet, and 
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>7 
©roonoke." 

National pride, also, would influence barton in proclaiming the greatness of the 

greatest of the English dramatists, "toe, therefore, of Great Britain," he says in 

commending the versatility of tie ^ncient Greeks, "have perhaps more reason to con¬ 

gratulate ourselves on two very singular phenomena; I mean bhakespear's being able 

to pourtrA^ characters so very different as F/LbTAFF and LACBETH; and Garrick's 

being able to personate so inimitably a LEAR or an ALEL DRUGGER. Nothing can more 

fully Demonstrate the extent and versatility of these two original geniuses. Cor¬ 

neille, whom the French are so fond of opposing to bhakespeare, produced \con— 

temptible comedies." 

It should have been stated before now, perhaps, that barton does not, at any piece 

in theSs-say, stop to try to make a case for bhakespeare, as lie stops when discussing 

Spenser-, and mores especially when discussing Lilton. As a matter of fact, the pas¬ 

sage just quoted (concerning Shakespeare's versatility) comes about the nearest of 

anything the in the Essay of being a direst exposition of Shakespeare's merits. The 

Usual attitude assumed by our author is that of taking for granted the excellence of 

Shakespeare, and mentioning him merely for purposes of comparison. Such being the »» 

case, we need not expect to find in the Essay any complete account of all the excel¬ 

lencies of Shakespeare, tie need not be surprised, therefore, if burton failed to 

point out the Italian influence on the dramatist. Yet if there is any English poet 

in vhom that influence is obvious, it is the author of The i Gentlemen of Verona. 

The Merchant of Venice. Romeo and Juliet. Othello. the Noor of Venice. and half a 

dozen other plays laid in Italy or be sud cn old Italian narratives. Consequently, one 

cannot help believing tlmt this Italian aliment in bhakespeare, though tyhrton dues 

not mention it, could nut but have been one of the contributory factors to the building 

up our Essayist's high regord for the old drLnatist. 

But naturally, since barton considered Sublimity to be the grec test asset of poetry* 
B 

and since he interjreted oublimity, broadly speaking, as Terror, one would expect 
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to find that barton's greatest praise for the greatest English poet would be 

praise for the Terrible, the Gothic, in the poet. And so we find it. In the 

Introduction of the Essay. bhakespeare is named as one of the three bublime 

English poets. In compi ring classical and modern drama, barton Mentions Lear and 

lacbeth as "striking instances what interesting tragedies may be written, without 

having recourse"! to the Tenderer instead of the Greater passions, to Terror in- 

30 
stead of Pity. Farther on in the first volume, bhakespeare is commended for having 

added, to his treatemnt of the witches in Lacbeth. details "well calculated to im- 

3( 
press the deepest terror*" But perhaps the clearest characterization of bhakespeare 

comes in the footnote so often mentioned in previous chiptera of this work: "LIuch 

less can such effeminate judgesfas the French} bear the bold and severe strokes, the 

3’2- 
terrible graces, of our irregular Shakespeare." 

Yet, in spite of barton's high appreciation of the poet, there is in the Essay a 

definitely adverse critical trend as regards bhakespeare. I have had occasion to men¬ 

tion this circumstance in the chapter outlining barton's Theory of Poetry, where it 

was stated thet bhakespecre, according to barton, lacked "correctness.” Indeed, 

barton indicates in the last sentence quoted in the paragraph preceding this, that 

perhaps Shakespeare's outstanding peculiarity was his irregularity\^At another 

3+ 
place in the first volume, barton mentions the "irregularities of bhakespeare" as 

if they were distinguishing traits. The critic says here that "correctness is a vigue 

term, frequently used without meaning and precision;" and he goes on to state that 

the French are wrong in holding that, "if correctness implies an absehce of petty 

3S- 
faults," a tragedy is great for no tther reason than that it is correct. Other things 

besides this correctness are necessary for a tragedy; yet at no place do^s barton 

intimate th. t conectness is not desirable. But n the contrary, he insists, in 

defending the English dranatists against the French critics, that "some of their most 

perfect trageaies abound in faults ^talics minej as contrary to the nature of that 

species of i oetry and as destructive to its end, as the fools or gravediggers of 
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Shakespeare." In the same vein, he declares, "The rules of the drtma are as tuch 

violated in the Cid. 1637, beautiful as it is, as in the hacbeth. Lear. and Cthello 

It must be clear from all this that barton is by no means attempting to justify 

Shakespeare in the latter's disregardance of the "rules," Lut is merely inssting that 

Shakespeare is great (greater than the French dramatists, at any rate) in spite of 

that disregardance. 

To summarize what has been said regarding barton's position with respect to Shakes¬ 

peare, our auti or believed the dramatist to be the greatest of the English poets. And 

he believed this for the reasons that Shakespeare raised images Ly the "enumeration 

of minute and peruicultr circumstances;" that lie dealt with th^ domostica facta: that 

he v/rote of real events; that he we the "best bet" aifiong the English dramatists; that 

he was a debtor to the Italians; and that his outstanding chtracteristic vs Sub¬ 

limity, cr Terror. Yet barton does think that Shakespeare's neglect of the rules is 

reprehensible, though such neglect may be condoned in consideration of Shale speare's 

3$ 
other excellencies, and of the age in which he lived. 

The next figure in England's triumvirate of "sublime and pathetic poets" is Spen¬ 

ser; and our next business is to see whether barton's theory of poetry would account 

fcr his liking Spenser, and to see exactly what it was in the poet which barton ap¬ 

proved. 

It seems, from v/hi t barton Infers at the end of the second volume of his Essay 

(an inference which vill be discussed in more detail in the chaiter concerning 

Laiton), that barton regarded kilton as a poet second to Spenser, But nevertheless, 

the attitude which barton takes toward the latter author is, though favorable in the 

extreme, far less enthusiastic than his attitude toward the author of Fare Aise Lost. 

Still, we must remember that \ arton prided himself constantly on his origin,. 1 dis¬ 

coveries and opinions in the realm of criticism; that he vas really going Oxf into 

almost virgin fields in discussing lilton's minor ^oaris; and tint he was, in discus- 

sing Spenser, traveling elong a broad highway already laid fiown by Thomas barton 



Consequently, it is not strange tlu t b rton v/tis more zeulous, more enthusiastic, in 

his treatment of I'ilton (end especially of lilton's minor poems) than Le wæ in his 

treatment of Spenser. 

It ht s been : ointed out in the chapter on "barton and the Italians" that both Spen- 

ser and L’ilton derived much from Italy, end that lüilton derived much from tfc enser him- 

Ifl 
self. But in both cases, the exact nature of the indebteaness is not iede clear* I 

shall net, therefore, say any more about the matter. Lor is it necessary to point out 

tho fuct that the religious and ethical nature of Spenser's Faery Queen must surely 

Ltve influenced barton in his opinions. And finally, since the matter has already 

been discussed in the chapter on "barton and Gothicism", it is unnecessary to im- 

4L, 4é2~ 

press once cg^n barton's love for things medieval, for things such as those of which- 

Spenser wrote. 

It is, however, worth our while to notice a less obvious reason for barton’s liking 

Spenser. be know that barton believed that verse shouV’ certainly be musical, that 

he mould almost concur in Fope*s advice, "But most by numbers judge a poet's song." 

And Pope himself, who wrote Pastorals "musical to a degree of which rhymu could 

*3 
hardly be thought capable." and Mho gave "the first specimen of that harmony in Eng¬ 

lish verse which has so forcibly eçd universally influenced the public ear” - Pope 

himself learned much of his art of composing musical verse from Spenser. For in 

those Pastorals themselves "the ideas of Spenser are, indeed, exhibited in laguage 

equally mellifluous and pure." Again, barton cites the fact that at twelve, "our 

author returned with his father into bindsor Forest; and it was there he first 

perused the M.ritings of bailer, of Spenser, and of Dryden. Later on, it is said that 

"Spenser and bailer were FGEE'S favorites ..... in the order they are namë£,in 

his early reading." And finally, Lope himself is quoted as saying, " ’There is some¬ 

thing in Spenser that pleases one as strongly in one’s old-age, as it did in one's 

youth: I read the Faery Queen when I was about tTwelve with a vest deal of delight; 

and I think It gave me as much when I read it over about a year or two ago.* " Some 
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may hesitate to believe, from these passages, that barton had any intention of 

holding that Fope was in any way obliged to Spenser; and it .is possible that barton 

brought up this evidence of Fope's lining for Spenser merely to substmtiate bar¬ 

ton's ovn claims as to the excellence of a favorite poet. But at any rate, therf is 

the assertion,concerning parallel passages of Lilton and Fope, that "both authors 

are much indebted to Spenser." 

This musicalness of Spenser*s,from which Fope derived so much of his own ability to 

write harmonious verse, was one of Spenser's chief merits. Time and again we hear 

barton insisting on this musical quality in Spenser. To mention a few instances, hiB 

highest praise of Fope's Pastorals is that they are "in a language equally as mellif- 

luous and pure" as Spenser's;* "Spenser had set a most musical and mellifluous versi- 

50 
fication;" there iB a certain person "who after reading a book of the Dunciad, always 

SI 
sooths himself. ... by turning to a canto of the Faery (*ueen." In noting a stanza 

of Pope's Imitation of Spenser, barton says, "There is an assemblage of disgusting and 

disagreeable sounds in the following stanza of FOFE, which one is almost tempted to 

think, if it were possible, had been contrived as a contrast, or rather burlesque, of 

£2- 

a most exquisite stanza in the FAERY (JLiElJ." The lines which Pope imitated are then 
S3 

declared to be "of themselves a complete concert of the most delicious music." And 

finally, there is the assertion - emphatic enough \ hon we consider xhe honor in 

which, at barton's time, the musical \tiler was held among the critics - , "Spen- 

ser has, perhaps, more variety of music" than either Fairfax or \aller. 

Among other things, then, it was this musical quality of Sponsor's verse which - 

quite in conformity with barton's theories - attracted our critic to the poet about 

whom Thomas barton had written his two volumes of Cbsorvations. 

Yet there were other qualities etill in Spenser which Joseph barton found ad¬ 

mirable. Of these, one of the most excellent seemed to our barton to be the descrip¬ 

tive power of Spenser's pen, and along with this quality, Spenser's delight in de¬ 

scribing the sort of romtntic scenes toward which we know barton was favorably disposed 



"The pencil of Spenser,' harton says, "is es powerful as tint of Rubens, his brother 

allegorist; . . » . . but Spenser has more grace, and was as warm a colorist;" he has 

5? 
"delineated a multitude of objects with the utmost force;" he has"conceived with equal 

56 
strength a number of allegorical figures;" and he "so much abounas in portrsitd 

peculiarly marked, and strongly created, that it is difficult to know which to select 

£7 
from this copious magazine of the most lively painting." A "strongly painted" image by 

58 
Rowe is "worthy of Spenser;" and in a picture of JJLlousy, by the latter author, 

"all is life and motion; here we behold the true Foet or MAKER; this it creation." 

This discussion of Spenser is already suffering too much from quotetion; umd there¬ 

fore, I shall not quote the passages, taken from Spenser, to which the above remarks by 

1<artoB are subjoined. But it will be noted, if one«xunines the Essay, that all the 

descriptions whickV<arton has here commended are descriptions which will come under the 

heading of the Sublime, as that word has been defined in its relation to Y<arton: that 

is to say, they fall into thft class of images designed to produce terror, ind indeed, 

6( 
except for the mentioning of the classic impropriety of Spenser's introducing wolves 

into England, the only real censure which any of barton's word paintings evokes is 

barton's censure of Spenser's non-Gothic picture of "an artificial fountain in the 

6^ 
midst of his bowre of bliss." 

Terror, however, wts not Spenser's chief quality; for even i w Sublimity had been 

Shakespeare's'pbincipal asset, so Pathos was Spenser's. HeUeer "ever excels in the 

63 
pathetic." It is not ancient modes of expression which constitute Spenser's real 

chartcter, but it is "that simplicity, that tenderness of sentiuent, and those little 

6? 
touches of nature." 

I havens, in this discussion of Spenser, endeavored to show that barton's interest 

in him sprang from Spenser's having imitated -the Italians; from the ethical and medieval 

element in Spenser; from the harmony of Spenser's versification; from Spenser's ac¬ 

curate and forceful art in describing both terrible and pathetic images; imd from the 

fact that, even as Shakespeare's predominant trait was Terror, so Spenser's was Pathos. 
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I shell conclude the discussion with a quotation from the Essay pretty well summing 

up barton's opinions regarding Spenser: "But the characteristics of this sweet end ami- 

aLle allegorical poet, are not only strong and circumstantial imagery, but tender end 

pathetic feeling, a most melodious flow of versification, and a certain pleasing 

melancholy in his sentifaents, the constant companion of an elegant taste, that casts 

a delicacy and grace over all his compositions. To imitate Spenser on a subject that 

does not partake of his pathos, is not giving a true representation of him; for he 

seems to be more awake and alive to all the softnesses of nature, thin almost anj write 

I can recollect." 

There is now left for this chapter but one important English poet - Choucer, about 

whom barton says little that is not commonplace. Perhaps his most important opinion is, 

that "from the accidental circumstance of Dryden and FCIE'S having copied the gay and 

ludicrous parts of Chaucer, the common notion seems to have arisen, that Chaucer's 

vein of poetry was chiefly turned to the light tnd the ridiculous. But thjy, who look 

into Chaucer, will soon be convinced of this prevailing prejudice}? "for whoever will 

attentively consider the noble poem of Palamon and Arciie, will be convinced, that he 

67 
equally excels in the pathetic and the sublime." barton fails, however, to say anything 

further concerning the pathetic and the sublime in Chaucer. bhy he should fail is a 

mystery; for certainly Chaucer has in his works much of the Gothic and much of the 

pathetic. Perhaps we can best account for barton's silence by assuming that he was 

more- unfamiliar with Chaucer then he cared to admit, or than he seemed, even. 

Of course V/arton enlarges atilength on the fact that Chaucer "copied largely" from 

the Italians, to whom "he is perpetually owing his obligations, particuli rly to 

Boccace ^oddly enough, considering the scrupulous care with which Chaucer refrains 

-\ 
from mentioning this author^ and Fetrarch." 

But barton patriotically adds, "Petrarch had great advantages which Chaucer wanted, 

net only in the friendship and advise of Boccace, but still more in having found such a 

predecessor as Dante." Again, "Among other instances of vanity, the French are perpetual 
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ly boesting, that they have been our masters in many of the polite arts, and made 

earlier improvements in literature. But it may be asked, what contemporary poet can 

they name to sttnd in competition with Chaucer, except William de Lorisî. ... I can 

find none of this age, but barren chroniclers, and harsh romanxers in rhyme, without 

70 
the elegance, elevation, invention, or harmony, of Chaucer." But after all, the really 

important thing in barton's treatment of Chaucer is the nonchalant indifference v.ith 

which he takes the very fact of Dryden's and Pope's "translating" and trying to improv< 

on the morning ster of song - an indifference whih (if we accept Professor Beers's 

definition of romanticism) at once classes i'arton as no more than a hybrid romanticist 

at best. 

As I closed the discussion of Spenser with a generalized criticism by tîarton, so let 

me close this discussion with of Chaucer with a quotation from the Essay which is so 

good that it almost tempts one to forgive barton for impassively allowing Fope and 

Dryden to desecrate Chaucer as thej did: "But whatever Chaucer might copy from the 

Italiand, yet the artful and entertaining plan of the Canterbury Tales was purely 

original.and his own. (italics m|jae^ .This admirable piece, even exclusive of its poetry 

is highly valuable, as it preserves to us the liveliest and exactest picture* pf the 

manners, cnstoms, characters, and habits, of our forefathers, whom he has brought before 

our eyes acting as on a stage, suitably to their different orders and employments. ïîith 

these portrait s the driest antiquary must be delighted: by th^is plan he has more 

judiciously connected the stories which the guests relate, thah Boccace has done in his 

novels; whom he has imitated, if not excelled, in the variety of the subjects of his 

tales. 

In this chapter I have tried to show what barton thought of dome of the more impor¬ 

tant of the earlier English poets, to find out why he thought it, and to see whether 

such thoughts were consistent Trith what I have said- to be tarton's theories of liter- 

ture. Cn the whole, those theories still hold good, still determine barton's position. 

Chaucer we may discount tt once, for though barton praised him, the praise is owing as 



much to the feet that Chaucer was an Englishman as to the fact that barton actually 

appreciated the genius of Chaucer. But toward most of the seventeenth century poets, 

barton is definitely hostile - first, because they are irreligius, tnd second, 

because they lack simplicity. Ben Jonson has too little of the Imaginative, of the 

Pathetic,and of the Terrible in him to be proclaimed as a very great poet; but at that 

he is better than any French offering of the same period, and is commendable far his 

strict adherence to the rules. Spenser, being musical and pathetic, is second o#ly in 

excellence to Shtkespeare, who, being, to barton's mind, Gothic in every sense of the 

word, is the greatest of the English poets. 

- 0 - 
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1. I, S. 

2. II, 229. 

This was not an entirely new view of the matter «f sriticism* Dryden (Ker I, 166) 

wishes te be lenient te Fletcher and Shakespeare because the "absurdities which those 

poets committed, may mere properly be called the age’s fault then theirs." And, in 

language singularly like barton's own, the elder critic says (Ker I, 189), "It is 

certain that they eur criticisms are to be varied^, according to the language and 

age in which an author writes." 

3. I, 153. 8. II, 7. 

4. 11,46. 9. II, 40. 

5. II, 363. 10. II, 42. 

6. II, 398. 11. II, 8. 

7. I, 85. 12. II, 349 

13 * II, 348. 

This, ef course, was the age' 's usual 

Dryden says Donne "gives us deep thoughts in common language, though rough cadence.’ 

14. I had as well call attention here as elsewhere te the fact that barton has 

nothing at all to say of Beaumont or Fletcher. 

15. II, 36. 

16. II, 38. 

Ker I, p. 169: "Dell-placing of words, for sweetness of pronunciation, was not 

known till Mr. Waller introduced it. 
Shenstone, Dorks II, p. 12, speaks of "the flow of' Daller." 

Fope, Essay on Criticism . has the line, "Denham's strength and Daller*s sweet¬ 

ness join." 

Cf course, too, as is well known, the whole neo-classical age looked upon this 

Daller as the Malherbe of English poesy - with ham "came the light." 

17. II, 38 



Ker II, p.247: "Spenser and Fairfax both flèurished in the reign of Queen 

Elizabeth* . * . . Milton vas the poetical son of Spenser, and Mr* Waller of Fairfax 

18. II, 38. 

19. I, 10. 

20. I, 143. 

Ker I, p. 7;I "Rhyme has all the advantages ©f prose, besides its ovn. But he 

excellence and dignity of it were never fully known till Mr. V*aller taught it; he 

first made writing max easily an art* .... This sweetness of Mr. bailer's lyric 

poesy was afterwards followed in the epic by Sir John Denham." Ker II, 108, Dryden 

calls Waller and Denham "those two fathers of our English poetry." And, Ker II, p. 

259: "b'e must be children before we grow men. * • .Even after Chaucer there was a 

Spenser, a Harrington, a Fairftx, before bailer and Denhaip were in being." 

21. I, SO. 

22. II, 381. 

23. II* 344. 

Ker I, p. 131: "I prefer the Silent b’oman before all other plays." 

24. II, 349. 26. I, 272. 

25. I, 90. 27. I, 250. 

28. I. 119. 

Ker I, p. 50: "Tragedies and comedies ware not writ then in classical times 

as they now are, promiscuously, by the same person." 

29. Shakespeare never did lose his place as the greatest of the English poets. 

The neo-classicists recognized the fast that he was "incorrect," but at the same time 

they recognized his genius. 

complains 
Mason (Letter IJ,prefixed to Elfrida. 1751) even eaya that "the universal vneratio: 

which we pay to the name of Shakespeare" has lad to "false criticism" 

tending to deprecate the "strict adherence to the unities.» 

Dryden, nearly a hundred years before (1664), said of Shakespeare that he "had 
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undoubtedly a larger soul of poesy than ever any of our nation." (Ker I, 6). 

And Iryden's estimation of Shakespeare at the end of the Essay of Dramatic Foesy is 

too well known to be insisted on here. Nor does Dryden hesitate to callhx him (Ker I, 

p. 205) "the incomparable Shakespeare" and (Ker I, p. 226) "the divine poet." 

In 1693 Dryden still can say (Ker II, p. 26), "In Tragedy and Satire, I offer myself 

to maintain against some of our modern critics, that this age and the last, particule: 

in England, have excelled the ancients in both these kinds; and I would instance 

Shakespeare of the former." 

Later bn, Young, Conjectures, p. 34, says soim.thing of the same sort: "Shakespeare 

gave us a Shakespeare, nor could the first in antient fame have given us morei 

Shakespeare is not their son, but brother; their equal; and that, in spite of all 

his faults." It should be noted here, however, that even Young dosa admit that 

Shakespeare does have faults. He goes on to say of "that much more than common man," 

that "it is a compliment to those heroes of antiquity to suppose Shakespeare their 

equal only in dramatic powers." 

In 1709 (Tatler Ho, 8), Steele praises the "noble characters drawn by Shakespeare! 

InoTatler Ho, 47» he has similar praise for the nobility of Shakespeare's characters, 

and in Ho. 68, calls Shakespeare the "great master" of tragedy. Throughott the 

wprk of the great periodicalists of the early eighteenth century occurs the same 6ort 

of praise for Shakespeare; and the very fact that a fey people did try to rewrite 

his plays according to neo-classicaL tastes is profif initeelf that the dramatist 

was held in high enough esteem to be worth while notwithstanding the faults that 

the revisers tried to correct. But Acdison, the purest of the neo-classicists, re¬ 

sents even these révisais, for he says (Spectetor Ho. 40, 1711), "King Lear is an 

admirable tragedy. ... as Shakespeare wrote it; but as it is reformed according to 

the chimeric: 1 notion of poetic justice, in my humble opinion it has lost half its 

beauty." Hor would these Essayists have ventured into so many criticisms of Shakes¬ 

peare if they were not sure that they were addressing an appreciative and under- 



standing audience. 

30.I, 26. 

31. I, 381. 

32. I, 382. 

That Shakespeare's predominant characteristic was the Terrible was the prevailin 

notion of the KBBXS! eighteenth century. Evefc Dryden (Ker I, 212, lb79) says, "The 

difference between Shakespeare and Fletcher in their plotting seems to be this; 

that Shakespeare generally moves more terror, and Fletcher more compassion: for the 

first had a more masculine, a bolder and more fiery genius." One might recall, here 

Grays lines on Shakespeare in The Progress of Poesy: 

"Thine those golden keys, immorttl boyj 
This can unlock the gates of Joy; 

Of Horror that, and thrilling Fears, 
Or ope the sacred source of sympathetic tears." 

Hurd, Letters on Chivalry and Romance. Letter VII, p. 117, speaking of Shakespeare, 

and defining Gothic manners as scenes "more sublime, more terrinle, more ale rating, 

then those of the classic fablers," Hurd says that Shakespeare "is greater when he 

uses Gothic manners and machinery." 

33* That Shakespeare was regarded as "irregular" must be evident from the 

passages quoted in note 29, but let me give a few more instances.to show that he 

was looked upon as a "natural genius," "a child of nature" great but great because 

of his native ability, not on account of any artistic perfection. Larton, inother 

words, was not alone when he spoke of "Shakespeare's warblings wild." 

Collins, in his Epistle to Hanmer has the lines, 

"But wilder far the British laurel spread, 

And wreathes less artful crowned our poets head. 

0, more thun all, in powerful genius blest, 
Come, take thine empire o’er the willing breast." 

Dryden (Ker I, p. 80) says of him: "Those who accuse him si to have wanted 

learning, give hito the greater commend?tion: he was naturally learned; he needed no’ 

the spectacles of books xo read I.ature; he looked inwards, and found her there." 



V e 

Again (p. 201), "It is almost a miracle that much of his language remains so pure; 

and thatha he who began Dramatic Poetry amongst us, untaught by any, and as Ben 

Jonson tells us, without learning, should by the force of his own genius perform so 

much, that in a manner he has left no praise for any who come after him." Young, too, 

in his Conjectures, spends two or three pages (Pp. 14-16) praising genius such as 

Shakespeare had above learning, such as Shakespeare had not* 

34. I, 196. 

35. Ker I, 89, Dryden says of the later English dramas: "If, in consideration of 

their many and great beauties, we can wink at some slight and little imperfections, 

if we, I say, can be thus eqjtal to ourselves, I ask no favour from the French." 

36. I, 197. 

Ker I, 78-79: "I dare boldly affirm these two things of the English drama; - 

First, that we have many plays of ours as regular as any of theirs the French , 

and which, besides, have more variety of plot and characters; and secondly, that ii 

most of the irregular plays of Shakespeare or Fletcher (for Ben Johnson's are for 

the most part regular) thare is a more masculine fancy and greater spirit in the wxii 

writing, than there is in any of the French." 

37. II, 344. 

38. Llason, eben, in the midst of an argument for the classical rules, says of 

Shakespeare (Letter II, prefixed to his Elfrida). that he "indeed ought, for his 

other virtues, to be exempt from common rules.” 

Dryden (Ker I, 169) is willing to blame Shakespeare's incorrectness on the age in 

which the latter lived: "And what correctness, after this, can be expected from 

Shakespeare or from Fletcher, who wanted that learning and care whidh Johnson had! 

I will, teherefore, spare my own trouble of inquiring into their faults; who, had 

they lived now, hud doubtless written more correctly." 

TVrtcn, writing in the uv^nti rer Wo. 127 (1754) says that Shakespeare "is an 

autnor so uncommon and eccentric that we can scarcely try him by dramatic rules." 



39. That Spenser never really went out of popularity is excellently demonstrated 

by H. E. Cory in his The Critics of Edmund Spenser. University of California Fub- 
(p,12G) 

lications in Modern Philology, Vol. II, ho. 2* pp. 81-182, June 30, 1911, Cory says/ 

flatly here, concerning the standing of Spenser in the neo-classical age, “It is 

not true that Spenser fell into disrepute and so remained until the romanticists jt 

•revived* him.” A few pages further on (p. 129), he asserts that “the essential 

truth is that the neo-classicistfa liad a genuine admiration for Spenser," and 

further on (p. 141), "be must insist, with monotonous iteration, that Spenser and 

nep-classicism were perfectly reconciled." He adds, tnd this statement will be im¬ 

portant xhKK in its relation to the last chapter of th„ present study, "that 

Spenser sowed few seeds of romanticism." 

In barton's own time the liking for bpenser vas widespread, as is demonstrated by 

the public’s reception of Thomas Farton's Observations. Collins, the friend of the 

1/Jurtons,JbEaaxscx±sxHx "especitlly admired Ben Jonson and Spenser" (Doughty, p. 156), 
<- , Hl ,, 

of which latter author he wrote (Ode on the F optical Character), "hot with licht 
* ' " r U ■ 

rogtrd, I read aright that gifted bard." 

Hicholls (Reminiscences. Letters. II, £79) says of Gray: "bpenser was among his 

favorite poets; and he told me he never éat down to compose poetry without reading 

Spenser for a considerable time previously." 

40, Dryden frequently points out the fact that Spnser borrowed from Tasso; e. g, 

Ker I, 153; II, 313, 

41, Dryden also points out the Milton's indebtedness to Spenser; e. g., II. 109, 

42, Hurd, Letters, letter Lo. VII, p. 114, Spenser appears, "when most inflamed, 

to have been more particularly rapt with the Gothic fables of chivalry!" 

43, I, 9 45. I, 79. 

44, I, 2 46. II, 37. 

47. II, 382. 

Ker I, 247, Drydon regretta that when a boy he thought "the inimitable bpenser 



a mean poet." 

48. I, 25. 

49. I, 2. 

51. II, 372. 

52. II, 29. 

53 II, 30. 50. II, 340. 

54. II, 38 

Dryden, however, thinks Waller has the bes t of it when it comesto harmony of 

verse (Ker II, 28-4.9): "His Spenser's verses are so numerous, so various, so har¬ 

monious, that only Virgil, whom he profestly imitated, has surpassed him ameiig the 

Romans; and only Mr. Waller among the English." 

Evan Dr. Johnson could praise Spenser's versification, for, speaking of Shakespecr 

in the Preface to Shakes!eere (1765), he writes, "To him we must ascribe the praise, 

unless Spenser may divide it with him, of having first discover'd to how much smooth¬ 

ness and harmony the English langutge could be softened." 

55. II, 32. 58. 'I, 268. 

56. II, 34. 59. II» , 34 

57. II, 167. 

60. Ker I, 152: Dryden says the supernatural element in AxxssixE Ariosto, Tasso, 

and Spenser "compose the most noble part of all their writings." 

61. I, 3. 64. II, 35 

62. II» » 178. 65. II, 29 

63. II» , 13. 66. II, 7. 

67. I, 334. 

Ker II, 269-270: "I prefer, in our countryman, far above all his other stories, 

the noble poem of Telamon and Arcite. which is of the epic kind, and perhaps not 

much inferior to the Ilias. or the Aeueis 

68. I, 332-336. 

69. Ker II, 247: "Spenser more than once insinuates, that the soul of Chaucer was 

transfused into his body tt 



70. I, 337. 

71; I, 334. 

Dryden in the Ireface to his Fables. spends much time in praising Chaucer, and 

ends by saying (Ker II, 267): "In sum, I seriously protest, tint no man ever had, or 

can have, a greater veneration for Chaucer than myself." Dryden,too, upholds his 

countryman against tue Italian Boccaccio (Ker II, 2G8-269): "In the serious part of 

poetry, the advantage is wholly on Chaucer's side; for though the Englishman has 

borrowed many tales from the Italian, yet it appears that those of Boccacce were 

not generally of his own making, but taken from authors of former ages, and by him 

only modelled; so that what there was of invention, in either of them, maj be judged 

actual. But Chaucorhas refined on locoace, and has mended the stories, which he lias 

borrowed, in his way of telling; though prose allows more liberty of thought, and .th 

expression is more easy when unconfinud by numbers. Cur countrjipan carries weight, 

and y t wins the r,_ce at a disadvtntage." 



CHAPTER VI 

V.'ARTON Al.D LlILTOli 

I hops that it will not be felt that, in this chapter, I am arguing in a circle: 

that I am accounting for barton's opinions of Milton %hre«gh by means of vi/h&t we 

know are barton's poetical theories, when, as a matter of fact, barton may have de¬ 

rived those sEme theories from Milton himself, and particularly froto Milton's minor 

poems, I hope that no one will think thtt; for even if I did grant that carton did 

derive his theories straight from Milton's minor poems (and no doubt these poems in¬ 

fluenced barton), still, some one -y ould have to explain why the Essayist, in the first 

place, thought enough of these poems, liked them well enough,to pick them as criteria. 

Assuredly no one could sey that he was following a fashion, a regular convention in 

criticism. He must have been following innate standards of his own, whether he was at 

first aware of those standards or not. But if it is maintained even jet that barton, 

in fixing on these poems, was not following anj feal standards of his own, but was 

merely trying to do something extraordinary, something odd, something new, \ hy then, 

the imaginarj objector would be playing right into my hand. For if he grants me that 

barton was guided by this debire for invention, for originslity, the main trend of thi 

thesis will be correct. 

Really, however, if barton had obtained his theories wholly from Milton, the critic 

would have pieced Milton at the head of English poesy. But as a matter of fact, even 

Thomson's descriptive poetry (and it will be remembered how high barton ranked this 

type of poetry) is more extolled than lilton's purely descriptive work. The latter poe 

is, of course, regarded as the greater of the two; but this greatness is due to factor 

- especiallj the religious element - in Milton which are not in Thomson, And in* 

spite of all barton's panegyrics of Hilton, one is rather grieved to find, in the 

first volume cf the Essay, the highest praise accorded Milton fe&feiftg quoted as 

coming from the pen of no less a person thfn fddison, the neo-classicist: "If you 



scruple to give the title of an Epic poem to the PeradiseLost of Milton, call it, 

if you choose, a DIVIMS poem: give it whatever name jou please, provited you confess, 
I 

that it is a vork as admirable in its kind as the Iliad." Indeed, onu is ether sur¬ 

prised in any ev^nt, to find what sort of people V'arton compares with Milton. 

"Dr. T. Burnet, in his Theory of the Berth, has displayed an imagination very nearly 

equal to that of Milton." In the second volume, when barton should have kno\,n better, 

he stys of a po«m of two or three stanzas by Waller, that it "has much of the sublime 
3 

and is like a thought of Milton's." And finality, barton's ultimate conclusion is tht 1 

Ÿ 
to Fope "we may venture to assign a place next to Milton, and lust above Dryden." The 

thing of interest here is the position assigned to Milton. Tf we take barton's words 
uje. muéŸ 

literally, since Shakespeare, Spenser, and Milton are all above Pope, consider Milton 
A 

as the lowest ranking of the great trio. Such a view would be consistent with what we 

already know regarding barton's attitude toward Shakespeare, and toward Spenser as 

"the master of Milton.” 

But still the feet temains that Milton was one of "our only three sublime and 

pathetic poets," and this fact, doubtlect,accounts for the frequency of the 

references to Milton in the Essay, nhere - though not referred to on practical y 
A 

every ethor page a3 Havens says - he is mentioned about as frequently as any other 

poet, English or foreign, ancient or mocern. He is, according to barton, the one 

English poet who was blessed with a "rare assembltge of different talents," who "at 

once enjoy-d, in full vigor, a dublime end splendid imagination, a solid and profound 

? 
underst- nding, an exact and tenacious inemory." 

Moreover, larton deeply r-sents any hostile criticism of his paragon: "The fruitless 

’ icpd impudent attcck of Louder on Milton" he says, was one of those criticisms made 

^to indulge envy, malignity, and epetulc.nt desire f dethroning established reputa- 
$ 

tions," Buckingham's"coldness and neglect" in speaking of Milton draws ip<n thut nobis 

Sinn the judgment th<^t such treatment of Milton was proof of Buckingham's "want of 

critical discernment, or of crilici.1 courage," together with the aaded assertion , 



"I can recollect no performance of Euckinghcm, that stumps him a true genius."^ 

Bentley "degraded himself much by his edition of the Fart dise Lost. an. by his ctrange 

and absurd hypothesis of the faults vhich Tilton's amenuensis introduced into thit poem 

The Y hole reign of Charles II is summarily condemned by the sentence,"The neglect of 

such a poem as the Paradis Lost, will forever remi in a monument to the bad taste th^t 

(I 
prevailed," And Pope, for the me e omission of Hilton's name in speaking of "two great 

masters of versification," draws down the outburst, "bhat! did Milton contribute nothin 

to the hax'monj and extant of < ur language! nothing to our national taste, by his noble 

imitations of Homer, Virgil, and the Greek tragedies! Surely his verses vary, and re¬ 

sound as much, and display as much majesty and energy, as any that ctn be found in 

Dryden. /nd we v/ill venture to saj , thi t he that studies Milton attentively,- will gain 

a truer taste for genuine poetry, than he that forms himself on French writers axP£ 

fX. 
their followers. His name surely was not to be omitted on this occasion." 

There are only two instances in the Essay where barton ventures to say anything at 

all unfavorable to Milton. In one of these, he merely quoxes a passage by Milton and 

13 
one by Fope, saying that Pope's description is superior to tliat of Miltonfs; and in the 

other, he says that a single conceit in one of Milton's juvenile and otherwise ad- 

W , 
mirable poems is "puerile and affected," But even here, barton tak^s the trouble to add 

in the first casé, that vxhen Milton's poem was eomposed, "Milton was now aged but 

nineteen;" and in the other case, thet "this conceit. ... is more excusable if 

we recollect hoY great a reader, especially at this time, Milton was of the Italian 

poets." 

Furthermore, \arton does not hesitate to nami Milton along with such poetë as 

ir n> n is 
Spenser, Dante, Tasso, Corneille, Shakespeare, Virgil, and ev :n Horner; and the argument 

that Milton v?ss a greater poet than Hope runs through the Essay from Introduction to 

Conclusion. 

It is clear, then, thft though barton did not deleave Milton to be so great a poet 

as either Shakespeare or Spenser, yet the Essayist was using more than a pretty 



and empty phrase when he placed Id.Iton along witht the "only three sublime and 

pathetic poets” of which England could boast. It is our business, now, to attempt to 

account for these facts: to find out why, in general, barton should admire Lilton, 

what part of lilton's works it vas that barton particularly admired, and why he did no 

put Milton at the top of the list of English poets. 

In the first place, Milton, after all, was England’s favorite son in theway of epic 

poets; and no patriotic Englishman could refuse to support him. This patriotism, or at 

least, anti-Gsllicism of barton's has already been indicated, and will be pointed out 

more specifically in the chapter on "barton and the French.” Hence he could say that 

the French "have produced nothing in point of SUELII ITY and MAJESTY, equal to the 

Paradise Lost.” 

Of the Its litn influence, barton was more tolerant. Cut if he believed that the 

"sources for our taste for polite literature lie not in the French, but int he 

Italians," would it not be nrtur.,1 for him to look upon the bcrrovmers from the Italian 

with considerable favor! And barflon did know that Lilton qwed much to Italian poetry 

and It; lian criticism. As the evidence for barton's belief in this indebtedness has 

2-0 
already been given in another chapter, I shell not repeat it here, 

A- third factor accounting for .arton's high opinion of Milton is the very indebted¬ 

ness of the latter to bpeuser. The Italians were Gothic; Spenser was their "true son 
'pl V*î" 

and disciple,” and was "the fath r of Milton." hence, Milton could not possibly re¬ 

ceive ought but praise from carton. 

Thou h it is possible that Melton's writing in blank verse was a fact which con¬ 

tributed to barton's likiig for that sort of poetry, nevertheless, once barton had 

formulated his theories on tins matter, the fact thc.t Milton did employ bl^nk verse wo; 

be an additional reason for barton's regard for iuilton, and vigorous defense of the 

latter's use of blank v„rse. 

For another th ng, sine» most of Milton's poetry was of a religious nature, barton, 

conforming to his theories, would find it yet more necesssry to praise the author of tl 



Paradise Lost. Indeed, we c^n find numerous instances of barton's enlarging on the 

merits of Lilton's religious pieces* To cite a few such instances, Uarton, as hue bee 

seen already, is particulary enthusiastic over the hativity Cde, and asserts that in 

it "a penetrating critic i ight hr ve disc niedi the seeds of tiir t boundless imtginatio 

which \<is afterwards to produce the Paradise Lost." nw y on in the second volume of 

the 2 s si y. another of Lilton's "smaller and neglected pours" (At c Solemn Music)is 

referred to \iLh the rsutrk th. t iû it Li It on ‘has left us a Bublim p saage, founoed 

T-f 
on the doctri te o tie Fall." And in the same volume, one of the reasons th<-t Pope is 

said to h^ve failed in his attmpt to vindic te the v;ays of h-od xo man is tlut, unlike 

Lilton, "he imag'ned th) t the goodness and justn^s of thu Deity might be defended 

without IT ving recourse to tin, ooctrin^ of t future state, and of the depraved state 

of man*” 

But even thouj3\Eilton had net chosen religious subjects, he would still have been 

secure of barton's good opinion, for Lilton, had he not select d the Fall of Lan for i 

subject, would yet-hav* chosen something from England*s own ancient dom.stica facta: 

"Some tale,equally venerable and ancient, it was also the purpose of Lilton to adorn, 

for he says, in his Reason of Church Government, *1 am meditating * h< t king or knight 

BEFORE THE COlIsjUEiiT might bi chosen, in whom to lay tne pattern of a Christain h-ro.* 

he even “left in a manuscript, thirty-three subjects for tragedies, all taken from 

English annals." 

be are surprised to find that barton makes practically nothing of the classical 

tincture which we of toda; like to point out in Lilton, and sa^s little about Milton'i 

indebtedness to the Greek and Roman classics. Yet certuinly burton was aware of this 

classicism in lilton, for h~ says, at thd verj end of the 2 ssay « that the poet 

"formed himself on the Grecian and Italian sons of Ftnev:“ and, as mentioned before, 

2 

he gave English literature "noble imitations of homer, Virgil, tna the Greek trageuiei 

he is named in a footnote as one of "our po ,ts who wrote elegantly in Latin;" md is 

mentioned in another footnote in which Akunside is declared to-tee-tbe-k have bee*n 



the "best Greek scholar since Milton.1* This slight evidence of Mtrton's awareness of 

the classical element in Milton, or, at least, of the criticfs willingness to rame the 

calssics as one of Milton's sources of inspiration* this evidence \ ould show that 

the clsssicrl element in Melton wc s one more ret son for his being held in such esteem 

xhroughout xhe -Best y. But - and this is, for our purposes, the importent thing - 

the ftct tht t so little is made of this classical element and influence shows certainly 

that \erton did not praise Milton primarily bee* use of \ ny marks of classicism to be 

found in the poet. 

Still, however, it w* s the convention tfiroughout the eighteenth century forJSnglish* 

men to look v/ith favor on the greater works of Milton, i convention nianifested by 

3/ 
Addison's commendction quoted tbove* 

low* harton prided himself on the originelity of his criticisms, and consequently, 

he would not be likely to waste much time praising Milton's greater poets* - tnj more 

thin a present dry critic woild waste much time pointing out what even harton' + £6 

considered the ^lf-evident "beauties of these works. Moreover, to refer bick totiie 

very bed-rock of \arton's fundamental theories of poetry, what ought to be the chief 

characteristic in Kilton which would secure our critic's admiretion? Of course it would 

be the power of setting forth images, and -specially of sublime and pathetic intges. 

Take into consideration, now, barton's known approval of the new, the originaljSn d 

his marked liking for descriptive poetry. In view of all these things, which of 

Lilton's pOt-B s would be descriptive enough in character to please \arton, which would 

present sublime imagesjaccording to barton's own standards of sublimity), and which 

would still giv.) an opportunity for original verdicts and new discussions? The 

answer, of course, Kould be th-t btrton would inter at himrelf pirticularjy in Lilton's 

minor poems* 

Liilton's 
Th- critic holds i \i/ L ,rcldt s ("oil- of his juvenile, lit one of his mosx exquisite 

pieces'^"as c contrast to the "coldlj tnd u poetically" written Pastorals of Pops. 

I'e evensays, "Some of Lilton's most eorly, as ’ ell as most exquisite piuces, are his 



L'Allegro, nid II Pcnseroso; if we may excbit has Ode cm the Nativity of Christ. . . 

■jj^e-eé© Even the mott obscure of Tilton's mluot poems do not suffer for want c£ 

praise, for barton tells us in» a footnote, "See also verses written at a Solemn 

Music, and on the Passion. . . .; and a vacation exercise, in » 11 of which ere to 

yf 
be fourni rany strokes of tie sublime." Another of Tilton's odes is mentioned as 

3^ 
Being "not sufficiently attended to." "ivnd indeed, tbic volume of 1 ilton's Tiscel- 

Itneous Foems has not till very lately met vdth suitable regard, Shull I olfendany 

ratioral admirer of Fope, by remarking that these Juvenile descriptive poems of 

Tilton, as well as his Latin Elegies, are of a strain fcr more exalted than any the 

former author can boast.* 
36 

Our business, next, is to attempt to find out what it was,in those minor poems,which 

3? 
V.arton liked. First of all, they are descriptive. B^t of what are they descriptions? 

In the chapter ou "Tûarton and Gothicism" I had occasion to point out most of the in¬ 

stances in which Larton praised par sages from these minor poems, and noted that he 

praised such passages as we know he looked upon as being sublime. The foreign strange- 

2>S 
ness in the "ode not sufficiently attendea to" mcy account, in our system of criticism 

for Tarton's lik^ing this pièce in which Milton "enlarged on the rites and ceremonies 

of •èhese Aegyptian priests, a subject finely rvited to descriptive poetry." buch 

things, in the nativity Cde, as "lonely mountains," a "haunted spring," a "burning 

idol," the "griesly king," the "dismal dcnce", the "arched roof," the "pale-ey'd 

priest," a "midni0ht plaint," etc. seemed to Harton to be "poetically beautiful." 

And "the mention of places remarkably romantic, the supposed habitation of Druids, 

bards, end wizards, is far more pleasing to the imagination, than the obvious intro¬ 

duction of Cam and Isis, as seats of the Luses." He even takes xhe trouble to tjuote, 

for the second time, verses from Lycidcs. saying, "Our muses have seldom been 

" ’pl^ ying on the steep 

Vnhere our old bards, the famous Druids, lie;' " 



and adds, "Milton, we see, wt.s sensible to the force of such imagery, es \ e my 

gather from this short but exquisite passage," Finally, in commenting on Thomson’s 

Winter, V.arton again brings in this Gothicism of Milton: "bTHTER. is, in my epprehensl 

the most valuable of these four poems; the scenes of it, like those of II Peis eroso o: 

Milton, being of that awful, solemn and pensive kind, on vhich a great genius best 

i{4 
delights to dwell." 

So far, we have seen that, for many reasons, barton regarded Milton as a great, but 

not as the greatest, English poet, and that, in the Essay, he stressed particularly 

the excellence of Milton's minofc poems. But the excellence of these poems lay mostly 

y-'2'' 
in their Gothicism. Considering these facts, we ought to have to hesitate very little 

when we ask the question as to why barton did not regard Milton as the greatest 

English poet. 

Our author declares tint the French "have produced nothing in point of SUBLIMITY 

and MAJESTY, equal to the Paradise L0st." but,search as I will, I can find, in the 

Essay. nothing quoted or cited as sublime from the Paradise Lost from which any 
r 

sort of generalization may be drawn. As a matter of fact, I am certain that th® 

sublimity of these poems is spoken of in only broad general terms - that there are 

no specific, purticul?r examples of this sublimity brought to the reader's attention. 

It would seem, therefore, that barton aiscovered, in Milton’s greater pieces, too 

little of the definitely Gothic, too few of the enchantments, bards, and wizards for 

which he had so great a regard. Add to this feiAt the fact that both of what barton 

considered Milton's superiors were full of this Gothicism, and it will seem feasible 

that if barton refused to place Milton above Shakespeare, and eveii above Spenser, 

it was because there was, in Milton's more pretentious, more important works, too 

little of the Gothic element which, in barton's opinion, at least, so sublimely 

characterized the work of the other two poets. 

- 0 - 
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Harvard University 

Dryden (Ker I, 179) calls Paradise Lost "undoubtedly ne of the greatest, most 

noble, and most sublime poems, that this age or nation has produced;" and throughout 
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ChAFTER VII 

b'ÀRTUN AND THE NETS ROMANTICISTS f 

I have used the words "new Romanticists" in the title of this chapter, not neces¬ 

sarily for the reason that.I consider the men of which this chapter treats as un¬ 

doubted romanticists, or that those men were "new" compared to some of the other write: 

of whom I have been speaking. But I used the term to distinguish such writers a s 

Dyer, Thomson, Gray, Young, and similar poets, from the old order to which Shakespeare 

Spenser, Sidney, and some of their contemporaries belonged. Really, however, it will 

be of small profit to us to stop long on the subject of barton and these new romanti¬ 

cists; for since we know barton's theories of poetry, by which, provided he was un¬ 

restrained by other considerations, he judged poets, any lengthy discussion, which 

would consist, in the main, of giving examples of barton's applications of his theo¬ 

ries, any such discussion would be more than ordinarily boresome. Let me, in a few 

words, therefore, attempt to show how the chief exponents of the three schools of 

"landscape," "Gothic," and "graveyard" poets affected barton. 

bhen one considers barton's known fondness for descriptive poetry, it would be ex¬ 

pected that the Essayist would praise such poets e£ Dyer on account of his Gronear 

Hill: and moreover, the reader cannot be much surprised to find barton's moral turn 

once more interfering with his judgments, with the result that the above mentioned 

poem is commended not so much for its descriptions of nature as for the dexterity with 

which are introduced reflections upon moral life and political institutions. Futting 

Akenaide's Fleasures of the Imagination in this class of landscape poems, we find 

barton giving full praise to "that harmonious and varied versification, and that 

I 
strength of imagery, which conspire to excite our admiration of this beautiful poem." 

Shcnstone, of course, since he imitated bpenser, is mentioned with "peculiar pleasure.' 

But we are disappointed to find that such a poet and such a friend of the bartons* 

as CollinB receives such little attention in the ^ssay. About xhe only time he is 
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mentioned is in connection with-die naming of two or throe later lyric pieces 

superior to any Pope left, when Verton, in a footnote, adds to the list of poems 

£ 
"some of the Odes of Mr. William Collins, who had a strong and fruitful imagination." 

But, of course, the landscape peei (I am here using that term in its very 

broadest sense « nature poet would, perhaps, be better) to whom larton accords the 

mo9t sincere laudation is James Thomson, the descriptive poet, the writer of blank 

verse, and the imitator of Spenser* 

And why should 1/»arton not like him? Thomson is not guilty of that "disgusting im¬ 

propriety of introducing what may be called a set of hereditary images." And "though 

the diction of the SEASONS is sometimes harsh and inharmonious, and someximes turgid 

anu obscure, and though, in many instances, the numbers are not sufficiently diversi¬ 

fied by different pauses, yet is this poem, on the whole, from the numberless stnokes 

of nature in which it abounds, ane of the most captivating and amusing in our 

language; and which, as its beauties are not ofi a transitory kind, as depending on 

particular customs and manners, will ever be perused with delight* The scenes of 

Thomson are frequently as wild and romantic as those of Salvador Rosa, varied with 

precipices and torrents, and 'castled cliffs," and deep vallies, with piny mountains, 

and the gloomiest caverns* Innumerable are the little circumstances in his descrip- 

4 
tions." Of the four poems in tue Seasons, it is easy to guess which the Goxhis 

barton preferred* "WüfflSR," he says, "is, in my apprehension, the mosx valuable; the 

scenes of it. . « • being of thtt awful, solemn,and pensive kind, on which a great 

s 
genius delights to dwell." Of course, too, the fact that Thomson imitates 

Spenser's stanza in that "exquisite piece of wild and romantic imagery," the Castle 

of Indoljnce . makes barton look with still more approving eyes on this "favorite 

6 
author." 

Speaking, of this romantic, meaieval, Gothic, streak in Thomson calls to mind such 

staunch defenders of medievalism as Dr. Richard hurd and Thomas Gray. The former 

writers Letters on Chivalry and Romance had not appeared when the first volume of the 



Essay came out, and consequently, there is in this volume little significant com¬ 

ment on Dr. Hurd. But in the sefiond volume, this "ingenious’* writer is quoted at 

7 
length in defense of the pian of the Faery Gueen. 

Gray, too, is ofteij brought up as an example of the|fact that geniis did not die 

ff 
with Pope. The author if the Elegy was a poet after barton's own heart, for Gray 

f 
seemed "thoroughly to hive studied”Findar, one of carton's favorite Grecians; he 

to 
"wrote elegantly in Latin"; and above all, this "amiable poet" frequently introduces 

// 
"many moral reflections" into his poetry. Moreover, Gray was an "accurate antiquariaç,' 

(2 
and in his "noble dde on the axpulsion of the Bards from Vales" made ample amends 

for the neglect, by other modern writers, of "the druidical times, and the traditions 

of the old bards, which afford subjects fruitful of the most genuine poetry, with 

respect both to imagery and sentiment." In lihe with what has been said about barton's 

attitude toward the Terrible, I might quote the comment he makes, at the end of a 

long exposition on this same Bard: "The most striking graces in it are certainly of 

the most terrible kind, and for that reason, affect the imagination of the reader 

more deeply, and more irresistibly." Yet at the last, it is said of Grays "thrilling 

Ode on the Descent of Odin." high praise as it does receive, that, nevertheless, 

"the idea of the Fatal Sisters weaving the Danish standard, bears a marvellous 

($ 
resemblance to a passage in Sophocles."’’ 

Another thing that made Gray a favorite of barton's was the fact that he was one 

of that semi-school of eighteenth century rhymsters which we call the "graveyard" 

poets. Naturally, so religious a man as barton could not but approve of the melan¬ 

choly churchyard theme. Such approval itself would help account for his finding, of 

Gray's Elegy, that this melancholy theme "is the great charm of the incomparable 

/6 
EIEGY written in a Country Church-Yard," and for his naming as "delicious morsels" 

Parnell's Hymn to Contentment, nis N^ghti»piece on Death, and his Hermit. As for 

ft 
Young, his Night Thoughts stamp him as a genius; and again, characteristically, 

""many high strokes of character in his Zanga. many sentiments and images in his 



Night-Thoughts . and many strong and forcible descriptions in his Paraphrase on Job. 

mark him for a sublime and original genius." Yet barton cannot completely close his 

eyes to the demands of the old classical and neo-classical rules, for after two or 

three pages of praise for Dr. Young, barton concludes, "I am ready to confess that 

%Q 
he Y<as not a correct and equal writer." 

The conclusion of the whole matter is, that barton said little of any great interest 

concerning his contemporaries, but that, on the whole, he v/as an unfailing supporter, 

for one reason or another, of the several distinctly new types of poetry (such as 

the "landscape," the "fothic," and the "graveyard" varieties) springing up in Eng¬ 

land toward the middle of the eighteenth centuy. But after all, he does not recognize 
seem 

these as types. To him there are poets, not schools; to him it does not sxousr that 

these poets are revolting, that they are breaking away from traditional restrictions, 

that they are in any way a genus distinct from that of the Augustans; to him the 

romanticists are nothing more than additional leaves which advancing Time has added 

to that old stem upon which the nee-classicists blossomed only yesterday. 

0 
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CHUTER VIII 
r 

bARTCL LID THE FRLILCH 

It hrs been intimated sever 1 times before this that barton was a vigorously patriot!' 

j-ig? : rhnen* and that, as is so often the case \ ith patriots, this patriotism took 

the form of belittling England's neighbors, he particularly liked it seize any pppor- 
t 

tunity to point out the inferiority of the French to the English* Indeed, the greatest 

part of the adverse criticism vhich barton bestows upon the French writers arises 

from his compering tiese writers with their English parallels. By way of illustrating 

this principle - "If some of the most candid of the French authors,*' barton says, 

"begin to acknowledge, that they have produced nothing, in point of SUBLILTiY and 

LLJEblY, equal to the Faradise Lost, we may also venture to affirm, th^t, in point of 

BELIC/CY, ELCGAKCE, and fine-turned RAILLERY, on which they have so much valued them** 

selves, they have produced nothing equtl to the RAfE IF THE LOCK*" In defense of an 

English poet even so fur back as Chaucer, barton resents the claim made by the French 

that that nation brought about the earlier improvements in literature: "bhat contempo¬ 

rary poet,” he asks, "can they name to sttnd in competition with Chaucerï X* * . I 

‘can find none of this age, but barren chroniclers, and harsh romancers in rhyme, with- 

3 
out the elegance, elevation, invention, or harmony of Chaucer." bixh his characteristic 

pride of race, the critic says, "I knen not why the English shoola in this respect 

ft he possession of philosophers and deep students of human nature, like Montaigne, 

Charron, La Rochefoucauld, La Bruyere, and Fascaf) yield to thsir polite neighbors, 

if 
rr.ore then an any other" (italics mj ov.n). 

But it is net only in comparing the English ' ithi the French that the latter 

suffer; for üsrton seems to have a characteristics lly British animosity toward all 

things enanating from Englind's old -.nonj across the Channel* Cn the page right oipo- 

site the assertion that England had no cause to acknowledge the inferiority of her 

philosophers to those of France, barton declares, "The dread of pedantry is the 
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characteristic folly of the present ace. Y»e adopted it from the French.” * couple of 

pages further on, in speaking of the coolness with which the Parisian theatre-goers 

received the L'iscnthrope of Koliere, Yarton says somewhat spitefully, "It is remarkable 

that the French did not relish this incomparable comedy for the three first represen¬ 

tations. The strokes of ijs* its satire were too subtle and delicate to be felt by 

5 
the generality of the audience." Similar is the comment on the lack of appreciation 

of Corneille's Polyeucte on the part of the greatest French critics of the time: 

6 
"Such ill judges were then the most fashionable wits of France." YÆien Yiarton accidently 

forgets his duty as an impartial critic, his remarks are almost a little too spite¬ 

ful, and both France and good criticism suffer severely. To give but a few instances, 

7 
"Sanadon has a remark n the true spirit of a fastidious French critic;" and "among 

$ 
other instances of vanity, the French efe perpetually boasting,' etc. Rousseau and 

Voltaire wrote some lyric pieces which "seem to arise above that correct mediocrity 

? 
which distinguishes the lyric poetry of the French." The Duke of Orleans "was said 

to be the author. ... of many of these flimsy songe, nugae canorae, to which the 

to 
language and the manners of France seem to be peculiarly adapted." Y«arto# even says 

that Voltaire makes a "perfectly true and just" remark when the Frenchman declares, 

" 'Of all polished nations. ours is the least poetic. ' "^ 

But Y/arton does not give much evidence or many arguments to Justify himself in this 

hostile attitude towrard the French. Eut doubtless one of the reasons he would assign 

for the lack of true poetical taste or genius among the people aaraget across the 

Channel wpuld be their unfamilicrity vith classicl literature. 

" ’Know well each indent's proper character; 

His fable, subject, scope, in every page; 
Religion, country, genius of his age.’ " 

Yiarton quotes these ..ines from Pope, and adds the comment, "From their inattention to 

these particulars, many critics, end particularly the French, have been guilty of great 

absurd it ies*w "The French have been poorly contentod *ith only prose translations of 

Homer and Horace. . . . The inability of the French tongue to express many Greek or 



Roman ideas with facility and grace is here visible n 

Another reason for the dislike would be the obviously Latinx instead of Greek 

coloring to French neo-classicism. À lhirfik thing would, no doubt, be barton's 

national jealousy of the greatness of the French people and poets as a whole; and 

it might be possible that his hostility for Catholics influenced him, though this 

is hardly likely. But probably the greatest factor contributing to barton's atti¬ 

tude toward French literature in general would be the overwhelming convictions which 

he, as a good British subject, possessed as to the natural depravity of Frenchmen, 

I shall now leave the subject of barton’s opinions concerning Frenchmen in 

general and the deficiencies of the French poetic genius, and shall endeavor to 

ascertain what he of some individual French authors. 

Here, if what I said at the end of the last Éhapter is true, we ought to find 

barton not disap* roving of the entire neo-clasBical age in French literature; for 

he ought not to realize that the principles of that age were any more distinct frofa 

the 

the principles of/mid-eighteenth century, than were the principles of England's own 

neo-classical period distinct from the principles of that same mid-eighteenth centur; 

Yet he ought to be severely critiwal of those neo-classical Frenchmen* as individual 

Soets. He ought to accept the theories and the spirit of the poets of France's 

"Golden Age,” and he ought to reject those poets themselves - he would accept 

seemed 

the theories and the spirit because they seemed to him good and/similar to his own, 

and he would reject the poets because they did not measure up to the standards he 

actusllv possessed. 

That he did approve of that age as a whole is evidenced by the fact of his omitti: 

the Elizabethan period from his list of the five ages in which the human mind 

exerted itself in an extraordinary manner, und that he did include as the last of 

these great ages, "that of Louis XIV. in France, and of King billism and of Queen 

Anne in England; in which, &r/[ thereabouts, are to be found, Corneille, Loliere, 



Racing Boileau, La Fontaine, Bossuet, La Rochef oucauld, ras chai," etc. 

It is hardly worth while, at this place, to. try to find out what ï.arton thought 

of the dozen or so Frenchmen whom he mentii ns as having lived in that Fifth Age, 

not of the dozen or so other Frenchmen whom he mentions in other parts of the Essay. 

Byt I do think there will he some profit in finding out vhet he thought of those 

four great men whom he puts at the head of the list just given. 

Cf Moliere, himself, however, little need fce said. He was "beloved for his 
tr 

candour, sweetness of temper, and integrity;" and has excelled all mortal men in 

16, /7 
humour. But with Corneille and Racine, let us pause. In a footnote Larton quotes an 

"ingenious parallel" of the respective merits of Corneille tnd Racine written bÿ 

Fontenelle, a parallel which favors the former author much above the latter. H0wèver 

although I should guess that Larton himself approved the passage, yet he is not so 

positive on the matter as to be willing to express an opinion of his own, but merely 

gives it as a comparison of "the justness of which the reader is left to judge." 

In several other places, T.arton speaks of Corneille with admiration and venera¬ 

tion; and whaè he does say againsTthe French dramatist is criticism guided bythe 

principles and prejudices which largely underlie all of barton's opinions. First, 

the critic, in congratulating the English nation in having so versatile an author 

as Shakespeare, says, "Corneille, whom the French are so fond of opposing to 
/<? 

Shakespeare, produced very contamptible comedies." Again, in commenting on the 

tendency of moderns to introduce a love story into into every piece of literature, 

barton severely censures Corneille for having unnaturally forced the love element 

ff 
into some if his plays. In the second volume, ? ls<$ Larton conforms to one of our 

old principles by adding, apropos of nothing in particular, to his statement that 

"the Porapey of Corneille iB one of his most declamatory tragedies," the remark 

that "Corneille had not read the Greek tragedies. He was able to read Aristotle’s 

Poetics only in Heinsius's translation." 



For another thing, Yuarton still holds to his rules of the drama. It is with 

pride that he states,x "The French had no dramatic piece equal to the Silent V.oman 

of B8n Jonson. performed 1609;" and adds , "The very first French play in which 

the rules v;ere observed, was the Sophonisba of Ifeiret. 1633." As for Corneille, 

"The rules of the drama are as much violated in the Cj,d. 1637, beautiful as it is, 

as in the Facbeth. Lear, and Othello, all written before Corneille WE s born; whose 

first comedy, ITelite. which is now never aated, was represented in 1625. ... 

As to the correctnftss of the French stage, of which we hear so much, the Buies of ± 

the three unitizes are indeed rigorously and scrupulously observed; but thei best m 

of their tragedies, even some of those of the sweet and exact Racine, have defects 

of another kind, and are what may be justly called, descriptive and declamatory 

dramas; and contain the feelings of the author or the spectator, rather than of 

the person introduced as speaking.” 

The conclusion is, that though Ïarton admired Corneille, his admiration would 
kno\ n more of the Greeks and hade he 

have bjen greater had Corneille/been still more classical, a still more rigid ad¬ 

herent of ihst established rules. 

Wextçn's estimation of Racine is almost as important as jkfcxl hfs estimation 

of Corneille. Is was remarked above, Y.arton seems to suggest that Racine is inferior 

as a writer to the dramatist we have just been discussing. But wheie Corneille is 

blamed for not adhering to the rules laid down by the Greeks, Racine is praised 

for following in the footsteps of the ancients. His successful attempt to 

revive the use of the choruses in drama was "sufficient, one would imagine, to 

undeceive and convince us of their utility." In his "admirable Athalia," Racine 

z+ 
"was at last convinced" of the impropriety of introducing the love motive. And 

agrin, when Corneille is blamed for his lack of correctness, Hacine is called 

%r 
"the sweet and exact Racine;" and his chief merit is said to be "exactness and 

i-6 
elegance." 

As was the case in the discussion of Corneille, one must come to a similar con- 



elusion - that barton praised the neo-classical Racine^- not^ as we of today should 

be likely to do, for the worth Racine possessed over and above his correctness, but 

for that correctness itself. Even more important is the fact that, though barton 

seems to regard Corneille as the better writer, and giges him higher praise, yet• 

Racine, being a closer adherent of the rules, draws on himself less censure than 

doeB the freer Corneille. 

It looks, so far, as if Y.arton were very remote from being a révolter against 

the neo-classicism of France. But the decisive element in our ultimate conclusion 

as to whether barton really approved of this neo-clàssicism or not will come from 

his attitude toward Boileau, barton, in the very Introduction of the Essay, brings 

2-7 

in Boileau's name as an example of a poet whose rhymes are not poetry; and at the 

very end of the Essay. Warton brings in the same name in summing up the arguments 

as to Pope's want of imagination: "He studied Boileau attentively; formed himself 

upon him, as Milton formed himself upon the Grecian and Italian sons of Fancy." 

Yet early in the Essay is this rather long and vigorous defense of the Frenchman: 

"Those who flattered thamselves, that they could diminish the reputation of 

Boileau, by printing, in the manner of a commentary at the bottom of each page of 

his v/orks, the many lines he has borrowed from Horace and Juvenal, were grossly 

deceived. The verses of the ancients, which this poet has turned into French with 

so much address, and which he hath happily made so homogeneous, and of a „isce with 

the rest of the work, that everything seems to have been conceived in a continued 

train of thought by the same person, confer as much honor on M. Des preaux as the 

verses which are purely his own. The original turn which he gives to his transla¬ 

tions, the boldness of his expressions, so little forced and unnatural, that they 

seem to be born, as it were, with his thoughts, display almost as much invention 

as the first production of a thought entirely new." Later on, barton names Boileau 

so 
as one of the "excellent critics" of whom the French can boast, and sometime after- 



wards, devotes about nine pages to the praise of Boileau's Lutrin, saying that it 

is "a poem full of beautiful imagery, which appears like that magnificent city, 

31 

which the greatest of princes caused to be built in a morass*" 

every sort of praise except praise for biing sublime or pathetic; for, as a matter 

of fact, Boileau is probably referred to in the Jssay more than any other poet 

not even excepting Milton. Moreover, one could point out instances of adverse criti¬ 

cism. But whereas the praise is nearly always of Boileau’s good sense, his correct 

judgment, and his accurate criticisms, the adverse criticism nearly always comes 

when Tiarton is comparing Boileau to some Englishman, and especially to Pope* There 

is an instance of Boileau's being blamed for a bit of misanthropy: "That a writer 

of Boileau's purity of manners should represent his kind in the dark and disagreeable 

colors he has done. ... is a lamentable perversion of fine talents." And there 

is another instance of Warton's finding fault with Boileau on the same grounds as 

he finds fault with Shakespeare's gravediggers: "In reading the Lutrin, I have always 

been struck with the impropriety of the so serious a conclusion as Boileau haB 

33 
given to so ludicrous a poem." 

Perhîps the following is the harshest criticism of the author we are discussing: 

"When Boileau attempted an ode, he exhibited a glaring proof, of what had frequently 

been hinted in the course of this Essay, that the writer whose grand characteristi¬ 

cs! tslent is satirie or moral poetry, will never succeeed, with equal merit, in the 

higher branches of his art. In his ode on the taking of Namur, are instances of the 

BOMBASTIC, of the PROSAIC, and of the FQERIIE. And it is no small confirmation of 

the ruling passion of this author, that he could not conclude his ode, but with a 

One could go on to point out dozens of instances in which the Frenchman received 

3^ 

severe stroke on his old antagonist* Perrault." Yet even 

of a man who wrote according to the principles of good sense rather than of inspira¬ 

tion, barton gives the highest possible praise to that poet's common sense advice, 

and fundamental rules for the artificial and mechanical production of poetry. 
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"May I be pardoned," he says, "for declaring it as my opinion, that Boileeu's is the 

best Art of Poetry extant! The brevity of his precepts, enlivened by proper imtgery, 

the justness of his metaphors, the harmony of his numbers, as far as alexandrine 

lines will cdmit, the exactness of his method, the perspicacity of his remarks, and 

the energy of his style, all duly considered, may render this opinion not unreasonabl 

It is scarcely to be conceived how much is comprehended in four short cantos. He 

that has well digested these, cannot be said to be ignorant of any important rule of 

poetry. . . .It is to this work Boileau owes his immortality; which was of the 

highest utility to ihis nation, in diffusing a just way of thinking and writing; 

bsnishing every species of false wit, and introducing a general taste for the mi nly 

simplicity of the ancients, on whose writings this poet had formed his taste." To kh 

this encomium, ¥.arton adds, "Boileau'S chief talent was the DIDACTIC. . . .'mais il 

n'etoit pas grind poete, si l'on entend par ce mot, comme on le aoit, celui qui 

FAIT, qui INVENTE, qui CREE.’ " 

In the second volume of the Essay barton mentions Boileau’s Art of Poetry as one 

3? 
of the excellent didactic pieces the moderns have produced. Later on he quotes a 

long Sxtract from Boileau's letter to M. de Maucroix, and offers as an apology for 

so doing the fact thit the epistle is "so replete with good sense and solid criticism 

and contains so many judicious observations on the more remote and interior 

beauties of style." One of the last references in the Essay to the celebrated French¬ 

man is in connection with a dozen or so lines quoted from one of thit author's 

fables: "I will not think of making an > pology for so frequently quoting a writer 

3f 
so pure, sensible, and classical, as BOILEAU." 

If one should try to organize r-11 this criticism of barton's, he would find that, 

though Boileau v.as not a great coet (since he lacked the quality of rasising sub¬ 

lime and pathetic images), yet he was praiseworthy in employing a correct, exact, 

and classical stylef pnd in being, on the whole, sensible tnd instructive, barton’s 



heartiest praise is for this good sense of Boileau. Yet to commend MB good sense 

is really to commend his advice, his counsel, his rules as a whole. It was exactly 

for the reason that he was so sensible a man that his Art of Poetry was the best 

Art of Poetry extant, even if its advice be in the sincerest and truest neo-classica 

spirit* 

Yet after all, such an Art of Poetry could but recommend the tangible, mechanical 

things - neo-classical rule, artificial style; tnd ue h? ve alraaoy seen that barto 

himself was , in the main, a staunch defender of those rules and that style. In fact 

it is beginning to be more and more obvious that barton, in his adherence to these 

older technical contrivances of literature, was indeed a neo-classicist; but that, i 

his conviction that the greatest poetry is not didactic or moral, but sublime or 

pathetic, he was, vaguely nough, a romanticist, an accredited member of thd new 

group of poets and critics rising up in England ât barton's time. I hope it will 

be seen, however, that, in taking this position, barton was by no means a regolter. 

The obvious, tangible, cut-and-dried rules of neo-classicism he accepted with all 

heartiness. The spirit of didacticism characteristic of the older age barton haa 

out-grown. Yet he did not realize thft that spirit had been characteristic of an 

age itself, or that he himself was of a different age. There is in him not the 

slightest disparagement of a previous age, but only a disparagement of previous 

authors as individuals. And this disparagement is brought on by the failure of these 

authors to write up to barton's own standards of joetry, standards with which those 

authors were unfamiliar, and of which barton was completely unaware they ?ere un¬ 

familiar. 

Having reached such conclusions, having added one or two more generalizations to 

the stock, I think that it will be of slight value to investigate the opinions 

barton held concerning the other less important Frenchmen to whom he refers casually 

here and there throughout the Essay. It is enough to say that barton, though somewha 



bewildered by Voltaire, yet had a genuine respect for him - except in the case of 

Voltaire's attacks on Englishmen, religion, the ancients, etc.; that barton believed 

Fontaine to be an "unrivaled \riter of comic tales;" that Fontenelle was not a bad 

critic except in disp-.raging the ancients; that Malherbe was the first, reformer of 

the French language; end BO on. 

In speaking of these other Frenchmen, I should like to ct11 attention here to a 

criticism of barton's which a good many writers hive commented upon without seeming 

to understand. Warten dismisses the man wh® is, perhaps, the most utterly pathetic 

•f writers with this remark: "But Villen was merely a pert and insipid ballad- 

¥0. rtf r 
monger, whose thoughts and diction were as j.ow and illiberal as his life." -ftiufPMVntw 

A. D. McKillop suggests that this verdict may have been due to barton's inability 

to understand old French, and it mi y be true that this inability contributed towards 

V/arton's failure to understand Villon. Yet it is hardly likely that warton would 

contradict a writer for whom he had so much admiration as he had for Boileau, 

without being pretty certain of the grounds upon which he based that contradiction. 

And Y/arton gives the above opinion of Villon in direct opposition to Boileau’s 

judgment, X "Whose testimony," says barton, "as a poet, but not, I fear, as an 

antiquarian, should be regarded." I am not certain that barton did not understtnd 

Freni^s old as Villon’s; but granting even that he had no such knowledge, still 
must have 
he/known something of the subject befor venturing to dispute a dictum of Boileau's. 

It seems to me, therefore, thut the.matter can be explained most easily by referring 

it to one of barton's well known principles of criticism. Time after time it has been 

noticed that barton's religious or moral prejudices influenced his critical discern- 

r 
ment; consequently, why should one not believe that those some prejudices influenced 

the present judgment! If we do not take those prejudices as an explanation, I see 

no way of accounting for the criticism; and if we do take them as an explanation, 

a perplexing matter becomes simple enough. 

- 0 



Iotas to Chapter VIII a 

1, This failing is common throughout the eighteenth century, especially in 

the sturdily patriotic writers of the periodicals - Steele, Defoe, Swift, V/arton, 

Dr. Johnson. 

Dryden himself, in his Essay of Dramatic Poesy (Ker I, 78-79) nukes the asser¬ 

tion already quoted: "Vie have borrowed nothing from them; our plots are weaved in 

English looms, ... I dare boldly affirm these two things of the English drama; 

First, that we have many plays of ours as regultr as any of theirs, and which, 

besides, have more variety of plot* and characters; and secondly, that in most of the 

irregular plays of Shakespeare or Fletcher (for Ben Johnson's are for the most part 

regular) there is a more masculine fancy and greater spirit in the writing, than 

there is in any of the French," P. 157: "I sh. 11 never subject ny characters to the 

French standards." P. 170: "I cannot approve of their way of refining, who corrupt 

our Eng lish idiom by mixing it too much with French," Vol. II, p. 7: "i^s little can 

I grant, that the French dramatic writers excel the English, Our authors as fir sur¬ 

pass them in genius, as our soldiers excel theirs in courage," P, 178: "The French 

ere as much better critics than the English, as they are worse poets." 

I, 343» 6. II, 390 

I, 337. 7. I, 382. 

II, 122. 8. I, 337. 

II, 124. 

I, 66. 

It is perhaps worth noting that Rousseau's poems which harton especially liked 

were "some of his psalms," and that he especially commended a passage by Voltaire 

in praise of an Englishman (Newton). 

10. II, 129. 

Most Englismun of the eighteenth century, and before, had this conception of 

the triviality of the nature of Frenchmen, Dryden says (Ker II, 76) that there may be 

obseved in aj.1 their plays a "narrowness of imagination," P. 275, "Our English 
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genius j. incomparably beyond the trifling of the French, in all the nobler parts 

of verse, will justly give us the pre-eminence." Vol. II, p. 219: "Like their 

tongue is the genius of their poets, light and trifling in comparison of the Eng¬ 

lish." 

Shenstone, Yioi-ks II, p. 157: "The vanity and extreme Belf-làve of the French is 

no where more observable than in their authors; and among these, in none more than 

Boileau." P, 169, ha speaks of "the negligent and jaunty air with which they per¬ 

form even the most improtant” business. 

Even Addison, that archtype of the neo-classicst says (Tat1er llo* 108, 1709), 

"I could never read any of our modish French authors, or those of our own country, 

who are the imitators and admirer, of thtt trifling nation, without being for some 

time out of humour with myself, and at everything about me." 

barton (Adventurer Ko 49, 1753): "To the present prevailing passion for French 

moralists and French critics, me y be imputed the superficial show of learning and 

abilities of which I am complaining." 

11. 
12. 
13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

22. 

that his 

I, 197. 17. I. 157-159. 

I. 125. 18. I. 119. 

II, , 284. 19. I. 258-259. 

I. 181. 20. II, , 345-346 

II, , 124. 21. II, , 344-345 

I, 266. 

barton (Adventurer Ko. 127) says that Racine was "ever ready to acknowledge 

capital beauties were borrowed from his favorite Euripides." 

33. I, 74. 28. II , 402. 

24. I. 260. 29. I. 95. 

25. II, , 345. 30. I. 197. 

26. I, 197. 31. I, 20„-2Hl1 

27. I» ii. 32. I* 206. 
32*. ■ Vyt7. 
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S3. II, , 290. 37. n, 54. 
34. I. 

J 

65 38. ii. 259 

35. I. 189- 190. 39. ii» 393 

36. I, 190. 40. i, 338. 



CHAPTER IX i 

bARTON AMD THE E1IGLISH NEC-CLASSICAL POETS 

TH8re is such an effort on the part of a great many critics to make us believe 

that barton was one of the most thorough-going of the romanticists, and even a 

vigorous rebel against the neo-classical age, that it seems desirable to me to point 

out a few of the beliefs, expressed in the Essay. which not even the most ardent 

of the seekers after romanticism may call romantic beliefs, romantic aspirations, 

and romantic revolt. And it seems desirable to call attrition to those beliefs in 
A 

this particular place because, unless ve were aware of them, it would be impossible 

to understand barton's attitude toward the neo-classictl poets. 

Already there has been noted barton's tendency to allow himself to be influenced 

in his criticisms by the moral purpose of thw writer and the moral effect produced 

by the piece in question. It is true that, in his theory, barton would probably 

deny that instruction has a great deal to do with art; for he says that poetry cokes 

from and Bhould appeal to the Heart, and not the Head. Yet when we have such mani¬ 

fold bits of evidence, remarked on throughout this work, showing that barton really 

approved the most highly of those poemdx that did inculcate a moral truth, we ought 

not to be too ready to take barton at his word when he insists on the non-diuacticism 

of poetry. And especially sh<i&^|l we be wary if we know that V.arton makes the state¬ 

ment (certainly not romantic) that "writers transfuse their own characters into 

their works," so that (as is implied) the best men are the authors of the best works. 

I do not think it advisable, however, to insist that this didactic taint in barton's 

practice is necessarily neo-classic; for one must remember that our author, being 

a divine, would probably have the koral and moralizing part of art imbedded as 

firmly in his artistic conceptions as it was imbedded in the conceptions of the old 

New England poets; and that, even though barton should be insincere in his insistence 

on this didacticism, still, as a well knows prelate whose worldly preferment depended 



on prelates, he would naturally have incorporated into his Essay things which would 

tend to bear out his character as a devout spiritual guide. 

Another thing more certainly neo-classical is his insistence on the observation of 

the various rules of the drama; but since this characteristic has already been dwelt 

upon at some length, further emphasis of it will be of little avail. I believe, howev' 

that it will be worth while to point out more particularly barton's eagerness to prof: 

by the example of the ancients, and his willingness to be guiaed by them, and eager¬ 

ness and a willingness akin to Pope's feelings when the poet sang: 

'Those rules of old, discover'd, not devis'd, 
Are Nature still, but Nature methodiz’d. 

Bo Homer's works your study and delight, 
Read them by day, and meditate by night; 
Thence form your judgments, thence your mi-xims bring, 
And trace the Muses upward.to their spring. 

Learn hence for i ncient rules a just esteem; 
To copy nature is to copy them." 

// barton, as shall be seen when we come to examine his opinion of Pope, made no pro¬ 

testation at the latter's copying the ancients, but even wishes, in at least one placi 

2>Y' ■ f 11 that Pope had imitated Virgil still more closely than he actually did. Br/Akans.ide, 

too, is commended for having written his Fleece "in a pure and classical taste, and 
3 

with many happy imitations of Virgil." Nor, though he quotes the couplet, does barton 

say the least in the world to indicate that he does not concur fully in Pope's advice 

* 'Hear how learn'd Greece her useful rules indites, 
bhen to repress and when indulge our flights.' " ^ 

And no more does barton object to the other couplet he quotes, 

" 'Still with itself compar'd, his text peruse, 
And let your comment be the Mantuan Muse.* " ^ 

. 6 
•barton declares, in stating that "Boileau's is the best Art of Boetry extant," that 

the French critic, after all, "formed his taste" on the writings of the ancients.^ 

But perhaps the most surprising of ..arton's remarks on the desirability of imitating 

the ancients, or at least, of basing the rules of art on their example, is in the 

passage in which Viarton wonders whether or not the mediocrity of contemporary 



literature was not due to the truth that "when just models, from which the rules have 

necessarily been drawn, have once appeared, succeeeding vriters, by vainly and 

ambitiously striving to surpass those just models, and to shine and surprise, 

$ 
do not become stiff, ind forced, and affected in their thoughts and diction," 

This attitude of VJarton's may seem contradictory to his position as regards Inven¬ 

tion on the part o f the poet; and indued, it is contradictory. Yet it is certainly 

an indication that barton as not a révolter, a rebel, and it does, as I shall try 

to demonstrate in the last chapter of this work, fit in very justly with barton's 

principles taken as a whole. 

The reliance of barton upon the writings of the ancients for rules and judgments 

would necessarily. JuatlHh Im^nfü^baing otrong, feivyrtTF of "correctness" - as the 

tHV t i if 
term was understood in the eighteenth cen.ury. Tliabl,-htf“uird'»'havgs=!ettghi'VDKVitt'tpa con 

tHi many passage .■itwtkfe.Aaaav-tO^HSg^ve. 

"Correctness," he says, with an obvious implication of its excellence, "and a just 
/o 

taste are usually not attained but by long practice and experience in any art." And, 

contrary to’ the romantic opinion that perfection in any art is mostly a matter of 

natural ability, of inspiration, of divinely bestowed genius, there are two pages of 

examples given to support Pope's lihe, 

* 'True ease in writing comes from art, not chance.* " 

Much has been made of barton's statement, "Correctness is a vague term, frequently usi 

without meaning and precision. It is perpetually the nauseous cant ofl the French 

critics, and of their advocates and pupils, that the English writers are generally 

incorrect. If correctness implies an absence of petty faults, this perhapsx may be 
t\ 

granted." It must be noticed, here, thit barton does not protest against the idea of 

correctness, but that he protests against the French critics' interpreting "cprrect- 

ness" as "an absence of petty faults," and that, in what immediately follows the pas¬ 

sage just quoted, he makes it evident that he regarded some of the greatest English 

tragedies as being faulty in their lack of correctness, but that he would not condemn 



them for that one fault alone, that thay a re great in spite of their "petty faults.*^" 

In the second volume, too, Warton, in defending English drama against French attacks, 

points with pride to the correctness of Ben Jonson, and casts the criticism of the 

French back into their teeth by pointing out that "the rules of the drama are as 

1*2— 
much violated in the Cid. . * . » as in the Macbeth. Lear, and Othello." 

As a part of this correctness, almost as an equivalent of it, barton insists on 

"propriety" in poetry - on the absence of such things as Spenser's describing wolves 

P /lf- /$- 
in England, as soliloquies in tragedies, as Hamlet's gravediggers, as coupling the 

It 
name of St. Peter with that of a profligate, fiqid as Pope's making American Indians 

. /7 
possess dogs. 

Another typically neo-classical characteristic of bartons (that is to say, a 

characteristic usually regarded as being neo-classical) is his fondness for personifi¬ 

cations, and especially for trains of personifications, a characteristic whichwas 

evident in the eighteenth century neo-classical poets, and which was carried on in 

,a 
even such later "romantic" poets as Grayt "Short personifications have a great effect,' 

remarks our author; and he seldom fails to point out the excellence of any "prosopo¬ 

poeia," as he usually calls it. Of Pope's personifications in Windsor Forest (11. 419 

ff.) of Envy. Persecution. Faction. Rebellion, and the Furies. Warton declares, 

■z-f 
"Virgil has exhibited no images so lively and distinct;” again, personifications of 

Sleep 
Envy, Maxjüuutx, Sloth, and Melancholy are "beautiful and poetical;"^VBoileau has 

raised his subjects by mcny personifications," in his Lutrin, of Piety, Faith, Hope, 
n 

TJ 
Charity, Famine, Want, Sorrow, et$; in the House of Fame. "Melancholy is beautifully 

z-Y 
personified;" Pope's 

" 'Love. Hope, Joy, fair Pleasure's smiling train; 
Hate. Fear, and Grief, the family of Pain' " 

<iS 
are a "beautiful group of allegorical personages;" the personifacations of Age ano 

Want makeàx a line "Eminently beautifylj"and are a "fine prosopopoeia;" and so on. 

js dozen more instances of similar praise might be cited, but these should bo sufficient 

to show that, whether in conformity to the neo-classical taste, or vhether in conformit 



to his own theory that poetry should present an image, barton certainly had a weak¬ 

ness for personifications, and for groups, or trains, of them. 

There is, finally, another brand on barton's Essay which show him to be truly a 

man of the eighteenth century. He VSBB fond of "progress poems," and especially of 

those dealing with the progress of poesy. "The Romans," he says, "have left us 

scarcely any piece of poetry so striking and original, as the beginning and progress 

37 
of arts, at the end of the fifth book of Lucrtius." ànd more definitely, "Few 

disquisitions are more awmsing, or perhnps more instructive, than those which relate 

to the rise and gradual increase of literature in any kingdom: And imong the various 

species of literature, the origin and progress of poetry, however shallow reasoners 

may despise it, is a subject of no small utility." 

Such, then, are the traits in Warton most obvitusly neo-classical* Indeed, if, 

without regarding the other parts of the Essay, we should look ober the array of 

them, we should be tempted to say that barton himself was almost as thoroughly a 

member of the neo-classical school as were Addison end Pope. Yet it will be noted, 

I trust, that these characteristics I have just mentioned are, as a whole, concerned 

not with the deeper things of literature - not with its subjectmatter, its tone, its 

spirit, its aspirations, its inspiration, but are concerned merely with the external 

things - with the style, the technique, the medium of the poem. These latter things 

were the tangible heritances left by the Popian age; and being tangible, they would 

naturally be the last things discarded by the rising group of a newer order of poets. 

But, en the other hand, if the romantic movement had really benn a revolt, it seems 

to me that these tangible, easily defined characteristics of the older order would 

necesssarily have been the first things questioned, the first things brought to 

trial, by the rebels. Men maj have deep reasons for launching a revolution, but it 

is always some obvioud, some open, some undenitble abuse which they first attack. 

Surely, therefore, we should expect such romanticists as \arton - if it were true 



that they were revolutionists - to launch their criticisms egainst these open 

abuses of which I have been speaking. But on the contrary, barton supports them. 

It will be remembered, moreover, that the definitely rofaantic, or, at least, 

Gothic, tendencies in barton are not in absolute contrast with any explicitly outline 

principle of neo-classicism. Tferton’s romanticism (or Gothicism) represents not 

reaction, but progress. It is not destruction, but growth, he is adding to the neo¬ 

classical hotrd new treasures \hich are fast covering up the older ones; he is taking 

away nothing; and above all, he is careful not to cover the more brilliant gems, the 

more glistening me el of the ancient pile, barton, in his search for originality, for 

distinctly new valuables, brought in new gems and new metals, but it did not occur 

to him that the older, more shiny things which he and his age prized the most 

highly were, after all, but showy trinkets. As time went on, these trinkets slowly 

tarnished and lost their lustre. And as the world realized their faultiness, the 

world gradually and unostentatiously piled brighter treasures atop them, and quite 

hid them from view* There was no destruction, no casting of the false metals and gems 

away* And as for barton, busy with his new toys, he took it for granted that the 

old ones were good, raised no question about them, and troubled himself little on 

their account. 

If I have now made it clear that barton 6eems to me to be not an opponent, or 

at least, not a conscious opponent of the neo-classical theories, and that indeed, he 

was a supporter of the more definite of those theories, I think we may go onto an 

apppee investigation of barton’s appreciations of the more important neo-classical 

poets; but as was the case with Milton and the Earlier English Foets, I shall 

leave a discussion of Pope himself to a succeeding chapter, bith the help of what has 

been discovered so far in the present chapter, it ought to be no hard task to 

understand \arton's attitude toward those neo-classical poets; and on the other 

hand, if that attitude does conform to the generalization made above, we ought to 

fee safer in considering that generalization«valid. 



barton classes the period of the reign of King William and Queen Anne as one of 

the five great periods “in which the human mind has exerted itself in an extraordinai 

manner," and even says,"If I was to name a time when the a±ts and polite literature 

were at their height in this nation, I should mention the latter end of King William. 
jo 

and the reign of Queen Anne," Yet Warton fails to make it clear in the Sssay that he 

has any very positivaopinions, one v.ay or the other, concerning the writers of this 

period as a school, qr of their methods, works, and ideals regarded as a definite 

whole. We of to-day, of course, in discussing those poets, look upon them as a more 

or less sharply uefined group; their bad points are owing to the weaknesses of that 

group or school; and their good points are owing to individual genius asserting 

itself beyond the bounds of the system in which that genius moved, or to unusual 

attainments within those bounds themselves. But such was not the case with Warton; 

he praised the neo-classical period, but neither praised nor condemned the naa- 

classical school as ■ whole, nor did he regard the poets of that school in anj other 

way thai as individuals who owed both their bad-points and their good points to 

individual faults and individual merits, not to the weaknesses of some poetic strong¬ 

hold, And, as we might expect from knowing Ytarton's conservatism about expressing 

opinions of the French and Classic writers as unique individualities, his opinions 

about the individual neo-classicists are by no means remarkable. As a matter of fact, 

if one takes into account Fope's virulent animosity and barton's rather timid 

conservatism, and discounts for both, barton's opinions of various neo-classicists 

would be not a great deal different from the opinions of Pope himself. 

It might not be amiss briefly to mention here several of the minor versifiers of 

Pope's time, together with barton's comment on them. "The first complete andcorrect 

edition of the Dunciad," he says, "had for its hero Tibbald. a cold, plodding, and 

tasteless writer and critic,who, with great propriety, was chosen, on the death of 

Settle, .... to be the instrument of that gÀt work Thich was the subject of the 
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the poem." Yet barton,averse to violence, must defend "Tibbald" by pointing out that 

"this very dull and laborious man was the first publisher of Shakasnear. that hit 

upon the true and rational method of correcting and illustrating his author." In the 

case of Cibber, too, barton cannot agree v.ith Pope^xamai entirely, but must side with 

the later,Gothic critic balpole in asserting that "Cibber, with a great stock of 

33 
levity, vanity, and affectation, had sense, and wit, end humour." 

Yet on the other hand, barton beliebes that Fope's tribute to b’alsh "must b e 

attributed to friendship rather than to judgment," for "balsh was in general a 

flimsy and frigid writer." Gay too, though he "wrote with neatness and terseness," 
any 

wrote "cwrtainly without/elevation; frequently without any spirit." And "Phillips, 

certainly not a very animated or first rate writer, yet d&anxxsdk appears not t o 

i6 
deserve quite so much contempt"as Pope bestwed on him. 

There is little point, however, in going into further detail concerning barton 

and the minor neo-classical poets. It is enough to say that his opiniond had nothing 

noteworthy in them save their attempt to mollify Pope's extremes in condemnation 

and praise. 

Let us glance, therefore, at the Essayists opinions concerning the great 

father of the neo-classical age - at Dryden. Toward this poet, barton was exception 

ally reverential. Time after time he mentions Dryden, quotes him^presents him as a 

standard by which to measure others. TWarton sees that to Dryden Pope was indebted 

in more ways then one, but particularly for the harmony in Pope's work: "On the first 

sight of Dryden , he abandoned the rest, having now found an author whcs e cast 

was exactly congenial with his own. His works, therefore, he studied with equal 

pleasure and attention: he placed them Isefore his eyes as a model; of which more 

will be said in the course of these papers. He copied not only his harmonious 

versification, but the very turns of his. periods. It was hence he was enabled to 

37 
give to rhyme all the harmony of v.hich it is capable." Many more times in the 
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Essay is reference made to Pope's "great master, Dryden." Yet barton does not 

praise Dryden for the qualities for which Pope would have praised him: "The pro¬ 

logues of Dryden are satirical and faceious, this of POPE joddly enough, barton 

refers to the Prologue to Addison's Cato |is solemn and sublime, as tie subject 

required. Those of Dryden contained general topics of criticism and wit,and may 

3^ 
precede any play whatsoever." But, characteristically, Y/arton is averse to condemning 

Dryden's prologues completely, and remarks, "With respect to sprightly turns, and 

poignancy of with, the prologues of Dryden have not been equalled." Nor does barton 

believe that Dryden's translations of Horace are the equals of Pope's. Btit perhaps 

the most remarkable of barton's criticisms of Dryden is the assertion, "Dramatic 

poetry was certainly not his talent. His plays, very few passages excepted, ere 

insufferably unnatural. It is remarkable, that he did not scruple to confess,that 
#,o 

he could not relish the pathos and simplicity of Euripides." In other words, 

barton hints that if Dryden had known and appreciated better the Greek tragedian, 

Dryden would have been a better dramatist* 

With regard to this poet, barton makes the same sort of mistake as he m kes in 

the case ®f Pope, when our critic states that Pope's Epistle of Eloisa to Abelard 

and his Windsor Forest would be the poems by which Pope would be remembered. "It is 

to his Fables," barton says, "though wrote in his old age, that Dryden will owe 

#■{ 
his immortality'; But in accordance with his Gothic leanings, Y^arton invariably 

points out the most pathetic, gory, and terror-exciting passages of these Fables 

as being the most admirable portions. Quite like the other dritics, barton has the 

highest encomiums for Dryden's Alexander's Feast: "It must be owned that this Ode 

on the Power of Music, which is the most unrivalled of his compositions, . . . , 

places the British lyric poetry above that of any other nation." Speaking of this 

ode at another place, the critic says, "The variety and harmony of its numbers, and 

the beauty and force of its images, have conspired to place it at the head of 
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97 

modern lyric compositions.* 

Yet if larton has praise for the father of neo-claseicism, ve must give the 

Essayist credit for his good judgment in respect to the purest of the neo-classi- 

ff 
cists - Addison. His Campaign is referred to as "that gazette in rhyme. It 

contains *many well-wrought descriptions, and even pathetic strokes. * . * But 

surely the regular inarch which the poet has observed, from one town to another,a s 
y.S' 

if he hi d been a commissary of the army, cannot well be excused." As for Audison's 

Music Gde, "V/hat prosaic tameness and insipidity do we meet with" in it. One set of 

four lines"almost descends to burlesque." And "what follows is hardly rhyme, and 

surely not poetry." -"The tragedy of Cato itself is a glaring instance of the force 

of party; so sentitious and declamatory a drama would never have met with such 

rapid and amazing success, if every line and sentiment had not been particularly 

tortured, ana applied to recent events, endik the reigning disputes of the times." 

I have not had an opportunity to look into the matter of the political connections 

of some of Larton's patrons and superiors, though larton himself was a Tory; but 

I should certainly guess that, If barton could so heartily and extragagantly 
yg hand 

praise a Latin poem by kxx Dr. Lowth, the man from whose/advancement must come to 

Warton, a-nd if-ha could praise-tho lyric piocoo of Lord Lyttleton,ky whom advanoo- 

mnnt did rnm*i| if liicrtim nnrtil iln ilii ij I have not much doubt bht that when, so 

violently and,therefore, so much out of character, he abused Addison's classical 

Cato. barton had something else in mind besides literary excellece. That is a 
» 

surmise for which I have no proof. 

Yatton mentions as one of the most spirited pieces of Addison "his complaiment to 

Kneller, on the Picture of King George the First," in which poem Addison,"from Ahong 

the works of Phidias ..... selects such statues as exactly mark and characterize 

the last six British kings and queens.* The "Great Fan* of this poem is Charles II; 

"Old Saturn" is James II; "Mighty Mars” is Mlliam III; and so on. Considering 



Yïarton's verdict upon Cato. it is odd to find him saying of this particular appli¬ 

cation of things classical to recent events, "There is scarcely, I believe, any 

instance,where mythology has been applied with more delicacy tnd dexterity, and has 

been contrived to answer, in its application, so minutely, exactly, in so many cor- 

BO 
responding circumstances." 

One might go on to observe dozens of other instances in which barton has condemned 

Addison's poetry, but it is hardly necessary to go further. The following passage 

very well and rather sensibly sums up the critic's opinion of Addison: "Watever 

censures we have here too boldly, perhaps, ventured to deliver on the professed 

poetry of Addison, yet must we candidly own, that in various parts of his Frose 

Essays, are to be found many strokes of genuine and sublime poetry; many narks of 
& 

vigorous and exuberant imagination. Particularly, in the noble allegory of Pain 

and Pleasure, the Vision of Mirza, the story of Maraton and Yratilda, of Constantia 

and Theodosius, and the beautiful eastern tale of Abdullah and Balsora; aid many 

others: together with several strokes in the Essay on the Pleasures of Imagination. 

It has been the lot of many great names, not to have been able to express themselves 

with beauty and propriety in the fetters of verse, in their respective languages, 

who have yet manifested the force, fertility, and- creative power, of a most poetic 

genius in prose. ... After all, the chief and characteristical quality of Audison 

was his HUMOUR; for in humour no fcortal excelled him, except Moliere." Before we 

pass on to other matters, let me pause just long enough to call attention tothe fact 

that in the passage just quoted, barton, ever the Gothicist, puts the romantic, 

Gothic tales at the xxxy top of Addison's prose productions, and almost on a par 

with Sir Roger de Coverley. 

Fone of all these opinions is of any vital importance to our investigation, but 

before dropping the subject entirely, it will be well for us to look back a moment 

and try to see the meaning of what haB been discovered in this chapter. It hse—been 

was found that, though barton may have really been no exponent of the neo-classical 



theory of poetry, yet ha was, when it came to expressing opinions about definite 

authors and theories of the neo-classical age, no regolter ttom those théorisas and 

and no wholesale condamner of those authors. Indeed, if barton actually had any 

precise conception of the fact that there had existed, earlier in the eighteenth 

century, a well defined gxn* school of poets with well defined ideals and theories 

of art, he certainly does not make it clear that he possessed such a conception. 

Under such circumstances, harton voices opinions concerning individual writers 

about like the opinions of any of Uarton's contemporary critics. Yet in the neo- 

classicist whom he praises most (Dryden), it is that neo-classicist’s Gothicism, 

little as he had, which draws the greatest amount of praiBe. And in the EB o- classi¬ 

cist (Addison) whom barton abuses the most unstintingly, it is, again, that neo- 

classicist's Gothic works which receive special praise. In other cases, barton 

presented views which were the usual views of his time, and which were a good deal 

wight, and sometimes partly wrong. 

0 
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Langhorne observes, "It is, indeed, from impersonation, or, as it is commonly 

saiiadt termed, personification, that poetical description borrows its chief powers 

and graces." 

But these trains or groups of personifications were popular not alone in the 
writings 

poetry of the eighteenth century. The prose Kxxixxx are filled with them. To men¬ 

tion but a few instances, Addison (Tatler No. 161, 1710) has "Dream of the Region 

of Liberty" in which are about twenty personified abstractions. la Tatler Ho. 194 
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there are some two dozen more personified abstraction. In Spectator No. 35 Addison 
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Poets, when the Author represents any Passion, Appetite, Virtue, or Vice, under a 

visible Shape and makes it a Ferson or an Actor in his Poem." He then goes on to 

praise Spenser for his "tdmirable talent in Representations of this kind." He 

says, referring to these allegories (Spectator Ho. 183), that "Spencer’s Fairy 

Queen is one continued Series of them from the Beginning to the end of thatAdmirable 

■Work." And finally (Syec&tor No* 421), "Allegories, when well chosen, are like so 

many Tracks of Light in a discourse, that makes everything about them clear and 

beautiful." Dr. Johnson himself, in the Rambler for Hay 14, 1751, states that 

"allegory is perhaps one of the most pleasing vehicles of instruction." And Larton 

had metitated \ riting (1740) a poem "in which the subjects of Reason rebel," and in 

which, as he outlined it, there are no less than thirty-two named personifications o 

abstractions." 
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„ CHAI-TER X 

t 
V.ARTON AM) POPS 

!‘ 

If there is anything in the Essay which is evident it is that barton was positive 

that ^ope should not be ranked along with th truly sublime and pathetic , »ith the 

very greatest, English poets. To see just why barton held this opinion is interesting 

and is necessary for the completeness of this work, lue had SB well, then, try toix 

discover exactly what things barton praised in the poetry of Pope, and what things he 

condemned, and try in each case, to account for the Essayist's verdict. Perhaps the 

best way to proceed is to take up each of Pope's works in the order in which barton 

took them up, and to discuss barton's comments on the particular piece in question. 

Such a method will, of course, create a series of remarks as incoherent as are the 

Sections in the Essay itself; leter on, therefore, I shall attempt to organize in a 

more orderly manner, and to formulate brief generalizations from barton's eomments 

on particular pieces. 

To begin, barton, in Section I of the Essay, gives his opinions of Pope's Pastorals 

and of The Messiah, an Eclogue. The facts that "in the Pastorals. . . . there should 

l 
not be found a single rural image that is new;" that "propriety is certainly violated" 

<2— 
by the "mixture of British and Grecian ideas;" and that these Pastorals are but imita» 

3 
tions of Theocritus, Virgil, and Spenser - such facts are enough to make barton, 

the stickler for originality, declare that "upon the ^hole, the prinicpal merit of 

f 
the PASTGRALS of Pope, consist in their correct and musical versification. Itis 

obvious, in this connection, that barton was, after all, in spite of what he may have 

QS 

sid later on, no very strong proponent, in practice, of the doctrine that a mai must 

write with his eye on the object, that any poetry of nature (as we of to-day understar 

the term) is valueless unless it be realistic, accurate, truthful - for, serenely 

disregard£nt"Of the fact that Pope had never st foot outside of England, barton lament 

the failure of the poet to write American Eclogues, In these, barton says, Pop could 



have introduced the most poetical imagery, and by them he would have been rescued 

from the accusation of "having written Eclogues without invention,* V/e are baginning 

to fear that TSarton, though professedly a lover of propriety and truth,was not such 

a steadfast lover as to let propriety and truth stand in the way of his attaining 

his greater love Originality. 

As for the Messiah. "POPE has. ... successfully versified the exalted prophecy 

<> 
of Isaiah." The religious subject of the poem would, it*elf, rescue it from any very 

harsh criticism on the part 6f barton. But still, barton continues in the same frame 

of mind which made him s4y of parts of the Pastorals that Pope "coldly and unpoeticalli 

7 
. . . . . copied" from Theocritus,and which made him call Pope to task for introducing 

8 
in the first Pastoral a riddle which "savours of pun, and puerile conceit.” In the 

Messiah, "perhaps the dignity, the energy, and the simplisity, of the original are 

in a few passages weakened and diminished by florid epithets, end useless circomibi 

% 
cutions.” Finally, Pope is berated for his failure to introduce particular images into 

to 
the Eclogue, 

Some of the things which barton did not say about this pieceare as important as 

some of the things which he did say. For instance, why iras not V.arton's delicate 

sense of propriety offended by the wholesale admixture, in this poem, of classic 

invocations to "nymphs of bolyma," references to "Isaiah's hallowSd lips," and 

mention of Lebanon and Findus, Aona and Carmel, Cphir and Cynthia? Abot!^ the only way 

we could answer the question would be to say that barton wr s so enthusiastically 

religious, or even yet so largely neo-classical that the improprieties mentioned 

did not jar on his nerves. In vonsideration of the latter reason, it is interesting to 

note that Warton felt no uneasine.s at the personifications of "returning Justice” 

and "white-rob’d Innocence," at such characteristically neo-classict1 phrases as 

"breathing spring," "the vocal hills," "the thinking wilds," etc., and finally, at 

the following awe inspiring circumlocution: 



" *He from thicfc films shall purge the visual ray, 

And on the sightless eyeball pour the day; 

*Tis he th' obstructed paths of sound shall clear, 

And bid new music charm th' unfolding ear.’ " 

Of course such a lover of descriptive poetry as barton would find high pleasure in 

Pope's bindsor Forest. Indeed, barton goes so far as to assert that "the reputation of 

POPE as a Poet, among posterity, \.ill be principally o\ ing to his bindsor-Forest. 

»i 

his Rape of the Lock, and his Sloisa to fbelard.” But, in spite of such an assertion, 

it woulanot be conformable with Vtrton's expressed opinion that Pope's genius was 

predominantly satiric and moral for barton to give the poet unrestrained commendation 

in the case of this particular poem. Falling back on his old theory, therefore, Varton 

declares that as "descriptive poetry wc s by no means the shining talent of POPE. ... 

rural beauty in general and not the peculiar beauties of the Forest of bindsor a re 

in¬ 
here described." 

Most of the passages, in this piece, which barton praises are such passages as one 

would almost certainly expect such a man as we know barton to be to approve. Being 

somewhat of a Gothicist, he would naturally quote the following lines as being "well 

imagined:" 

" 'Round broken columns clasping ivy twin'd; 

O'er heaps of ruins stalk'd the stately hind; 

The fox obscene to gaping tombs retires, 

And savage howlings fill the sacred quires.' " 

As I hav had occasion to remark on most of the lines whic barton quotes from the 

bindsor gorest. together with his comment on them, I shall not discuss them further 

here than merely to mention them, putting in italics the phrases which seem wcrth 

noticing particularly. He laments the fact that Pope did not describe the "veneable 

13   ^ 
ancient bindsor castle;" he likes the Sicture of Keptune with "His sea-green muitle 

waving in the wind;" he approves of the mention of such exotic personages as "feather'd 

rS' 
peoplej” "naked youths," "painted chiefs," etc.; and he is pleased with the introduc- 



ib i7 
tion of moral end pathetic reflections. 

Yet barton does not mind saying, in comparing Pope to Milton, that the "juvenile 

descriptive poems of Milton, a* well as his Latin Elegies, are of a strain far more 

IS 
exalted than any the former author can boast." - "Any" whetï If ftarton means "any 

of Pope's iuvonile descriptive pieces," the statement is not particularly significant . 

But if he means "any of Fope's descriptive pieces," he obviously held Milton to be 

almost inconceivably greater than Pope. Yet as Barton did not hesitate to designate a 

long passtge by Milton as inferior to a similar passtge by Fope, and as hartoncon¬ 

cludes the Essay by ranking Pope next below Milton in order of greatness, it is probable 

that this surprising statement is to be looked Uj on as not much more than a meio addi¬ 

tional attempt to justify the i remise that Fope's talent was not descriptive. 

Perhaps we ccnnot expect V/arton to protest constantly at the impropriety of Fope's 

introducing scenes from classical mythology in his English descriptive poems, End 

therefore, we may pardon Barton's passing over, in discussing the Bindsor Foresti. 

the glorious jumble of *Granwille's verse, Jove's mortal passion, Scipio's and Trum¬ 

bull's retirement, the Rennet's eels, Leptune's sea-green mantle, Cynthia, i^ueen Anne, 

Phoebus, and pheasant-shooting. But surely we can never call Barton a thorough-going 

romanticist so long as, his ink-well full, and the Essay hardly begum^, he let such 

absurdities as the f ollowing go by uncondenu.ed: 

"bee Fan with flocks, with fruits Pomona crown'd; 

Here blushing Flora paints th' cnumell'd ground, 

Here Cej.es' gifts in waving prospect stand, 

i.And nodding tempt the joyful reaper's hand; 
Rich Industry sits smiling on the plains, 

And peace and plenty tell,a dttiart reigns." 

And surely we cannot epprove of Lis test, in colling the following line "incomparably 

0-0 
good:" 

"Th' impatient courser punts in ev Ty vein." 



Next, let us, \ith barton, consider lope's ijric pieces, the first of which is 

the Cue for I!usic on 5t. Cecilia's Day. As in tho case of the 1 indsor Forest, barton's 

guiding principle that "the writer whose grand churacteristical talent is satiric 

or moral poetry, will nev r succeed with equal m^rit, in the higher branches of his art, 

this principle influences the critic to say of Tope, "He used to declare tlat if 

Dryden had finished a translation of the Iliad, he would not hive attempted i>ne after 

so gr.^t a master: he might have said with equal proprietj, I will not write a music- 

3.2- 

ode after Alexander's Feast." But nevertheless, barton feels thot he must mitigate 

the harshness of this judgment by adding to the above statement, "This 

L®, POPE, is, however, the second in rank of the kind.* 
2-3 

QdJ of 

Characteristically enough, barton declares that the didacticism of the Cds 's second 

stanza "is a little flat®, end by no means equal to the conclusion of that stanza." 

Yet this conclusion contains nothing but, to use barton's own language, "beautiful end 

poetical personifications," such as Melancholy, Sloth, and "listSning Envy." Cf course, 

too, the sentimental mention of 

"heroes* armed shades 

Glittering through the gloomy glades," 

and of 

"youths that dy'd for love, 

Wandering in the myrtle grove" 

is "pathetic and poetical." 

In discussing the sixth stanza, barton regrets that Pope, in imitating Virgil, k 

has left out some of the most "lively and pathetic," the most striking incidents of 

the story;" that’ the places Pope describes "are not so wild, so savage, and dismal, 

-z_r’ 

as these mentioned by Virgil", and "convey not such an image of desolation and despair." 

The last stanza, too, is fault) in that it repeats an idea already introduced 

é 

in the second stanza, and that both "this Ode of ICFE, i_nd the Alexander's Feast of 

Dryden, conclude with an epigrtm of four lines; a species of wit as flagrantly un¬ 

suitable to the dignity, and as foreign to the nature,of the lyric, as it i of the 



T-S 
epic muse." 

To Buriinarize barton's criticism, the fi.st stanza is good simply because it in¬ 

geniously ei scribes and illustrates every different instrument of muBic. The second 

stanza, savoring of the didactic, does not begin v/ell; but the personifications at 

the end of the stanza, personifications as characteristically neo-classical as is 

didacticism, are very good* The third stanza comes in for moderate praise, for it 

was"copied from Valerius Flaccus," one of the ancients. Cf a matter of fact, barton 

takes the trouble to remark in behalf of his Jreciins, Pope "might have enriched his 

piece by copying the fourth Pythian ode of Pindar." The subject of the fourth stanza 

"is gracefully introduced," and as that subject is the description of 

"Dreadful gleams, 
Dismal screams, 
Fires that glow, 
Shrieks of woe, 
Sullen moans, 
Hollow groans, 

And cries of tortfcr'd ghosts," 

the Gothick nature of Tarton can well approve of the first part of the stanza. The 

latter part also may well be praised, fo, it is "elegantly translated from the fourth 

30 
Géorgie of Virgil." 

The fifth stanza, as has been seen, was pathetic, and therefore, good - although 

baryon does disapprove of the meter towards the end of the stanza. 

The sixth stanza is so "flat and turgid" an imitation of Virgil that it is, on the 

whole,condemned, as is the last s anza for its epigrammatic witticism. 

All these opinions serve but to illustrate the fact that barton disapproved of the 

didacticism of the neo-classicists, bbt that he could go but lit Lie further in that 

disapproval. He could, however, support the pothetic, the sublime (or Gothic), and 

the imitation of the aneijnts* Thus agi in v.e see \ arton not as a révolter against he 

neo-classicists, but merely as a critic who measured those individual neo-classicists 

by ne’ standards which barton did not realize were new. 



The two Choruses to Bucking^m's tragedy of Brutus come next under conside rationi, 

Viarton r alizés that they are but "reflections of FOIE on the baneful influences of 

31 
war, on the arts and learning, and on the universal power of love." But oddly enough, 

our critic does not call the poet to task for such manifest didacticism. Indeed, he 

says th't "these choruses are extremely elegant and harmoniuos," but proceeds to 

find fault with them, not for any of their intrinsic fsu_ts, but for the fact that 

they fail to conform to Aristotle’s dictum that the choruses of a tragedy stould not 

be"foreign and adventitious to the subject, and contribute nothing towards "the edvanci 

32- 
ment of the main action," 

Once again, barton i6 measuring Fope by standards, whether new or old, which barton 

in his romantic reverence for all things Grecian, deemed just. 

Concerning Pope’s Ode on Solitude, "written when the author was about twelve years 

old," Tfarton makes no particularly significant statements. He quotes Quintilian as 

saying, "Nothing quite correct and faultless id to be expected in very early years 

from a truly elevated genius; that a generous extragagance and exuberance are its 

proper marks; and that a premature exactness is a certain evidence of future flat- 

33 
ness and sterility," "Whether,” however, "these early productions of Pope wculd not 

have appeared to Quintilian to be rather too finished, correct, and pure, and whet 

he would have inferred concerning them, is too delicate a subject" for bartai to en¬ 

large upon. 

But be that as it may, barton certainly does not intimate that this Ode peas esses 

any "generous extragagance and exuberance" when he states that it is "a strong 

instance of that contemplative and moral turn which was the distinguishing diaracter- 

3? 
istic of our poet’s mind," Ivor is it any favorable verdict (if we consider barton’s 

dislike for Cowley's verse) when the Essayist declares, "An ode of Cowley, wfc ich he 

produced at the age of thirteen years, is ... , perhaps not in the least 5a ferior 

26 
to this of Pope.” 



The ode called The Dying Christian to his Soul is the next and last of Pqpe's 

lyric pieces on which barton makes any comment. ARd here again, the critic says 

little of any ifcportance. He points out the fact that Pope borrowed onea of the three 

stanzas in the poem from the "dunghill* of Thomas Flatman, end that Fope also Judicious 

l}y collected gold from the dregs of Crashaw, of Herbert, and others,{for it is 

well known that he was a great re.- der of all these poets}". 

Y/arton, from this point, prueeeds to point out eifeht or ten additional instances in 

which Pope has obviously borrowed from Crashaw, Ovid, Boileau, and others. But as a 

compensation to Pope's reputation, barton reiterates the xxxx fact that of ths ever¬ 

lasting indebtedness of English poesy and of the English language to Pope, and de¬ 

clares that "he never works on th. same subject with another, without heighten ing the 

yf 
piece with more mtsterly strokes, and a mère artful pencil." This last opinion is 

particularly noteworthy in view of what barton says later on about Pope's being a 

great Improver, not a great Inventor. 

"Yie are now a rived of a poem of what species, for which our authors genii s was 

particularly turned, the DIDfCTIC and the K0RAL; it is, therefore, as mighx ta expected 
ifO 

a masterpiece of its kind." Viith such words does barton begin his Section un the 

Essay on Criticism. He then proceeds to voice a protest against some of Addisofa's 

rather hostile opinions concerning the poet; he points out that this Essay on Criticism 

"abounds in many new remarks and original rules, as well as in many happy and 

beautiful illustrations, and applications of the old ones;" and he is "amazed to find 

such a knowledge of the world, such maturity of judgment, and such a penetration into 

human nature, as are here displayed, in so very young a writer as was POPE when he 

produced this ESS..Y." "But," barton goes on, by way of accounting for Pope's pre¬ 

cocity, "a clear head, and strong sense, were the charecteristical qualities of our 

author; and every man soonest displays his radical excellencies." T&hat barton »xt says 

is, though he speaks in general terms, so good a summary of the Essayist's whol atti- 



tude toward Fops, as contrasted to his attitude toward poets with more imagination 

than Pope, that I shall venture to insert it at length: "If his a poet's predomi¬ 

nant talent be warmth and vigor of imagination, it will break out in fancifiil and 

luxuriant descriptions, the colouring of which will, perhaps,bp too rich ard. glowing. 

If his chief force lies in the understanding rather than in the imagination, it will 

soon appear by solid and manly observiti ns on life or learning, expressed in a more 

chaste and subdued style. The former will frequently be hurried into obscurity or 

turgidijsy, and a false grandeur of diction; the latter \ ill seldom hazard a figure, 

whose usage is not ilready established, or an image beyond common life; will always 

be perspicuous, if not elevated; will nevur disgust, if not transport, his readers; 

will avoid the grosser faults, if not arrive at the greater beauties of compodition. 

The ’eloquentiee genus,' for which he will be distinguished, will not be the 'plenum 

et eredtum, et audax, at praecelsum,' but the 'pressum, et mite, et limatum.' " 

When Warton comes to remarking on particular passages of the Essay on Criticism, it 

it is noticeable that he never complains of the dearth of imagination, sublimity, s± 

or pathos in the poem, but merely makes observations on such passages as, "on account 

of their utility, novelty, or elegance, deserve particular attention, ... in this 

V-3 
SENSIBLE performance," 

A few pages further on, barton becofaes more specific in designating what he believer 

to be the chief of the didactic talents of Pope, "These lines ^33-38^ , . , , are 

excellently satirical; and were, I think, the first we find in his works, that give an 

indication of that species of poetry, to which his talent was most powerfully bent, 

¥4 
and in which, though not as we shall sue in others, he excelled all mankind." 

It is hardly worth our trouble, however, to go into a minute investigation of most 

of these assertions of barton; for, in most cases, simply calling attention to certain 

ones of them'will serve our purpose of discovering what barton's opinions were, of 

understanding them, and of knowing why he held them* Some of these observations made 

by our critic are essentially as follows; Pope has a passage in which the images 



"appear too general and indistinct;" "he could have excelled in telling a story of 
U 

humour;" he "has fallen into an unpleasing and tiresome monotony in his Iliad" by not 

4? 
imitating Dryden in the more frequent use of the Alexandrine measure; he has failed 

in the famous passage beginning, "Soft is the strain when Zephyr gently blows," in 

"adapting the sound to the sense, he is favored agains Addison in the Fope-Addison 

dispute; his "charatter of Atticus. . * • . is perhaps one of the finest pieces of 

6° 
satire extant;" he "has borrowed many observations" from Boileau's Art cf Poetry, kix 

but his verses "containing the character of a TRUE CRITIC are superior to anything 

in the Frenchman's work, even though "Boileau's is the best Art of Foetry extant." 

So far, we have found in Norton's opinions of the Essay on Criticism nothing which 

we would not have expected him to say. Ike have seen how Yartoh, confident in his 

fundamental belief that the Sublime and Pathetic ia the most excellent tj,pe of poetry, 

was able to set F ope outside the assemblage of the very greatest poets, and rank him 

as nothing more than the best of the second highest class of writers* Yet even if we 

should call this demotion (if it actually was a demotion) Of Pope a romantic step on 

the part of t.arton, even if ve should call it revolt, how slight was barton's rebe 

lion against the neo-classical tradition we may perceive by the calmness with which 

barton accepts Pope's Essay as a whole, and the lack of interest which he shows in 

some of the Essay's most typically neo-classic) 1 passages. 

At best, the Essay oA Criticism does little more than outline the rules under», hich 
to 

a poet should work and a critic judge; yet/Wrton this effort to reduce art to a set 

of rules, this code of laws as narrowly neo-classical at bottom as Boileau's own Art 

of Poetry, to Larton the entire purpose, trend, and spirit of the Essay on Criticism 

are not distasteful* It seems never to occur to him that possibly poetry may may be ab 

all rules, end certainly he finds no fault with Pope for trying to reduce the poetic 

art to a simple matter of technique. 

Like Fope, he is willing to follow "Those rules off old, discover'd, not devis'd," 

and to "Hear hou learn'd Greece her useful ruleB endites»" Heartily agreeing that 



that it is necessary to "Know well each Ancient's proper character,” Y/arton, in con¬ 

formity with his known admiration of Homer, yet certainly without any manifestation of 

what we should call a romantic spirit, is thoroughly convinced that from Homer's verse 

all judgments should be formed, and all maxims be brought; nor does barton question 

Pope's assertion thàt, since Nature and Homer are the same, to copy nature is to 

copy Homer. 

One could believe that all this dependence on the fibcssks ancients might be accounted 

shall se 

for by the fact of barton's reverence for the Greeks, a reverence which, as we kacxxxxaa 

is probably"romantic", one could believe this if it were not true that that there 

is too much additional evidence which would go to show that Yarton \ as not fundamentall 

hostile to the neo-classical formulae. If he does not object to Pope's exclamation 

against those who violate the rules of the ancient Greeks: 

"Moderns beware! or if you must,offend 

Against the precept, ne'er transgress the end" - 

no more does Warton protest against Pope's remark, 

"The winged courser, like a generous horse, 

Shows most true mettle when you check his course." 

If by his silence he, with Pope, condemns those who 

"to conceit alone their taste confine, 

Pleas'd with a work where nothing's just or fit, 

One glaring chaos and wild heap of wit," 

so does he agree that 

"True wit is nature to advantage dress'd, 

Vi^at oft was thought, but ne’er so well express'd." 

If Warton believes that a critic should 

"Most by numbers judge a poet's song, 

And smooth or rough with them is right or wrong," 

he at the same time believes that there can be no smoothness where "Ten low words oft 

creep in one dull line." And finally,if Warton does not object to the conventional 

praise of "Denham's strength and Waller's sweetness," no more does he object to Pope's 



slighting reference to Chaucer, 

"Our sons their fathers' failing language see, 

And such as Chaucer is, shall Dryden be." 

I have mentioned all these instances merely to throw additional light on the main 

point I have been stressing thorughout this work; namely, that although barton did 

judge Pope by the century's new standards of Sublimity and Pathos, yet barton him¬ 

self, the century's most severe critic o4 Pope, found few things in the little neo- 

elassicist'8 rules, precepts, maxims, and advice Mhich should be condemned. To barton, 

Pope's poetry was itself bad, merely because it showed Pope's poverty of Imagination 

and Invention; yet, for the very reason thit Pope excelled only in the moral and 

didactic art, Pope's counsel regarding poetry was worth heeding. In other words, 

Warton did not perceive, as we of today perceive, that Pope was following a blind 

lead,that he was on the wrong trail, that he had entered into and deeply penetrated 

an artistic cul-de-sac, barton was convinced that Pope was not great; yet to him, this 

lack of greatnes s was due sot to Pope's having mistaken the direction of art, but to 

Pope's having failed to proceed far enough slug in what barton considered, after all, 

the right direction. 

As has been noted, barton i.olds that* satire is "that species of poetry to which 

S3 
his Pope's talent v.as most powerfully bent." In the first paragr1 ph of the Êëction 

on The Rape of the Lock . barton states further that "i*n heroi-comic poem may* * * be 

justly esteemed tho most excellent kind of satire/"^ Later on, he asserts that "The 

Rape of the Lock. no\ before us, is the fourth,aid most excellent of the heroi-comic 

SS' 
poems.” Obvio sly, $he conclusion is that Fope was the best of the satirists. Yet 

barton really mek s li^t-'e cf the s tirici 1 element in the poem* It is true that he 

says, "Upon the hole, I hope it will i ot he thought anx exaggerated panegyric to 

say, that TIE RAFE CE THE LICK is tie IEUT Ü/.TIKE extant; tin t it contiins the 

truest end liveli st picture of modern life; and that the subj.ct is of a more ele¬ 

gant nature, as well as morè artfullj conducted, that that of c.ny other heroi-comic 
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poem." 

But nevertheless, the greater part of \erton's comment is devoted to the 

machinery of the poem; thi t is, to Belinda's guardian sylphs. Any modern critic 

would, of course, give high cormeiirtution to this machinery, but still le \ ould 

regard it as valuable singly for the ultinute purpose of the poem - that is to say, 

for the purpose of delicate, good-humored satire. Few would look upon the sylphs as 

intrireically poetic, imaginative, worth v.hile; and sur.'ly no uodern critic would 

think of asserting, concerning the fairies of The i..idsuiu.er Fight's Dream. "Shakes¬ 

peare has the merit of being the first *bo assigned proper employments to imaginary 

persons, yet it must be granted, that Pope. , . . has excelled 

f? 
anything in Shakespeare." 

But to barton, judging the merit of every joem by the imagination displayed in it, 

the satire of The P.ar.e of the Lock is, as far as poetry is concerned, of an im¬ 

portance decidedly second-ry to the imagination which epicts the sylphs; and it 

its 
is this glowing imagination - not the delicacy and lightness of/satire - which 

makes the_poem seem to barton Pope's b.eet work. "It is in this composition POPE 

principally appears as a Poet, in which he has displayed more imagiiiBtion than in 

88 
all his other works taken together." 

Here again we see barton looking upon Fope nat as a member of e distinct branch 

of poets, but merely as a poet uho succeeded only occasionally in attaining the 

highest regions of his art. As a matter of fact, in consistency with his premise that 

Pope was not essentially an imaginative or rx&xtx inventive poet, barton is careful 

to conclude his remarks on The Rape of the Lock by saying, "It should be remembered 

that hh wts not the FIRST former end creator of hose beautiful machines, the sylphs, 

$4 
on \.liich his claim to imagination is chiefly founded.w 

All this infornation can butus in our belief that barton had no definite 

conception that Augustan poetry formed a distinct genre directly oppoBeu in spirit 

and practice to his own theories of poetry; and all of it can but make us believe 



mors firmly that barton regarded the deficiencies of Pope as due not to thelimita- 

tions of Pope's school, but purely to the individual limitations in imagination 

and invention of Pope himself. 

be saw with viiut studious care - amounting almost to maliciousness - barton 

closed his Section on The Rare of the Lock by i arning tae reader against believing 

F ope to be an actual inventor of images. In the next Section he gives a similar 

warning. The niertv to the hemorv of an Unfortunate Lady is, being pathetic, excel¬ 

lent. But,cautions barton, * If this Elegy be so excellent, it may be ascriad to 

this cause, that the occasion of it was real; for it is certainly en indisputable 

maxim, 'That nature is more powerful thai fancy; that we can always feel more 

iO 
than we can imtmine" (italics mine). 

Being ever a defender of the sublime, barton declares that, though "with 

respect to sprightly turns,and poignancy of wit, the prologues of Dryden have not 

b( 
been equalled," yet nevertheless, "the PROLOGUE of Audison's Traaedv of Cato, is 

£2- 
superior to any prologue of Dryden," as being more "solemn and sublime, as the 

subject required." 

But even here barton cannot consent to make out a case either for Pope's 

sublimity or for his invention!; for the critic tales care to state, "The isagxs 

most striking images and allusions it contains, are taken. ... from some pas- 

45 
sages in the life of Cato himself." 

"To recomment cuckoldom, and palliate adultery," barton says, "is the usual 

intent of epilogues." Consequently, about the best our divine ctn do for Pope's 

Erilofrue to Jane Shore is to wonder that "Mrs. Oldfield was not suffered to 



speak it; for it is superior to that which was used on the occasion » 

ïl/arton has an unusually difficult time (even for him) in sticking to the subjed 

when he begins to write of Fope'B Epistle of Sappho to Fhaon. and in about a 

dozen pages succeeds only in saying that Pope, in translating this, has much 

éS' 
excelled any of the epistles vhich Dryden translated; that Pope also excelled, 

u 
in this piece, a translation of the same Epistle by Fenton; and that Hthe versifi¬ 

cation of this translation of Pope is, in point of melody, next to that of his ' 

Pastorals," It is, hov^ever, rather unkind of barton so frequently to call attanti< 

to the fact thet Pope is but translating Ovid, Yet to attribute too much to Pope'! 

own originality in this "truly pathetic poem" would be for barton ±« a rescind¬ 

ment of the main point of his Eseav: namely, th t Pope was not a truly sublime anc 

pathetic poet. 

Concerning the Epistle of Eloisa to Abelard, there is little need to say much; 

for since, according to barton, "this Epistle is, on the whole, one of the most 

highly finished, and certtily one of the most interesting of our author; and 

together with the ELEGY to the Eemory of an Unfortunate Lady, isthe only instance 

i>8 
of the pathetic POPE has given us," since barton has this opinion of the Epistle, 

more minute investigation of what he says concerning the poem would but reveal 

a monotonous series of commendatory axamjiiiax remtrks in perfect conformity with 

what we know to be barton's more general theories concerning the Imaginttio#, 

and the Sublime or Fathetic, Cf course, the following romtntic objects r.ceive 

particular praise: "deep solitudes and awful c„lls;" "relentless walls;" "rugged 

rocks;" "grots and caverns shagg'd with horrid thorn;" and 

. . ."these lone walls, (their days eternal bound) 
These moss-^rown domes. \ ith sv_r.v turiets crown'd, 
bhere aviui arches make the noon-day night, 

And the dim windows shed a solemn light." - 



of which lust passage i.arton declares, "1 o part cf this poem, or indeed of auj of 

6? PCrE'S p oductions, is so truly poetical, and contains such strong ^tinting." 

And of course, too, as regards things pithutic, the stor^ of the bloody mutila¬ 

tion of Abelard is quoted as bain0 particularly good, as are the man} lines painting 

the fruitless passion of the two lovers,j&nd the prospect of death's separating them 

Eut it would hardly be consistent for barton to point out such excellent examples 

sublimity and pathos in Fope, and yet hold that the letter's genius was certainly 

neither of the sublime nor of the jethetic kind. The critic, therefore, is careful 

to state, at the very beginning of his discussion of the present poem, "POPE was a 

most excellent IMFRCVER, if no great original IKVENTOR; for. ... we shall per¬ 

ceive, in the sequel of this Section, how finely he has worked up the hints of dis¬ 

tress that are scattered up and down in Abelard's and Eloisa's Letters; and in a 

little French history of their lives and misfortunes." And indeed, barton carries ou 

his promise, for throughout the discussion he is constantly pointing out the luck 

of invention in Pope by attempting, characteristically enough, to show that the 

present Epistle, like the Elegy to the ilemory of un Unfortunate Lady,wasx occasioned 
in Pope's life, 

by a real incident/ and that it borrows largely from original manuscripts. "I am 

well informed," says V/arton, "that what determined him in the choice of the subject 

of this epistle, was the retreat of th t lady into a nunnery, whose death he had 

mw 
lately so pathetically lamented in a foregoing Elegy." 

In Fope's Terni:le of Fame. modeled after Chaucer's Hous of Fame. Lawton has most 

praise for "the figure of Feme enlarged Lnd growing every minute," which "is 
y-7~ 

imagined with strength end sublimity of fancy." But, to Diodeste this praise, 

Uarton must add that the figure sixEiusn "iacopied from Virgil." 

But what a modern reader viould find strangest in Uarton's criticism would be 

the fact that it seems never even to occur to the Essayist to question the desirabil 



of imitating and attempting to improve on the work of a former artist. be of to-day 

would probably tend to look upon Pope's imitation of Chaucer as aacreligious - 

but not so barton. To him it is a feat so much the usual thing as to be taken for 

granted and passed over without comment. 

Not only does barton fail to censure the very principle of such imitations, but 

also barton, keeping to his premise that Pope's genius lay in Improving, does not 

hesitate to mention instances in which Pope’s work shows itself superior to that of 

the old master. "POPE has. . . .the merit of compressing a great number of Chaucei 

73 
lines into small compass." The "conclusion is not copied from Chaucer, and is ju- 

7$*- 
dicious. Chaucer finished his story inartificially," "Y/e maj observe tint POPE'S 

alterations of Chaucer are introduced with judgment and art; that these alterations 

are more in number, and more important in conduct, th*n any Dryden has made of the 

l5' 
same author. And finally, barton makes the statement not inconsistent with his 

previous observation that Pope was a great Improver if no very great Inventor, that 

the whole "’design of this poem is, in truth, improved and heightened by the 

masterly hand of FOgE." 

By the time barton arrives at the second volume of his Essay, he* seems already 

to have expended most of his powers for genuine criticism, and now to be letting 

himself wander through whatever subjects he happens to fell upon. The first section 

of that second volume clearly manifests thct tendency. It is, professedly, "Of 

January and Lay, the Y*ife of Bath, and Translations of Statins and Ovid, and the 

Imitations of some English poets." But the actuol treatment of these pieces themselii 

would occupy hot more than two pages of the tfILfty-two in the Section. And in these 

two pages, barton says nothing unusual, nothing remarkable, nothing of any great 

value to our investigation. 

He does state - certainly not in a fr- me of mind pertTrebellious against the 

characteristic form of neo-classical verse - that the "stateliness of our heroic 
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measure" is not adapted to the "ludicrous narrative" of January and Lav; he, 

seemingly, could excuse the risqueness of the subject by dismissing it aski 

7$ 
"ludicrous;" he does commend Pope for omittimg the grosser passages of the 

7f 
Eife of Bath's Prologue, and censures him for his indecent Imitation of Chaucer: 

he thinks nothing of Pope's attempting to improve in Chaucer in the first two pieces 

80 
mentioned; he resents Pope's burlusquang of Hpenser; he remarks on some of Pope's 

personafaerations which do not possess :ny"distinct attributes," and are not "minutely 

ft 
drawn with* . . « clearness and truth;" he points out an impropriety or so; he notice 

that"POFE in this imitation 

r2- 
sense;" and that is all* 

has discovered a fund of solid 

As is true in the case of so many other oriticisms of barton's, his évaluât ion of 

Pope's Essay on Han is not do important for what it says as for v.hat it doesndt 

say. Jor the remarks on the poem in this particular section confine themselves mostly 

to pointing out the usual improprieties, discovering sources, agreeing with bits of 

Pope's moralizing, and so on. But there is, in barton's remarks, uoevidence of 

dissatisf.*-ction, of unrest, of impatience regarding the underlying spirit of the 

Essay on Lan. It is true that barton does question the theology of the poem - 

what he regarded as its fatalism, its disagreement with the doctrines if revelation, 

its arguments for the innate goedness of man. Yet, after all, "granting its 

principles," barton sees in the spirit of the Essay nothing which runs counter t o 

his own nature, to whatever romanxic sentiments he may have possessed. To demonstrate 

this imperturbability of barton in the very face of Âugustan philosophy, it is 

only nocessarj to compare the criticism of a modern romanticist with barton's 

criticism of Pope's Essay. 

Sir Leslie Stephen says, in his History of British Thought in the Eighteenth 

Century^ »The Essay on Kan* is Pope's most ambitious, though not his most successful 



work. One great and indeed insuperable, difficulty which made it unsatisftctory 

from the first, shows'the radical unfitness of the philosophy of the time for 

poetical. * . • purposes* ... It remained of necessity what it was at first - 

a mere bare skeleton of logic, never clothed upon by imaginative flesh and blood, 

• * . . a system of axioms, deductions, and corollaries instead of a rich mythology; 

a barren meto-physico- mathematical theory of the universe, which might satisfy 

the intellect, but remained hopelessly frigid for the emotional nature." 

So far, Warton, in his theory fif the hecessity for imagination in poetry, would 

agree with Stephen. But note what the later writer goes on to say, "Only one 

practical conclusion emerges in the doctrine to which the essay finally leads us, 

'that whatever is, is right.* Nothing is less poetical than optimism, for the 

essence of the poet's function is to harmonise the universe. Pope, it must be added, 

might have been more successful even under these sonditions if he. had been more con¬ 

sistent. Unfortunately, his logic is spoilt by his timidity or his real absence of 

speculative power* ... The 'Essay on Man* remains radically unsatisfactory con¬ 

sidered as a whole, though there are many brief passsQges marked by Pope's special 

felicity of touch; many in which the moral sentiment is true and tender." 

Compare this arraignment of the whole temper and motivating principle of the poem, 

and of the man who wrote it with the following appreciation of barton's: "THE EbSAY 

ON MAN is as close a piece of argument, admitting its principles, as, perhaps, 

can be found in verse. POPE informs us, in his FIRST preface, 'that he chose this 

epistolary way of writing, notwithstanding his subject was high, and of dignity, 

notwithstanding hib subject was high and of dignity, because of iits being mixea with 

argument which of its nature approacheth to prose." He has not wandered into any 

useless digressions, has employed no fiction, no tale or story; and has relied 

chiefly on the poetry of his style for the purpose of interesting his readers. His 

style is coneise and figurative, forcible and elegmt. He has many metaphors and image 

artfully interspersed in the driest passages, which stood most in need of such 
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ornaments; nevertheless, there are too many lines, in ti is performance, plain and 

prosaic, , . * If any beauty in this Essay be uncommonly transcendent and peculiar, 

it is, BREVITY OF DICTION; which, in a few instances, and those pardonable, has 

occasioned obscurity. It is hard to be imagined, how much sense, how much thinking, 

how much observation on human life, is condensed together in a small compass." 

There is here no visible uneasiness, no romantic rebellion agains the empty opti¬ 

mism of Pope, no expression of impatience v.ith the coldly human and egotistically 

self-sufficient spirit of the poem, no feeling that the Essay is futile, incon¬ 

sistent, shallow, barton must, no doubt, be ca.led a romanticist. But where the 
limited" 

old order did not come into conflict with his new and narrowly/romantic theories, 

the old order remained unchallenged. As a matter of fact, it usually remained un¬ 

challenged whether it WES or was not counter to barton's theories; for our author 

was, as we have seen, attacking the individual Pope, not the system to which Pope 

belonged* 

Characteristically, then, Pope(s Essay on Kan was, as a poem . a failure,for it 

did not measure up to the standards of poetry set by barton. As a piece of phi¬ 

losophy, it was, to a churchman, unacceptable; but nevertheless, it was logical and 

closely reasoned, and therefore, perfectly normal and correct in principle, and 

exceedingly worth while in the world of ethics. 

But if barton, in the Section just discussed, says nothing directly for or 

directly against the doctrine thit "whatever is, is right," he does, in the next 

Section, defend that doctrine. He regards as a "noble passage" the following argu¬ 

ment in one of Pope's Lioral Essays, demonstrating further the doctrine in question; 

" 'Hear then the truth: " *tis Heav'n each passion sends, 
And different men directe to different ends; 

Extremes in nature equal good produce, 

Extremes in man concur to gen'ral use. 

Ask we what makes one keep, and one bestow! 
That Fow'r who bids the ocean ebb and flow; 

Bids seed-time, harvest, equal course maintain, 



Thro * reconcil'd extremes of drought and rain; 
Builds life on death, on change duration founds, 
And gives th' eternal wheels to know their rounds," * " 

"It is intended," says barton, "to illustrate the usefulness, in the hands of a 

gracious Frovidence, that results from the extremes of avarice and profusion; and 

it recurs to the leading principle of our author's philosophy, namely, thtt con¬ 

trarieties, and varieties, and excesses, in the moral as well as the natur; 1 world, 

by counter-poising and counter-working each other,contribute ultimately to the 

benefit and beauty of the whole," barton goes on to remark that Voltaire "imagines, 

absurdly enough, that the only solid method of accounting for evil, consistently 

with the other attributes of God, is not to allow his omnipotence." and that he 

"has, in many parts of his works,. .... exerted the utmost efforts of his v/it end 

argument, to depreciate and destroy the doctrine of CFTILHSM, and the idea that 

*Th* eternal art deduces good from ill.' "^ 

Of course these latter observations might very well be taken as the eforts of a 

divine to defend the cause of revealed religion, and as such, they would not be 

inconsistent with barton's usual position. But that barton really was one of those 

who indulged in this non-romantic outlook upon life, another passage further on in 

the present Section will? prone. Pope has just gixsx mode an attack on the extreme 

and wasteful luxury apparent at a feast given by a certin lord, and adds, 

•Yet hence the poor are cloath'd, the hungry fed; 
Health to himself, and to his inftnts bread, 
The lab'rer bears." 

Warton's comment on the lines is, "A fine turned and moral reflection, which illus¬ 

trates the doctrine of his Essay, in the second epistle, when he says, at line 

'Each ii dividual seeks a sev'ral goal; 
But Heav'n's great view is One, and that a whole; 
That counterworks each folly and caprice; 
That disappoints th' effect of every vice.' " ® ' 

Of th.se lines, barton, in a iarting remark, observes, "That Providence should ex¬ 

tract good from evil, and alter its natural bias and malignity, is a doctrine 
& < 

widely different from the loose and flagitious principles of IJAIiEEVILIE." 

I ”hcve gone to considerable length in lointing out this optimistic color of 
barton's philosophy, not so much for the reason that I intend.to draw any definite 

conclusion from it, but merely to show that barton would not be a romtnticist if 
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Sir Leslie Stephen,‘s peakii g as a romanticist, is right *in saying, "Nothing is less 

poeticrl than optimism;" and to show that, after ill, harton had not moved his basai 

principles very far «way from the basic principles uf Shaftesbury and Fope. 

Beyond this amplification and verification of barton's dictrine of optimism, there 

is not much in this oection on Pope's Moral Essays of any particular value ot us. 

bith his customary faith in the didactic qualities of Pope's genius,, and his 

characteristic contempt of the French, barton declares that "the French cm boast 

no author who has so much exhausted the science of morals,as POPE has in Ihese 

five Epistles." ^ '' 

Moreover, though Pope may have taken materirl from the French writers, he is still 

the improver: Vîhatever observatins he has borrowed from them, he has made his own by 

qo 
the dexterity of his application." 

To pass on to another well known point, the parts of the Essays praised most in 

this Lection are those parts (excluding the purely moral reflections f course) 

which are satirical. "The epistle on the characters of women. ... is highly 

finished, rnd full of the most delicate satire. Bolingbroke, a judge of the sub¬ 

ject, thought it the masterpiece of POPE, "^(’he sertirof the Duchess of 
??- 

Karlborough is in "spirited lines," The Epistle on the Lie of Riches, one of Pope's 

most "laboured" works, "does,indeed, abound in knowledge of life, and in the 

justest satire? And finally, "The following examples carry the satire still higher, 

and can hardly be thought to be excelled by any strokes of irony and humour in the 

ff 
best parts of Horace, Juvenal, or Boileau." 

It is to be noted, too, that E few lines in the Epistle on the Use of Riches 

"have also the additional merit of toue&ing on a subject that never occurred tfc 
9S 

formed satirists? xttxxxxxBnisKBsxKhxBhxxxxBKBXBfxiksx&BxxgBXKxnaxxBBusBKdKixiUlBXB 

And finally, though it is rathe useless to attempt to point out anything of the 

Gothic in Pope, barton dees approve of the "forlorn and solitary nmansion" described 

34 the third Epistle; and he does praise Milton and Pope for having helped intro- 

duce into England "this enchanting art of modern gardening" in vhich the landsctpe 
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is nade to abound in lakes, cascades, caverns, ruinod castles, dark groves, and 

the like. 

In the Section on the Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot. we find barton again jmphasizing 

rope's satirical and didactic genius by poitting out "our author's ©wn declaration, 

delivered in the most precise and positive terms, that he early left the more 

.poetical provinces of his art, to become a moral, didactic, and satiric poet.^^nd 

agtin \e find the Essayist stressing the fact that satire was lope's strongest 

quality. "The strokes of satire in many parts of this epistle have. , an 

f? 
extraordinary energy and poignancy." A trio of couplets in the Epistle contain "as 

/ÛÛ 
cutting and bitter strokesof satire, as perhaps can be written," Of another passage, 

barton says, "Language cannot afford more glowing or more forcible terms to express 

the utmost ^bitterness of contempt." Yet barton adds to each of these statements 

some v/ish that Pope had modified the severity of his satire. The poet has, says 
(OT- 

barton, "armed his muse with a scalping knife;" and "who," he continues, "would 

(OS 
wish to be the author of such catting invective!" 

That Pope was an imitator is suggested once more in this Section, when barton 

remarks, "Our poet, with true gratitude, has seized every opportunity of shewing 
/o4 

his reverence for his great mater.Dryden." And again, "Boileau has been do 
foÇ' 

frequently quoted, because hb was the model of our author." But still, barton yet 

insists ofi Pope's capacity for "heightening and improving" the work of those he 

imitates, barton points out that Pope did borrow much from two epistles of Dr. 

Young, but nevertheless, "PCPE has heightened,acnot improved, and condensed the 
toC 

hints and sentiments," 

Finally, though I like to emphasize the matter no more thin barton did in this 

Section, yet'barton makes it evident that the excellence of a particularly effective 

piece of satire by Pope comes from its many "new modes of irony," its "many un- 



expected strokes of sarcasm," and its "many sudden and repeated blows" (italics 

my own) » a passage which should help substantiate our beliefs as to barton's 

weakness for the strange, the unusual. 

"Of the Satires and Epistles of Horace Imitated, of the Satires of Donne versi¬ 

fied, and of the Epilogue to the Satires" has little to detain us; for thisSection 

XII of barton's Essay is far more nearly a criticism of Horace and Donne thah it 

is a criticism of Pope. The thing to notice, however, is the fact that barton 

does not hesitate to cite passage afterpassage of the Englishman as being superior 

to parallel passages by the Latin poet. A couple, at least, of these passages are 

worth noticing a little more closely* "Superior to the original," remarks barton of 

tog 
a few of Pope's lines, for "a pleasing little landscape is added to the satire." 

Another line Keommended is "Scar'd at the spectre of pale loverty," for "POPE 

has given life to the image, and added terror to Horace's simple expression 
(of 

pauperiem." In another case, however, "The majestic plainness of the original is 

weakened and impaired, by the addition of an antithesis, and a turn of wit." 
t/O 

Of course, too, in another instance, "there is a happy imitation of Persius. 

ft/ 
and of Eoileau But POPE has plainly the superiority." And of course, "the 

satire of these pieces is of the strongest kind;" and "it must be owned to be 

//2- 
carried to excess." 

Apparently, barton was wearying of his labors by the time he reached the dis¬ 

cussion of the Dunciad; for surely, if Pope wrote anything to which such a critic 

as barton could append endless notes, it wa6 this same poem. Yet our critic dishes 

it up to us in short order fashion on a mere dozen pages. In these pages he censures 

as "the chief fault of the Dunciad" the "vehemence of its satire, end the excessive 

(O 
height to v/hich it is carried." 

The passages he admires, barton, for once, does not quote in full. He gives us 



the references, and lets us look the lines up for ourselves. If we are curious 

enough to investigate them, we shell find that each falls, as indicated, under one 

of the following classes: 

Miscellaneous: Book IV, 11. 295-330; Book IV, 403-436 (interest in flower and 

butterfly). 

Personificeuion: Book I, 11. 55-78; Book IV, 11. 627-656. 

Description (especially of landscapes): Book I, 11. 75-78; Book II, 11. 143-146; 

Book II, 11. 387-428 (much like Thomson's Castle of Indolence). 

"Gothic" element: Book I, 11. 75-78; Look II, 11. 35-50; Book II, 11. 331-350; 

Book III, 11. 35-66; Book III, 11. 87-102; Book III, 11. 235-264; Book IV, 11* 1-16. 

Concerning the Imitations of Horace treated of in the last section of his Essay. 

//S' 
barton reiterates the suggestions that he has already made that Fope's genii s was 

more fitted for the "high and pompous" manner of Juvenal tham for the "happy Ho- 

1/6 
ratian mixture of jest and earnest," 

In these Imitations, as well as in his Epitaphs. Pope is "misled by his love of 

07 
antithesis," and in at least one line of another poem he faultily "passes irom 

/A? 
particular images to something general." 

//? 
That barton should like Fope's verses on the grotto is to be expected; but why he 

should stop to commend the rollicking lin~s"To Ur. Thomas Southerns" it is hard to 

say - perhaps because thej are so different from Pope(s usual correctly sii cold 

effusions. 

There have been, in this discussion of barton's criticisms of Fope's poetrypo 

uicpy repetitions of the s? me ideas which barton stressed throughout the Hsocy. that 

to reccpitulute those ideas at any great length would be useless. In short, -there¬ 

fore, barton showed himself to be in no way hostile to the school to which Pope 



belonged; and indeed, by his agreement with, or at any rate, by his silence con¬ 

cerning theories advanced by Pope, barton shows himself actually sympithetic with 

the neo-classict1 position as regards poetry and philosophy: he is by no means 

a révolter, a rebel. 

17.1 

As a matter of fact, his insistence that F ope was resl-Lj a great didt ctic poet 

(if the two terms be not contradictory) makes it necessary for us to believe that 

T.artàn was in accord with Pope's definite precepts concerning poetry and morality, 

and was at l^ast, not out of harmony with Pope's Augustan philosophy of optimism. 

As for the branch of didacticism in which Pope excelled all modern writers - 

that is, in satire - Tarton usually dues no more than attempt to light®. the 

severity of Pope's attacks. 

The Essayist's main points of departure in his adverse criticisms of Pope are, 

therefore, the lack of Invention and the meagerness of the Imagination inthis 

poet. This lack of Invention, considering that it lay at the very bottom of War- 

ton’s principal poetic theories,was enough, in the critic's opinion, to stamp Pope 

irrevocably as a poet of second rank only* But let it be remembered that this lack 

% 

of Invention was not, to barton, characteristic of the whole neo-classical age, 

but was merely an individual peculiarity of Pope. 

r*3. 

Along with this weakness went Pope's detrth of Imagination. In only three poems - 

Windsor Forest. The Rape of the Lock. And Jloisa to Abelard - did Pope show any 

considerable imaginative powers, bindsor Forest drawsi this verdict from barton 

because, doubtless, of its purely descriptive and humanitarian elements. The Rape 

of the Lock is good only because it the imagination displayed in the mtnagement, of 

the sylphs; and even in this case the Invention of the sylphs is not due to Pope. 

Similarly, The Epistle of Sloisa to Abelard, though commendable for its pathebtic 

images, owes those images not to Pope's own Invention, but to a real affair Pope 

had with a certain lady, and to Eloisa herdelf. 

Pope, then, lacking Invention, and deficient in a Sublime and Fathetic Imagina- 



tion appealing to the lieert and not to the head, could not j.rnjj'ijrr-Mnfg’.eptip^tjxiHy» 
« ••••*-** i ;f, 

he ranked as the greatest of poets. Yet even at that, we must actai&*tbst.\hijr.-fc on 

• *••••*•*••**•#% ) 

is muling no very radical assertion, even for his own time, when he ranks Fope as 

above Dryden, and next below Milton. 

YJirton will grant th* t Pope's di ucticism itself - his satire, his rules of 

poetry end criticism, his philosophy - was admirable; but to warton, flidacticism 

ccn.iot be poetry. There is little doubt but that barton is right in his refusal to 

recognize good sense as good poetry; but still, thoughEstl pope ought to be condemned, 

and though Tart on has condemned him, we feel that our critic has condetunod the poor 

little hunchback on false evidence; we feel thrt barton condoms Pope for failure 

to do things which Fope neither wished nor attempted to do. Pope did not aim at 

Invention and Imagination, and therefore, though we may censure $ira for his 

choosing the wrong objective, still, we ought not to blame him for missing' a target 

at which he never aimed. 

Therein lies the difference between our opinion and barton’s opinion of Pope,and 

therein lies the proof that barton was not a révolter against neo-classicism as a 

whole. For Tarton, with his more or less new theoràès (of which he himself hardly 

recognized the novelty), measured Pope by those theories, and found him wanting. 

Te also have theories different from Augustan theories, but we do not measure Pope 

by our new standards. In his way, he is perfect, but his way (not being like our 

way) is wrong. To barton, there was only one way, and Pope failed to go far enough 

along it. 

In a word, barton felt himself so close, felt himself such a part of the neo¬ 

classical age, that lie could not use his and his brother's advice concerning the 

judgment of poets according to the standards of their own time, according to how 

well they succeeded in the particular line of endeavor characteristic of their own 

age. 

Indeed, it v/as only when the Romantic movement perceived definitely that it was 



no longer a part of the neo-classical age that this Romantic movement he gan saying 

hard things about the principles, spirit, and theories of neo-classicism. It was 

not until more thin half a century \as gone that Romanticists like Yiordsworth, 

Coleridge, Shelley, and Keats suddenly discoveràdgthat they were no part of the 

old order, and feeling the need of self-justification, began to inveigh aginst 

the fundamental doctrines of neo-clcssicism. Until this time, Romanticism hpd been 

GRCY.TH, and only now, after having flourished for half a century, and after huving 

completely uprooted and su^ereeded neo-classicism, did it, like the ass flouting 

his heels in the fsce of the dying lion, become "revolt" against neo-classicism. 

There is, of course, no doubt but that the things for which barton stood be-ong 

to a period of literature rather widely different from Fope's period. But that 

barton realized the distance which he k-d jjut between himself and the age of Fope, 

I cannot believe. And as a consequence of this unawareness of *.arton's, our 

critic, comfortably toasting his toes before the fire in the cozy hostel of Ro¬ 

manticism, chats contemptuously of Fope ao a weakling fallen by the wayside, as a 

struggler lacking strength and intelligence to reach this best of shelters* Yet, 

as a matter of fact, Fope has, quite unknown to barton, long since reached a 

quieter refuge, a brighter inn, and had long since snugly tucked himself away in 

the clean bed said of the most commodious chamber of heo-classicism, where ho 

still snores away while TTarton, in the new-built tavern, sits before the fire . nd 

chats contemptuously of laggards. 

- 0 - 
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121. Mason, in 1751 (Letter II, prefixed to Elfrida) seems to take it for 

granted that the Muse of Pope is didactic. Be spys, XEawxmsxxkKxs “The lyric Muse 

addresses herself to the imagination of a reader; the didactic to the judgment. . . 

Few men have a strength of imaginati' n cabaple of pursuing the flights of Pindar; 

many have not a clearness of apprehension suited to the reasonings of Lucretius and 

Pope." 

barton himself, even so early as in his Ranelagh House, says, "Mr. Pope took his 

place in the Elysian fields not among the Poets, but the Philosophers." 

122. The patriotic Dryden himself remarks (Ker 11,255) something & out "the 

genius of our countrymen, in general, being rather to improve an inventx n than 

to invent themselves." 

Young, Conjectures. p. 29: "bould not .... Pone have succedded better in an 

original attempt? Talents untried are talents unknown. All that I know, is, that, 

contrary to these sentiments, he was not only an avowedE professor of imitation, but 

a zealous recommander of it also. . • • .Imitation is inferiority confessed." 

Shenstone, horks II, 11: "Mr. Pope's chief excellence lies in what I term con¬ 

solidating or condensing sentences, yet perserving ease and perspicuity. In smooth¬ 

ness of verse, perhaps, he has been equalled: In regard to invention, excelled." 

123. Young (Conjectures. 30), asks of Pope, with the implication that the ansver 

to his question would be in the negative, "Had he a strong imagination, aid the 

true sublime?" Farther on (p. 42) Young says definitely, "He ^Addison^J had a more 

refined, decent, judicious, and extensive genius, than Pope or Swift. To distinguish 



this triumvirate from each other. . . » Swift is a singular wit, Pope as correct 

poet, Addison a great author." 

Shenstone, Uorks II,p. 11, resents people's regarding Mr, Pope as the sani sole 

monarch of the poetic kingdom; he prefers looking on this kingdom-as a XHKIBI republic 

124. Wooll, p. 74, says in 1806: I must presume to hazard an opinion,that he has 

either placed Pope too high, or in his separate sections has not done him justice." 



CHAFER XI 

«ARTCI*S i-LATRY 

This particular piece of work is nut intended to include t study of Joseph 

barton's poetry; but possibly it will be interesting to give that poetry a hasty 

gif nee, and to see whether or not there is in it anything subst^nxiating conclu¬ 

sions drawn from the Assay, and amplifying discoveries made in thf t Essay. And déit 
e 

is not ny intention to treat (indeed, I could not treat) the poems as ameuningful 

whole filling th^ir nitch in the rising structure of romi ntic poetry, I shuLl 

consider barton's r°üms one by ope (in the order in which they ajpe?r in Chalmers's 

editiun of the doets), with the design of dhowing their particular relation ti the 

Essay itself. 

The first poem, Saqpho's Advise, written when burton Vus it Winchester School, 

is of little importance. In it we see a meter borrowed from LfAllouro and II gen* 

seroso; a conventi nal bell similir to Fopo*f Belinda; and xhe v/ell-known nume.s of 

"Sir Flume, "Amoret," and "Stella.” Besides this hodge-podge, the noticeablæ fact is 

that Sappho should be giving such sensibl advice, a fict which is ratherincongruous 

if we remember burton's verdict, fifteen or tventj years later, that Sappho TI æ 

the ultimate Grecian authority on the subject of love* 

barton's next poun is his most fimous, mosllj on account of its "Aggressive 

title,” The Enthusiast l Yet the same word **s used in at lei st one of Collins's 

contemporary odes (Cn the Fpetical Charact T) Tilth c ti vorible implication then 

he speaks of 

"the main engirt:*g rll, 
Long by the lov'd enthusiast too'd, 
Himself in some ditiier mood.” 

And Collins's editor, Langhorne, in 17C4, iraises the ioet for ”thut hiuh enthusiasm 



wî ich gives to imagination its strongest coloring." barton himself uses the term 

that 
early in the first volume of the Essay when he says JB£ hope "has nowhere discovered 

more poetic enthusiasm” than in lines 67-71 of Windsor Forest! Later on, he uses 

the word favorably in this sentence, "Attention is irresistibly awakened and engage* 

by that air of enthusiasm that reigns in the following sti nza.M In the midst of a 

diatribe against the coldly correct Addison, "One would have expewted, a young 

traveller, in the height of his genius and judgment, would have broke into some 

strokes of enthusiasm." But most emphatic of all is the following: "True poetry 

after all, cannot well subsist, at luast i3 never so striking, without a tinctua 

of enthusiasm." That he did not retreat from this position in the second volume of 

the Essay, may be seen, in general, throughout the volume, and, for a particular 

instance, in the statement that Akenside "has happily indulged himself in bolder 

flights of enthusiasm." 

Yet I confess that I am unable to determine how closely the meaning of the word 

"enthusiasm" approximated, in barton's mind, the meaning that it possesses in ours 

I should &ue6s, however, that to barton enthusiasm was a sort of ecstasy, a 

sort of spiritual transportation, a sort of mysticism inspired by 

"The vast alone, the wonderful, the wild;" 

for all the examples given in connection with the remrrks quoted above, and TIB 

Enthusiast itself, do contain something suggestive of the entranced and visional y 

state of e person in the presence of what barton would call the Sublime. 

Of course, the poem, like so m* ny others by barton,ami Collins, and other of 

the landscape and graveyard Bchool of eighteenth century poets, is an imitation 

of Hilton, especially of Hilton's minor poems, and most especially of L'Allegro. 

with its emplu sis on English country life and country landscapes, and of IL 

Penserosp. n ith its emphasis on wild and solitary scenery. 

î/fght I be pardoned for here adopting a system of criticism approved by bar- 
"t 

ton's self, and certainly sufficient for my simple purpose of pointing out pas- 
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sages having some relation to the Essay? For it will be rememoered, I hope, 

that I am attempting no critical estimati.n of barton as a poet. 

1. "Ye green rob'd Dryads, oft at .dusky eve 
By wondering shepherds seen, to forests brown, 
To unfrequentod meads, and pathless wilds, 
Lead me from gardens deok'd with art's vain pomp.” 

This is obviously an echo of II Fenseroso with its 

"Me, goddess, bring 
To arched valks and twilight groves, 
And shadows brown." 

And it suggests the opening of Lilton's Cn the Circumcision: 

"Ye flaming powers and winged warriors bright, 

First heard by happy watchfùlg shepherd's ear." 

The final line, concerning the "gardens deck'd with art's vain pomps," is cer¬ 

tainly nothing for a modern critic seeking early traces of romanticism to become 

excited over, for barton even says that to so early a neo-classicist as Pope 

himself owe its taste in this art of landscape gardening. 

2.".   Can Stowe, 
bith all her Attic fanes, such raptures raise, 
As the thrush-haunted copse, where lightly leaps 
The fearful fawn the rustling leaves along, 
And the brisk squirrel sports from bough to bough, 
While from a hollow oak whose naked roots 
O'erhang a pensive rill, the busy bees 
Hum drowsy lullabies." 

Havens says that the influence of Milton in this poem The Enthusiast is more 

apparent in individual phrases than in the poem as a whole. In the lines just 

quoted we undoubtedly have reminders of Lilton's "rustling leaves," "monumen¬ 

tal oak," 
"the bee, with honied thigh, 

That at her flowery work doth sing," 

the "waters murmuring" to "entice the dewy-feithered sleep." 

Moreover, we see here barton's aeplietti n of his theories concerning the enumer 

ation pf "minute and particular details," and see his customary lov- of L.ndscipes 
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3. The bards of ola, 

Fair hature's friends." 

I suppose it would seem trivicl to remi rk on the mid-eighteenth century weakness 

for the word "bard;" but I think it is desirable to poiit out the fi ct that barton, 

like his contemportry poets, thought it necessary to use the v;ord"I.ature" as a 

perbonification whenever he wished to convey an idea even approximating our present 

conception of the term, bhen he used it as an unpersonified noun, he meant by it 

the world of reality as opposed to the world of unreality, of untruth, of inexacti¬ 

tude and inaccuracy. 

4* "Rich in her weeping country's spoils, Versailles 

lûay boast a thousand fountsins, th-t can cast 

The tortur'd waters to the distant Heav'ns." 

This passage may be compared to that in the Essay condemning Sp User's intro¬ 

duction of an artificirl fountain into his "bowre of bliss." 

5. "Yet let me choose some pine-topt precipice 

Abrupt end shaggy, whence a foamy stream, 

Like Anio, tumbling roars, or some bleak heath." 

Quite in conformity with barton's well known prediliction for wild and ro¬ 

mantic scenery. "Shaggy" precipices were particularly in demand in the search 

for the terror-exciting and the unusual, Uilton uses the word in speaking of 

"CEtmerns shagg'd with horrid thorn,"as does Pope imitgting Hilton, in speakig of 

"grots and ctverns, shagg'd with horrid thorn." 

6. .In clear prospect round, 

From the grove's bosom, spires emerge, and smoke 
In bluish wreaths ascends, ripe harvests wave, 

Low, lonely cottages, and ruin'd tops 

Of Gothie battlements appear, and streams 
Beneath the sunbeams twinkle." 

Compare 

"Shallow brooks and rivers wide; 

Towers .and batLlemegts it sees 
Bosomed high m tufted trees 

Hard by a cottage chimney smokes 

From betwixt two aged oaks." 



7 The shrill lark, 
That wakes the woodman to his lowly task»** 

Compare 

"To hear the lark begin his flight, 
And, singing, startle the dull night 

Then to come, in spite of sorrow, 

And at my window bid good mon ow." 

8. “ - Love-sick Philomel, whose luscious lays 

Sooth lone night-wcnderers." 

Compare 

" *Less Phi^otoel will deign a song, 

In her sweetest saddest plight» 

Thee, chantress, oft, in woods among, 

I woo, to hear thy even-Bong." 

9. "The deep-mouth'd viol, the soul-lulling lute, 

And battle-breathing trumpet." 

I do not recall any specific lines of Wilton in which such phrases as the above 

occur; but I think there can be little hesitancy in ceiling these given here un¬ 

doubtedly Miltonic. 

10. "The thousand-colour'd tulip, violet's bell 

Snow-clad and meek, the vermil-tinctur'd rose, 

And golden crocus." 

Simply as evidence that this introduction of particular flowers into the poem 

is not indicative of any new romantic tendency on barton's part, I shall quote 

the more or less parallel passage from Fope's Pastoral, Soring: 

"Here the bright crocus and blue violet grow; 

Hare western winds on breathing roses blow." 

11. "Yon shepherd icily stretch'd on the rude rock, 
Listening to dashing waves and sea-mew's clang 
High hovering o'er his head, who views beneath 

The dolphin dcncing o'er the level brine 

Feels more true bliss then the proud admiral." 

There are a good many associations brought up by these two lines* First, of 

course, is uo be noted the usual pleasure in rugged scenery. Next, is a simialrity 

to a stanza of Collins's Ode on Lhe Popular Superstitions of the highlands of 

■Sc-otland. written in 1749: 



"To my ear transmit aome gentle song, 
Of those whose lives are yet sincere and plain* 
And all their prospect but the wintry main, 
Vtith sparing temperance at the needful time, 
They drain xhe scented spring; or hunger-prest, 
Along th' Atlantic rock, unareading climb, 
And of its eggs despoil xhe solan's nest. 

• Thus, blest in primal innocence they live, 
Suffic'd, and happy with that frugal fore 
Vihich tasteful toil ana hourly danger give. 
Hard is their shallow toil, and bleak, and bare." 

Third, in both these passages is xhe exaltation of man "in a state of nature," of 

man leading "the simple life," of man happier in this primitive state than in the 

higher stages of society - an exaltation conventional in barton's time, popultr- 

izéd by Rousseay, and evident even in Pope's day, a fact proved by his "Lo, the 

poor Indian"passage in the Essay on Han. Finally, the image of the uolphin is pos¬ 

sibly from openser. 

12. "Happy the first of men, ere yet confin'd 
To smoking cities." 

This expression may wall be taken as additional argument for tiarton's belief 

in the happy condition of man in a state of nature. But as a matter of fact, what 

follows this sounds more like a description of a Bastoral Golden Age than of the 

sinless state of man unpolluoed by civilization* 

13* "The rough mount»in shagg'd with horrid shades," 

Compare this line with those quoted in the fifth selection given above, 

14* In the lértÿ or fifty lines following these, there are more expressions of 

regret for the passing of the purity and peace of the simple life, more com¬ 

plaints against luxury, and a few personificitions, as of Love, Avarice, Commerce, 

etc., much of it ^aj^being, as pointed out by Chalmers, an imitatipn of a portion 

of Milton's Paradise Lost. Book XI. There follows then a catalog of rural scenes 

which 

"all, all conspire 

To raise, to sooth, to harmonize the mind." 

How this last belie! ini the relation of m»n's pleasures to external nature is some- 



thing entirely new in so far as our investigation of barton is concerned. Vie know 

that he regarded with approval those scenes which inspired terror, and even pity; 

hut the conception of deriving peace and harmony of mind from natural objects is 

a thing which can "be found in few,if any, other writers of barton's time. Yet after 

all, this distinctly romantic, Wordsworthian quality does not originate in barton 

and is not characteristic of him. The fact that he nowhere else insists on this par 

ticular power of nature i6 evidence enough that hà did not feel that power to any 

Kia*±ligjstartlingly romantic extent, and that it was not to him of any deep con¬ 

sequence. Moreover, the list of rural scenes catalogued ju6t before the statement»: 

rural scenes that, fior the most part, are taken from his brother's poetry (which is 

largely influenced by Milton), and from Milton's L'Allegro. The conclusion is, then 

that since L'Allegro is mostly an enumeration of rural scenes calculated to give 

pleasure, barton's enumeration of similar scenes y with the implication of their 

pleasurable result, cannot be taken too seriously as a sincere sentiment of bar¬ 

ton's regarding the soothing and pleasurable effect of nttural objects. 

15. ".»....«« The great Sire 

Of Being and of beauty at whose nod 

Creation started from the gloomy vault 

Of dreary Chaos." 

Obviously Miltonic. 

16. "What are the lays of artful Addison, 

Coldly correct, to Shakespeare's warblings wild!" 

barton had the typical eighteenth century idea as to Shakespeare's being a wild 

and lawless child of nature, great in spite of himself. Addison himself had this 

belief in his Spectator 098, where he sajs, "Shtkespeare was born with all the seed; 

of poetry, and. ... produced by the spontaneous hand of nature, without any help 

of art." Says Collins in his Epistle to Sir Thomas Hamer on His Euition of Shakes 

speare's borks, 

"But wilder far the British laurel spread, 

And wreaths less artful crown cur poet's head." 



And Milton - if 

- “Sweetest Shakespeare, Fancy's child, 

Warble his native woodnotes wild." 

17. "Oft near some crowded eity would I walk, 

Listening the far-off noises, rattling cars, 

Loud shouts of joy, sad shrieks of sorrow, knells 

Full slowly tolling, instruments of trade, 

Striking mine etrs with» one deep-swelling hum." 

C ompare 

"Towered cities please us then, 

And the busy hum of men." 

18. "Then tio, they say, in drear Aegyptian wilds, 

The lion and the tiger prowl for prey 
With ravings loudi The listening traveller 

Starts fear struck." 

This s ggests Collins's Second Oriental Fclogue; 

"Vhet if the lion in his rtge I meet* - 

Oft in the dust I view his printed feet:Axd^xlxaz£aiix 

And, fearfulixl oft, when day's declining light 

Yields her pile empire to the mourner night, 

By hunger rous'd, he scours the groaning plain, 

(Jaunt wolves and sullen tigers in his train: 

Before them death with shrieks directs the way, 

Fills the wild yell, and leeds them to their prey." 

19. "But let me never fail in cloudless nights 

Lhen silent Cynthia in her silver car 
Through the blue concave slides, when shine the hills, 

Twinkle the streams, and woods look tip'd with gold, 

To seek some level mead, and there invoke 

Old Midnight's sister, Contemplation sage." 

The first of these lines quoted above is like Miltons, "But let my due feet 

never fail." The rest, however, suggests 

"But first,and chiefest, with thee bring 

The cherub Contemplation; 

And the mute silence hist along, 
'Less Philomel will deign a song, 

In her sweetest saodest plight, 
bmoothing the rugged brow cf Wight, 
\khile Cynthia checks her dragon yoke 
Gently §'er the accustomed oak. 

Thee, chantress, oft, the woods among, 
I woo, to hear thy even-song; 



And missing thee, I walk unseen 

Cn the dry smooth-shaven green, 

To behold the wandering moon 
Riding near her highest noon, 
Like one that had been led astray 

Through the heaven's wide pathless way," 

20,", . , • , the rolling Flanet's song, 
And tuneful turning spheres," * 

Miltonic, 

21. Kext, domes the altogether Miltonic train of personified abstractions with 

altogether Miltonic characterizing adjectives: "sharp-eyed Philosophy/'"Virgin 

solitude," "Wisdom's hoary head,""Virtue," "sweet Innocence, a naked boy." 

22, And finally, there is the reiteratiun of the poet's love of nature and the 

simple life, a reiteration couched in such Miltonic diction as "savannas wild," 

"the distant din of the tumultous world," "light fantastic dance," and "according 

lutes." 

I have spent a feood deal of time on this most important *.f barton's poems for the 

purpose of showing three things. First, I wished to point out barton's faithful ad¬ 

herence to his principle of exploiting lonely, wild, and Gothic scenery. Kext, 

and much more important, I wished to point out his fondness for t he conception 

of man unpolluted and in the natural state, more sinless than if he were sur¬ 

rounded by luxuries, and more happy than if he were wise or powerful. And finally, 

I wished to point out that if there is anything else remarkable in the poem (its 

blank verse, its praise of rural life, its delight in rural scenery, its various 

images) all these remarkable things are drown from Milton, or from Miltonic imi¬ 

tators. 

The next poem, Fashion, a satire written in heroic couplets, partakesof the 

Miltonic in some of its phrases, has the usual set of personifications, and is not 

particularly remarkable. For our own purposes, the following couplet is, perhaps, 

P 

the most important: 



"Happy the grotto'd hermit with his pulse, 

Who wants no truffles, rich ragouts - or Hulse." 

That the woed "nature" might to barton mean hjuuan nature is evident from this: 

"Look from the frigid to the torrid zone, 

By custom all are lead, by nature none," 

Finally, the poem ends with a list ofl strange customs of foreign lands. 

The Odes .To Fancy. To Health. To Superstition. Against Despair. To .a Lad y Who 

Hates the Country. To Solitude. and On. the Death of His Father.all possess, accordii 

to no less a man that Havens, sufficient numbers of the twelve characteristic 

qualitsies of L'Allegro and II Fenseroso to be classed as imitations of those t^o 

poems; and according to the same authority, the Ode To a. Gentleman on H-iS Travels 

may be counted among the imitations of the Hativitv Cde of Helton. The borrowings 

are so perfectly obvious that I think that we should have little trouble in detect¬ 

ing thorn for ourselves; but if we have Havens to corroborate our judgments, we ough-t 

not to waste any of our time trying to locate and identify definitely the imitations 

and their sources. I should like, however, to call attention to the characteriza¬ 

tion of Fancy, in the ode to her, as a "warm enthusiastic maid;" to the praise of 

Reason in the Ode to Superstition; to the dismal subject of the Ode to Despair: and. 

to the progress of poesy theme in the Ode to a. Gentleman on His Travels: 

" There long she Poetry wept, to darkness doom'd, 

Till Cosmo's hand her light relumed, 

That once again in lofty TSSBO shone; 
Since has sweet Spenser caught her fire, 

She breath'd once more in Milton's lyre, 

And v.arm'd the soul divine of Shakespeare, Fancy's sona." 

Why Havens did not include the OdeZto Liberty in his list, I do not know; for 

though the subject is non-Miltonic,.and is characteristic of barton and barton’s 

time, yet the poem has not only oneip but two trains of personifications. The 

thing that we should notice, however, is the subject itself - praise of Liberty, 



praise perhaps become a poetical convention in barton's time, er perhaps inspired 

by Tîarton's own dincere beliefs. At any rate, he concludes with the usual remark 

concerning Britiannia; 

“On deep foundations may thy freedom stand, 
Long as the surge shall lash thy sea-encircled land." 

The Ode to Shooting is so obviously an echo of what barton called Pope's "patheti 

description of pheasant shooting in bindsor gorest that we need not pause here longe 

than the time it takes to point out the fact of the resemblance. 

The Ode to a Fountain has more of that bloâdy humanitarianism (no oaths intendedj) 

which, es we have see, barton regarded as eminently pathetic. 

To quote the first stanza of the Ode to Evening is enough to show its source in 

Gray's Elegy, and its telegony from Milton: 

“Kail, meek-ey'd maiden, clad in sober grey, 

Whose soft approach the weary woodman loves, 

As homeward bent to kiss his prattling babes, 

he jocund whistles through the twilight groves." 

The Ode to Content, written in the same stanzaic form as Collins's well known 

Ode to Evening, is another poem which, as it seems to me, should have been included 

in the list of Miltonic imitations. There is the inevitable invocation, the train 

of personifications, the desire to live with the nymph in question (whethershe be 

Mirth, Melancholy, or Content) in the scenes described in the body of the poem. 

Such phrases as the follow ing in the Ode to the I.-ightsngale stamp it also as 

Miltonic: "Contemplation's favourite Lird;" "chantress of night. .... First 

heard the tufted groves among;" "wanton Mabba;" "by meditation led I nightly seek 



some distant me»d;" etc 

I confess that I do not know the sourde of the Ode to a. Lady on the Spring - 

perhaps it has noM definite source; Odes to Spring seldom do; sources are too 

numerous. There are several phrases from Gray and from Milton, and vigue hints of 

their style. But on the whole, there is nothing in the poem that should uetain us 

longer. 

In the Ode to Mr. Lest on His Translation of Pindar, barton has ample opportunity 

to voice his edmiretion for the Greeks, and ample opportunity to flout his sturdy 

Anglicism in the faces of the "enervate bards" across the Channel. That "enthusiast* 

was no term of opprobrium is evidenced by barton's calling Pindar, in the very 

first stanza of the ode, "The sweet Snthusiast." He goes on to speak again of "the 

fearful frigid lays of cpld and creeping art;* he points out Pindar's inspirational 

qualities in the matters of patriotism and freedom; and he even manages to intro¬ 

duce a deal of the strange exoticism which we have seen he favored, exoticism such 

as "roaring cataracts down Andes channell'd steeps," "enormous Orellana," "fragrant 

isles, and citron-groves," "the naked Indian. ... from slavery far," etc. 

The stanzas Cn Taking the Air after_a Long Illness have about the same Miltonic 

qualities as the Ode to Content, and a considerably grater amount of Miltcuie 

phrases such as "Yet once more, 0 ye rivers;" “trip in wanton ranks;" "each rural 

object charms." 

The Verses Written at Montaubon are important for the expression of the feeling 
V 

'My soul's best, only pleasure, Liberty!" and for the mention of medieval heroes. 



The Dying Indian and Revenge for America are also worth noticing for their interst 

in strange and far away lands. The latter, in addition, possesses its train of per- 

sonificitions; and the former mentions (a trivial matter, of course) the tiaer. an soi 

animal which figures in at least half h doaen of barton's previous poems, which is 

prominent in Collins, and which is not wanting in Milton. 

The amusing Epistle from Thomas Hearne. Antiauary. is noticeable for the interest 

xxxiucfihls Warton here displays in problems belonging properly to the antiquary. 

The final nine pieces, all short, the longest containing but seventeen lines, 

are not, four purposes, important. Both their diction and their subject rndter 

are largely conventional; and besides a few personified abstractions, there is 

not even much of the Liltonic apparent in them. 

As regards the reààtionship of the poems to the opinions expressed in the 

Essay, there is much in the former to authenticate the validity of our discoveries 

in the latter. There is, ir. the poems, an especial leaning toward the v*ild end 

romantic, an especial likimg for what we know barton regarded as Sublime. Moreover, 

there is a love of the exotic, the distant - the strange. Next, there is, to a 

certain extent, a flavor of medievalism in some of the poems. And finally, there is, 

in a few cases, a manifestation of what barton would call the pathetic. All this 

goes to strengthen our beliefs regarding «arton's mere theories of poetry as express®; 

in the Essay. 

The fact that almost a third of the poems given in Chalmers by Joseph barton are in 

blank verse is an additional indication not only of barton's making his practice 

conform to his theory, but also of uhe sincerity and completeness of his admira- 
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tion for Hilton., and Hiltonic blank verBe. Indeed, the poems throughout show, to 

an exaggerated extent, the influence of Hilton and of Hilton's minor poems - an 

influence evident in*the subject matter, the form, the mood, the meter, and the 

1 phrasing of nearly all of V.arton's verse. And when Lilton is not imitated directly 

there is frequently an imitation of Hilton's imitator, Collins, 

The fact, moreover, that this Collins uses the term "enthusiast," and that barton 

frequently uses it, both in the Essay and in nis poetry, as if it were them st 

natural thing in the world, would indicate that, after all, the title The Enthu- 

was 

siast xj[ not quite so aggressive as barton's time as people would have us believe. 

The only things left taxxs, theiefore, which are new to us (if we exclude 

barton's conventional exaltation of Britannia), are his insistence on the happiness 

and goodness of man in a state of nature, and, as a correlative of this, ids lauda¬ 

tion of the conception of freedom and liberty. This insistence and this laudation 

are so frequent and so emphatic in barton's poetry that even the most disintoreste 

reader would certainly be struck by them. Consequently, there should be sume ex¬ 

planation of them, an explanation which I have undertaken as a part of the next, 

and final, chapter of this thesis. 

- 0 



r^uüoa bO AA a 

1, Uooll (p. 111) tells us that this poom was written in 1740, and published in 

1744. 

2. Collins uses the word favorably in his tide to Pity, also: "wild enthusiast heat 

Ker I, 186: "Imaging is in itself the very height and life of poetry. It is, as 

Longinus describes it, a discourse, which, by a kind of enthusiasm, or extraordinary 

emotion of the soul, makes it seem to us that we behold those things the poet* 

paints." P. 152-153, Dryden says it is "those enthusiastic parts of poetry, which 

compose the most noble parts of " all the writings of Homer, Virgil, dtatius, Ariosto, 

Tasso, and Spenser. 

Young, Conjectures. p, 25, speaks of the "divinely-inspired enthusiast." And even 

so early as 1728, ha says (On Lyric Poetry): "Thought, enthusiasm, and picture. . * . 

are as body, soul, and robe of Poetry." 

Hurd, Lettors on Chivalry and P.omance. uses the word constantly in a good sense. 
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\ CHAPTER XII 

CONCLUSION 

In the preceding chapters, I have attempted to make clear the attitude $ch Jospph 

barton took toward various more or less important ideas, ages, literary wcrks, 

literary theories, and literary people. But, for one cause or another, I have not 

endeavored, save by the use of a few footnotes, to show that barton's Essay was 

fairly representative of the early rom; ntic movement, and that i.arton was afaitly 

typical romanticist. Thj facts, however, that barton was a good friend of such 

people as loung and Collins; that his Essay met with little disapproval from the 

early romanticists; that he had a high regard for such people as Gray, balpole, 

Thomson, Young, and other so-called romantic poets; that he is looked upon by all tie 

modern critics, such as Saintsbury, Beers, Phelps, and Leslie btephen, as an un¬ 

doubted member of the early romantic school; and that, finally, his views, as out¬ 

lined in the preceding chapters of this thesis, will doubtless seem to any student 

of eighteenth century literature to be views not greatly different from the views 

held by barton's contemporary romanticists - all these facts should convince 

one that barton was a good representative, a good type, of the early romanticist. 

I think, therefore, that I may hope to be pardoned if, using barton as evidence, 

and making all due allowances for ihe personal factor, I have occasion to draw some 

rather elastic conclusions concerning the whole mid-eighteonth century romantic 

school of poets and critics. 

And in this final chapter, I wich to draw such conclusions. I wish to point out 

what seem to me to be the causes for the birth and growth of the romantic ideal as 

illustrated by barton. I shall not attempt to define that very vague adjective "ro¬ 

mantic but shall wish it to be understood as including all that feeling which 

produced that sort of literature which, though it may occur in the no less vaguely 

defined neo-classic literature, is yet not characteristic of that latter literature. 



If one should ask wliat was the dominant intellectual attitude of the early part 

of the eighteenth century, there is little doubt but that the answer almost anyone 

would give i ould be to the el'éect that that dominant .intellectual attitude was one 

of Rationality, of dependence on the Reason, And if one should ask what was the 

dominant intellectual and spiritual attitude of the whole of western Kurope during 

the latter part of the eighteenth century, there is little doubt but that the answer 

would be to the effect that that domimnt attitude was one of Freedom and Liberty, 

Before attempting to wor k out the relationship between these two, let m point 

out how a rationalicm carried to an extreme point, how a decadent rationalism, like 

that of Godwin, for example, would account for some of barton's poetical theories, 

I have Indicated in more than one instance in which something in barton was ob¬ 

viously a hang-over from neo-classical days, and I have more than once hinted that 

barton's views weire, in a large measure, a direct outgrowth of neo-classicism. 

Now, it would be natural that the most preponderating trait of the Augustan 

period would, like other Issuer traits, persist, to some extent, in barton. The 

t 
/presence of this Rationalistic streak would account, better than anything else, for 

barton's belief that realities are more effective than ideas, that images^re better 

than lessons, Cefctainly, it would be likely tha^truth, naturalness, accurate pic¬ 

tures of tangible objects would seem to barton more retional (and every man prides 

himself on his rationality) than immaterial, irtificial, purely traditional objects 

and sentiments. Hence, he would insist on making his readers into spectators of 

images, and on making these images true to life (by means of the "enumeration of 

many particualr and minute circumstanee&it). 

In an effort to create of the immaterial and visionary the material and rational, 

he would be a groat deal like the rational neo-classicists themselves, but, being 

the ultimate fruit of neo-classical raxionalism, even as Dr, Johnson was, barton 

would attempt to carry this rationalism to a point further than it was carried by 

the originators of the cult, barton would, therefore, like the neo-classicists, but 

more radically than the neo-classicists, attempt (as suggested by Havens, p,4<tl) 



to embody vague, general, abstract ideas into the form of living beings, of personi- 
» 

fications, and would tend to substitute these personifications for the clesic, and 

no longer rational, use of the deities* 

L'oroover, the rationalist would wish to disctrd the introduction of Greek and 

Roinan pastoral objects into the descriptii.n of an jslnglish landscape, and would, 

eventually, lifce Thomson and the later landscape poets, become content with xhe Eng¬ 

lish landscape itself,unpeojled by satyrs, fauns, dryaus, and love-sick, piping 

shepherds. 

The glorification of "nature," of reality as opposed to unreality, would lead 
real 

to the sublimttion of/evsnts, objects, and people, as poetic subjects, above fic¬ 

titious events, objects, and people, fiombine this essentially rational tencb ncy 

with barton's desire for strange subjects, and with his spirit of patriotism, and 

there will result a medievalism which has, of its very self, been cabled romanti¬ 

cism* 

And finally, this rationalistic tendency would, as pointed out in the third chapter 

of this work, make the new romanticists seek the highest of authorities to support 

the new romantic view. And so, not revolting tgainst the Latins, but going beyond 

these Latins to a more final authority, the new romanticists would call upon the 

V- 
Greeks for the ultimate word in art. And, not revolting against the French as 

literary artists, but going even beyond these French, barton, at least, of the new 

romanticists, would call upon the Italians for the earliast and best word in modern 

poetic taste. The reliance on this first authority resulted, ip its decadent state, 

in the Hellenism of Shelley, Keats, and, to some extent, Byron, The reliance on the 

other authority resulted in the discovery of Dante, and in its decadent state, per¬ 

haps, in a group who could adopt the Italiunism of Rossetti. 

Let me now go back and take up that other great strand which went to. make up the 

thread of eighteenth century thought - the spirit of Liberty. 

But why was it that this spirit of' Liberty happened to gain such headway in the 



eighteenth century! Vhy was it that Yi&rton could write such praises of Liberty as 

were evident throughout his poetry! Why was it that he, and what such men as Rous¬ 

seau, could extol the life free from «senseless convention! Tfchy was it thct Burke 

could voice his superb orations in behlaf of Liberty and Freedom? Why was it that 

Jefferson, and /dams, and Henry, and Franklin could launch an almost hopeless war 

against their mother country, and win the war because their watchword was Liberty! 

Why ua3 it that the French could rebel against the world's stateliest court, and hav 

the support of all western Europe because their battle cry was Liberty, Equality, 

Fraternity, or Death? And why was it that the most undoubted of the romanticists - 

> 

Vnordsv/orth, Shelley, Leigh Hunt, Godwin, Byron - could devote their supremest 

energies to this cause of Liberty? 

If, for a moment, we forget sentiment, I think thit there will be little diffi¬ 

culty in answering all these questions. Great movements never spring into existence 

overnight; they grow. There is no reason that we should regard this great movement 

toward Liberty as an abnormal, an inexplicable spiritual phenomenon. It too must 

have grown. The question, therefore, is, From what did it grow! According to all 

laws of probability, the chances are that this spirit of Liberty grew directly from 

the popular mental state that immediately preceded it. And this mental state, 

broadly speaking, was that of Rationalism, So, xhen, weshould feel pretty safe in 

guessing that, without thespirit of Rationalism peculiar to the early eighteenth 

century, the spirit of Liberty, peculiar to the late eighteenth century, could not 

have come into existence. 

Bat just how did Rationalism grow into the spirit of Liberty? To answer this 

question, we ought to find out hast why people want liberty at ftil. The framers of 

our Declaration of Independence put the matter very neatly when they said that 

their particular reason for desiring liberty was that they believed "all men are 

created equal," The French Revolutionists (with their Liberty, Equality., Fraternity, 

or Death) believed the eame thing; Burke believed it; the eetiy lordeworth believed 
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it; Shellay believed it; Rousseau believed it; ftarton believed it-when he talked 

of the happiness ( nd goodness of men living the simple life. If One had asked 

thes .^people why they believed ih this equality of men, they would have answered, 

without doubt, that they believed it becuase it was rational, because it was 

reasonable to suppose that God would not create class distinctions, or that, on the 

Judgment Day, He would recognize any man-made class distinctions, bhen the peasant 

felt that, in the eyes of a glorious God, he had as much worth as the king had, 

it is hardly probable that the peasant would long consider himself as of actual 

inferiority to the king. And if the peasant had no God, why then it wpuld be more 

reasonable still for the peasant to suppose thet, as a human being, as a human 

animal, he had as much worth as any otherhuman being, human animal, whether the 

latter were dressed in ermine or not. That is to say, the peasant, thinking 

rationally, would soon arrive at a conclusion of the equal worth of all men, and 

therefore, since men,as the only rational crettures, are worth while, of the per¬ 

sonal value of himself. And when he had these almost simultaneously born feelings 

of equality and of his own personal worth, then he would feel the need of liberty 

and the injustice of oppression, and, in the end, would be likely to revolt in 

order to secure the liberty and freedom that no mere human being had a right ot 

deny him. The answer to the question raised at the beginning of this paragraph 

is, then, that because Rationalism bred in men the sense of equality, and therefore, 

of their own personal worth, this Rationalism lay at the botxom if all the eighteenth 

century's struggles for Liberty. 

I do not wish to decry religion, but I do wish to prove that it was really 

Rationalism and not religion which was the underlying cause of the spirit of Liberty 

of which I have been speaking. I hope, therefore, that it will not be taken amiss 

if I call attention to the French Revolutionists' reaction against the church, and 

their setting up of xhe Goddess of Reason for Adoration; to the atheism of bhelley; 

to the godlessness of Rousseau and of the too-sensible Voltaire; to the extreme 



rationality and atheism of Godwin; to the infidel tracts of Thomas Faine; to the 

free-thinking of Benjamin Franklin; to the whisperings as to the irréligion of 

Washington, La Fayette, Alexander Hamilton, and Thomas Jefferson, 

But in this work, politico and. government have little place. Permit me, therefore, 

to take up this fruit of neo-classical Rationalism - this sense of individual 

wodrth - , and see whether it had on literature, and especially on barton, any 

effect comparable to that which it had on government and society. It must be re¬ 

membered that the spirit of Revolt is at least three steps further on in the pro¬ 

cess of thought, and m the process of the growth of eighteenth century thought, 

than is the spirit of Individual Worth. First, come Rationalism; next, as an out¬ 

growth of the first, comes the feeling of Equality; third, or even as an accompuni- 

5 
ment of the decond, comes the sense of Personal Value; fourth comes the exaltation 

of Liberty; and, last of all, comes the actual spirit of Revolt, 

barton and the earlier romanticists never arrived at this last stage, and arrived 

only at the outskirts of even the fourth: for though they spoke much of Liberty - 

as barton did in his poetry - ycrt their feeling for this Liberty was vague, im¬ 

personal, shallow, rhetorical. There is in them none of the fire burning in the 

words of those tremendously sincere and vitally interested immortal orqtors of the 

American and French Revolutions. But the early romanticists were in the midst of the 

third stage - for they took the second so much for granted that they troubled 

themselves to say little about it - and their preoccupation with this third stage 

of thought brough about queer effects in their literature, 

Mr.1}. T, Starnes, in a paper (not yet published, but read at the April, 4925, 

meeting of the Historical Society of the Rice Institute) on Ihe Elegy in the Fif= 

-t^enih Century, gives as one of the re?sons for the sudden outcropping of elegies 

in that century the fact that the Renaissance caused the individual to have a 

a higher sense of man's personal worth, with the result that his friends felt deeply 

for his loss, that his memory was revered, and $hat those friends endeavored to 



perpetuate his memory and his fame in laudatory elegiac verse. I was surprised and 

gratified to hear LIr. btarnes say this, for I had already reached the conclusion 

thatthe early romantic "graveyard," melancholy type of poetry, typified by Gray’s 

Elerev owed its being almost entirely to the eighteenth century's rational reali¬ 

zation of the personal worth of men, irrespective of their social position. 

This same realization would result in the century's huwanitarianism - in all the 

little things pointed out by barton as being pathetic, in his insistence on the 

poetic necessity of this pathos, in the Sentimentalism to which, as Doughty demon¬ 

strates, even the staunchest of the neo-classicists evenxually arrived, in the 

production and popularity of Emile, and even, perhtps, in the sentimental presenta¬ 

tion of the early novel heroine. Carry the n alization of the worth of t he indivi¬ 

du? 1 too far, aid you get Societies for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, 

Anti-vivisection Societies, lines on the murderous shooting of pheasants and 

butchering of lambs, the woman who "wept with delight vhen you gave her a smile, 

And trembled with feur art your frown," the exaggerated pride of Byron, and t he 

morbid and sometimes sickening ego-centricity of Shelley. 
as an 

This same insistence on the worth of fefan/individual would tend to develop the 

modern notion of the individuality and eccentricity of genius (though baiton par¬ 

takes of this latter conception no more than does Pope himself), as oppose^o the 

idea,which the too rational Johnson held, that genius is but common sense. 

For another thing, this spirit of individuality, this way of looking on men as 

personally valuable or worthless, rather than as valuable or worthless simply as 

they were related to a group or a sbhool, would cause barton to look upon the neo¬ 

classical poets as individuals rather th? n as members of such a group or sch ool. 

B But more important still is the result which this belief, that the writer is 

individually responsible, rather than responsible as the edherent of a schoil, would 

have on the conception of the worth of originality, of Invention. There isthe 

critical point; there is one really great difference between neo-classicism and 
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±ha early romanticism. To the neo-cIsssiciBts, a poet was excellent if lie hid no 

more than expand himself to the limits of an artificial wall of rules and ire- 

quirements built up, ostensibly, by the ancients. But to the eatly romanticists, a 

poet was excellent only if he could expand not to the wall merely (for these new* 

romanticists 

elKssxKxxka had not yet completely outgrown the neo-classical influence), but even 

beyond the wall into hitherto jtntraveled fields. This insistence on origiial ity and 

invention would, as has been demonstrated, result in the liking for Strangeness, 

which, in turn, would bring about Y/arton's conception of Terror-Sublimity. More¬ 

over, the necessity of having strangeness would end in the selection of ne dieval 

or exotic subject matter. And the Terror-Sublimity plus this medievalism may well 

go under the name of Gothicism. 

This feeling of personal worth and dignity would be likely to expand, of itself, 

into national pride. But even if it were merily combined with the patriotism and 

the pride of race the British have always had, it is pretty certain that the 

British critic in whom there existed this combination would become still more 

patriotic, and still more certain that the purely English poets, theyipoets unin- 

fluénced by England's greatest rival, ika! were the greatest poets. 

Of course, too , this growing national pride of barton's, and of the other new 

romanticists, would lead to a study of all England's older poets. And ths study 

would demonstrate the ft ct that it was actually to the Italians, and not. to the 

French, -that England owed its earlier and greater poetry. This last would be an 

additional reason for discountenancing the French nation and French literature. 

But no doubt the most j obent factor in the formation of this anti-French feeling 

was the jingoistic patriotism of Englishmen, a sort of patriotism that involved 

the hatred of France and all things French. 

Since Ymrton held the feeling just mentioned, he would almost necessarily argue 

that Shakespeare, being England's greatest aspirant for dramatic honors, excelled 

anything which France had to offer. And the critic would be still more likely to 



adopt this view when he was,'at the same time, awaire that «Shakespeare employed 

medieval subject matter, British subject matter, Italian subject matter, and real 

subject matter, and vas, besides, a natural genius great of himself alone. 

bpenser likewise, since he employed medieval and British subject matter, and 

showed the influence of the Italians, Spenser would likewise come in for a great 

amount of iraise. 

And Uilton, because he too shoved trcces if Italian influence; because he was 

the poetical descendant of Bpenser; because he used blank verse; because he was 

largely influenced by the Greeks; because hu described English and even Gothic 

landscapes; and because, above all, he, just as was Shakespeare in the case of the 

drama, was Englcnd’B greatest epic poet - because of aL1 these things, üilton 

and the praise of him occupy a large amount of space in the Essay. 

I have tried,^up to this point, that most of barton’s opinions can be accounted 

for if we remember that there Btill remained in him much of the fundamental spirit 

of the neo-classicists - that is, of rationality -, and if we remember that the 

offspring of this rationality is a sense of the worth of the individual. It is 

possible that other things besides these two may explain barton, but (leaving his 

religious bent out of account) I know of nothing that will explain him so easily, 

so neatly, so thoroughly, as do th-.se two. 

If ve take xhis view, however, we certainly cannot accept the old idea that 

romanticism is revolt, or, indeed, tlmt there was a Romantic Revolt. There is 

nothing destructive, nothing reactionary, nothing hostile in barton's attitude 

toward neo-classicism. On the contrary, tàds attitude is an obvious outgrowth, 

an inevitable result, of neo-classicism - an outgrowth, a result, which would 

have been impossible without uhe préexistence of a rational neo-classic era. 

Once this structure, builded on the foundations of neo-classicism, took shape, 

it could be used as a standard by which to measure the work of previous writers - 

not at all for the purpose of destroying any established reputauions, but simply 



for the sake of good criticism, bhere previous writers did not go in direct 

opposition ii to the new theories, those writers invariably, in barton, met with 

approval, and where they worked along the lines JSKIIX laid out by those theories, 

those writers met with very grout approval. It was only when th.y obviously did not 

conform to quite definite requirements that they met with a cautious wora of dis- 

approbttion. 

And so it was with Pope, bhere he did now come into .direct conflict with barton's 

theories, no fault tas found. Dut because he so often came into conflict with 

thuse theories, uarton ventured to rank him just below Lilxon* burely such a spirit 

is rot destructive: it is healthy growth 

I shall, not discuss at much length the wajs in which fope failed to come up to 

barton's standards, but shall meuly mention tnose wajs so as to mtke it clear that 

barton, with his many entirely new points of view, could not do otherwise thtn 

question the strength of Pope's poetic genius. 

Pope was more didactic than imaginative; he was not invariably successful in 

describing English pastoral scenes; he depended on the Latins and French for 

“ r 
authority rather than on the Greeks and Italians; lie looké upon poets as worth while 

rules 
provided merelj that they came up xo certain general xlxiu&xttx bet by others; £e 

had little sentimentalism and melancholia; he had little invention, and therefore, 

little strangeness; and finally, he was* not positively and agressively British and 

anti-French. 

In all these respects, lope did not measure up to barton's standards, and con- 

soquently, barton condemned him. But barton's great mistake in this condemnation lx 

lies in the f>ct that he measured Pope by standards which Pope never aspired to, 

which Pope never knew existed, which, indeed, in Fope's day uid not exist. And an 

even greater mistake of barton's li y in the fact that he never knew that Pope 

that Pope 
never aspired to these standards,/'never knew they existed, and that,in Pope's day, 

the., did not exist - in a word, barton did nox koow that there hau been a neQ- 

classical era. And for that very ret son, if for no éther, he could not possibly be 

a conscious révolter against tht t era. 

THE EÎD 



Lotes to Chapter XII a 

1. Doughty, p. 134: "To Collins these forms 'Pity,* 'Fear,' 'Simplicity,' 'Mercy,' 

'Peace,' 'The Passions * and their fellows, are no mere conventional eighteenth- 

century abstractions personified in the fashion og the time. They are to him realities 

the great realities of life. He has seen them, and they walk ever before his eyes, his 

poetry is one almost continuous attempt to describe what he sees," 

2, Young, Conjectures, p. 11: "Must we then, you say, not imitate antient auuhors! 

Imitate them, by all means; but imitate aright. He that imitates the divine Iliad, 

does not imitate Homer. ... Tread in his steps to the soul fountain of immortality; 

drink where he drank, at the true Helicon, that is, at the breast of nature: Imitate; 

but imitate not the Composition, but the Lon, For may not this paradox pass intoa 

maxim? viz. 'The less we copy the renowned antients, we shall resemble them the 

more.* ** 

3, Young, Conjectures. p. 16: "Genius is not so very rareax as you imagine." 

P. 24, "1 borrow two golden rules from ethics, which are no less golden in Composi¬ 

tion. than in life. 1. Know thyself: 2dly, Reverence thyself." "Thyself so reverence 

as to prefer the native growth of thy mxxd own mind to the richest import from 

abroad." P. 32, "An impartial Providence scatters talents indifferently.*. . •fiiro' 

all orders of persons." P. 10, "I think that human sould, thro' ell periods, ere 

equal.” 


